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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 
The world where we leave is changing very fast because of the increasing development of 
new ways of communications, making the world more global and breaking traditional 
barriers like the different languages, different cultures, distance. The companies have to 
answer to the quick changes that the globalization demands and therefore their 
information systems need to be updated and to have the ability to respond those changes. 
It is in this context where the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) appears. An ERP is an 
enterprise-wide information system designed to coordinate all the resources, information, 
and activities needed to complete business processes such as order fulfilment or billing. 
An ERP system tries to assemble all this different systems in just one, achieving for the 
successful business connectivity where software, hardware, people and process work 
converge. 
 
But, until to adopt an ERP system in an organization, there are many steps that have to be 
carried out. One of these phases is the planning stage in which an organization estimates 
the cost, time and resources necessary for the ERP implementation. To make a contract 
with an ERP vendor and/or ERP solution implementation consultants, for a client 
organization it is necessary to have the size of the future ERP product. However, more 
often than not, for a client company, it is in this step where the ERP size and effort 
estimation problems appear and the company finds out that merely island-solutions are 
offered to confront these problems. There is no standard or consensus on a method to 
determine the size of an ERP. Existing Functional Size Measurement (FSM) methods, 
most of which standardized through ISO, are intended to measure the software size by 
using the functional user requirements. The problem is that the application of traditional 
FSM models to the ERP context is very difficult. This is even more problematic in the 
early stage of the requirements because of the lack of information in this stage. So, in 
practice, each ERP vendor or adopter company use their own technique.  
 
The goal of this thesis is to reduce the gap of the estimation of the product size in the 
ERP context. For this, in the present thesis we have designed an approach based on the 
one recent ISO FSM model, the COSMIC method, a standardized method of measuring a 
functional size of software from the functional domains commonly referred to as 
‘business application’ (or ‘MIS’) software and ‘real-time’ software and hybrids of these. 
To determine the size of an ERP product, we have mapped the requirements modelling 
constructs of the ERP specifications onto the counting concepts of the COSMIC. We 
have used the Business Blueprint of the SAP (the most important company in the ERP 
environment), that are templates for the functional requirements that show how to carry 
out business processes in a fluent organization by using the SAP system. 
 
The research methods used in this thesis are: i)  Literature survey: to gather a basis for the 
practical work and to make the researcher more familiar with existing literature and 
research on the problems about how is an ERP product sized and which methods could be 
used to solve or reduce them. ii) Proof-of-Concept: to illustrate how the newly proposed 
sizing technique works; and iii) Perception-based evaluation, to evaluate the newly 
proposed approach by a group of experts. The focus is to evaluate the proposal regarding 
the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and intention to use  
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The structure of the thesis is the next: Chapter 1 introduces the topic; Chapter 2 presents 
the background; Chapter 3 analyzes the size estimation problem in ERP; Chapter 4 
studies the state of the art; Chapter 5 describes our solution; In Chapter 6 our approach 
(eEPC-COSMIC) is explained and justified; Chapter 7 shows an example applying our 
proposal estimating size; Chapter 8 includes an empirical study about the perceptions of a 
group of experts in FSM methods; and chapter 9 draws the conclusions and presents the 
future works. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This chapter presents an overview of the research published in this Master Thesis. It 
describes the background of the project (Section 1.1), it introduces the main difficulties 
sizing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) projects (Section 1.2), it presents the 
motivation to carry this master thesis (Section 1.3) and the research goals for the project 
and the research questions (Section 1.4).  This chapter concludes with an outline of the 
structure of the thesis (Section 1.5).  
 
1.1 Background  
 
This section positions the important topic of software measurement in the discipline of 
Software Engineering (SE). It also outlines definitions and assumptions concerning the 
application of measurement models in the requirements engineering stage of one 
particular type of software projects, namely Enterprise Resource Planning 
implementation projects.  
 
1.1.1 Measures throughout 
 
Humans have always had the necessity of measuring the things because it is very useful 
for its daily life and every day we find a lot of situations in which we need to measure. 
For example, it is necessary to count money, to measure distances between a point and 
other one, to weight objects or persons, to measure the time that somebody need for to 
arrive some place, to know the size of a house before to star to build it, to collect a series 
of the values before emitting a diagnosis in a healthy problem, to fix prices if we have a 
shop or to estimate if a product is expensive or not if we are the consumer. Summarizing, 
we need to measure in all fields of the life. 
 
The measurements are very useful for us to determine certain type of things, but 
parameters have to be established since every person can measure the same object of a 
different way. Here we find the first difficulty, we need Standard Metric Systems. 
 
1.1.2. Why is necessary to measure from project management perspective?  
 
In the field of project management [1] it is a well-known truth that if we do not measure 
the things that are being produced, we cannot control them and if we cannot control them, 
we cannot manage them and if we cannot manage them, it is impossible to improve them 
and also to develop them in the desired way. This reasoning suggests that the 
measurement is an important management practice. Indeed, examples of evidence in 
project management literature [1][2][3] indicates that measurement is: i) one of the key 
factors for project success; ii) a feature of a highly mature project delivery process; and 
iii) a component of the feedback mechanism used by clients and project delivery 
organizations. But, what do the terms “measure”, “measurement” and “(size) measure” 
mean? According the Cambridge English Dictionary, we can define these terms as 
follows: 
 

•  Measure (verb): to discover the exact size or amount of something, or to 
be of a particular size. 
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•  Measure (size measure): a unit used for stating the size, weight, etc. of 
something, or a way of measuring. One of the standard measures 
according to which goods are made or sold. 

•  Measurement: the act or process of measuring. The size, shape, quality, 
etc. of something, which you discover by measuring it. 

 
It can be said that a measurement captures a lot of information about the attributes of an 
object or event in the real world.  
 
1.2.3. Engineering Software Systems: why is it necessary to measure the software? 
 
This section narrows the discussion to the role of measurement in engineering software 
systems [4]. Clearly, in the past 40 years, the measurement of the software has turned into 
an essential part of the SE discipline [5]. Indeed, mature software organizations [6] are 
known to measure characteristics of software in order to know, for example, if the 
requirements are consistent and complete, if the design is of high quality and if the code 
is ready to be proven. The software project managers measure attributes of the processes 
and products to be capable of saying when the software will be in conditions to be 
delivered and if the budget will be exceeded [6]. In Software Engineering, a cost 
estimation problem is the problem to predict the likely amount of efforts, time, and 
staffing levels to build a software system [6]. 
 
To illustrate the importance of measurement in software engineering, below we make an 
analogy between the construction of a building and the development of a software 
project. On one hand, a constructor needs to know many things to estimate the cost of the 
building work. For example, he needs to know how many meters has the plot, how many 
bricks he will need, how many men he will need and with that men how long he will need 
to finish the work in a period of time. So the first thing that he needs is to have the house 
plans which are done by an architect. On the other hand, the project management needs to 
know the cost of the software that he is going to manage. So, he will need to know the 
size of the project and the effort as soon as possible to make a budget. He has to 
transform the effort (amount of time it takes one person using some material resources to 
do a task) to money, but for this the first action that he has to do is measure.  
 
1.2.4 Why is it so difficult to determine the size of software project and to estimate 
the effort to develop it? 
 
In the software project management literature, it is a well-known fact that a software 
project is a special type of project that has some special characteristics which make it 
different and separate it from other projects of engineering artefacts. This has 
implications for software measurement. Below we provide a list of common difficulties 
in measuring software projects which we distilled from literature [6] [7]:  
 

- Software artefacts do not have universal standardized definitions of the quality 
levels required in different user contexts.  

- The software development process relies on fast-changing development 
technologies and the resulting system is always in evolution. 

- The difficulty to measure a software project and to determine its size leads to a 
difficulty in the estimation of project duration and cost.  
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Because of all this, the development of a quality software product in an estimation period, 
with a few certain costs and a few limited resources, needs that the organization carries 
out planning and a very carefully measurement work. This is the only way in which a 
company will not lose money. 
 
In response to these issues, the organization ISO defined in 1999 a Standard of 
Measurement of the Functional Size. The method of measuring the size of an information 
system and expressing it in a number of function points is called function point analysis 
(FPA). The method is kept up to date by worldwide cooperating FPA user groups like 
NESMA [www.nesma.nl], COSMIC [www.cosmicon.org], IFPUG 
[http://www.ifpug.org]. A function point analysis expresses the functional size of an 
information system in a number of function points (for example: the size of a system is 
314 FPs). The existing sizing approaches are presented in more details in Chapter 5. 
 
1.2 Difficulties in Sizing ERP projects 
 
In the context of ERP, the process estimation is even more complicated. An ERP system 
supports most of the business system that maintains in a single database the data which 
are necessary in a variety of business functions such as Manufacturing, Supply Chain 
Management, Financials, Projects, Human Resources and Customer Relationship 
Management. So, an ERP system needs a common database and a modular software 
design. The modular software design should mean a business can select the modules they 
need, mix and match modules from different vendors, and add new modules of their own 
to improve business performance. As there are so many modules and so different, 
estimating a project is even more difficult than in a normal software project (custom 
software project and traditional information systems project). Clearly, the software 
engineering literature could offer some methods which – after adaptation, could serve the 
ERP project organization in solving the size and cost estimation problem. Below, 
however, we present a few important difficulties of why existing measurement models 
from literature might be oat best, only partial solutions to the ERP size and cost 
estimation.  
 
1. Existing metrics were created for traditional software 
 
The problem with the existing sizing metrics [7] is that mainly, these methods are adapted 
for measuring Business Application Software which is typically needed in support of 
business administration, such as banking, insurance, accounting, personnel, purchasing, 
distribution or manufacturing. They do not enable the sizing cross-organizational 
software like ERPs [8]. 
 
2. The needed of estimating effort at the stage of early requirements 
 
Perhaps, one of the major difficulties to size ERP projects is linked to the need of 
calculating the effort at the first stage of the Software Life Cycle, when only high level 
requirements specifications exist and no detail is known about the many specific ways in 
which the resulting system must function. Furthermore, some companies cannot (or have 
not the possibility due to economical reasons) to spend that amount of time needed for 
applying also an early-FPA technique and directly will estimate by experience or analogy 
the effort for next project. Browsing historical project data, often a company will have 
high MRE (Mean Relative Error) values and it will be more and more difficult to 
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establish a full estimation mechanism based - at least on two historical series (size; 
effort). Due to the complexity of ERP projects this problem becomes bigger [9]. 
 
1.3 Motivation for this research  
 
Considering all the mentioned difficulties and bearing in mind that the FSMM are not 
adapted to ERP projects, there is a big important gap for estimating project in the context 
of ERP. Reducing that gap is the main motivation for developing this thesis. 
 
As we will see in Chapter 3, in ERP adopting organizations of any significant size, ERP 
size and efforts estimation is a hard problem that requires continuous attention. Within 
the scope of literature on ERP project estimation, some authors [10] [11] have stressed 
the importance of size and effort estimation to the project success. In support of this, 
those authors have developed proposals to evaluate the functional size of ERP solutions. 
However, with very few exceptions [11] the problem of ERP size estimation has hardly 
been studied by using empirical methods and empirical data. For example, one of the 
most extensive reviews on the applicability of existing size and effort estimation models 
to ERP is done by a researcher [10] in a university setting and the author deems his 
research ‘non-empirical’. Yet, the problem is important because improved knowledge on 
ERP size and requirements-based size estimation entails a more effective use of the ERP 
project resources. However, to the best of the knowledge of the author of this thesis and 
his supervisors, there is no an ERP size counting technique which addresses the key 
issues included in the ERP size and cost estimation problem.  In response to this, we 
introduce in this thesis an approach to evaluate the size of ERP solutions, namely, eEPC-
COSMIC procedure. 
 
1.4 Scope of this research project 

 
In this master project, we are motivated to carry out these research activities: 

1. To understand the current practice of how the ERP projects are estimated. 
2. To understand why is so difficult to apply measurement models to ERP projects 

and why they typically lack credibility in this context. 
3. To adapt an existing sizing technique to the ERP context from the requirements 

stage. 
4. To demonstrate by using experts the extent to which a proposal for adapted ERP 

sizing technique complies the existing ISO FSM standards. 
 

These activities are described in more detail in the next sub-chapters. 

1.4.1 Positioning of the size estimation problem in the ERP Requirements 
Engineering stage of the ERP project  

 
The scope of this thesis refers to the very early stage of ERP requirements engineering. 
This is when there is a request-for-proposal (RFP) process in an ERP adopting 
organization or when a company starts developing the early requirements for a new ERP 
project. Below, we describe in more detail the situation for which this thesis will provide 
a size estimation solution:  
 
From the moment when a company starts a bidding process and invites consulting 
companies to submit a RFP, or the moment when the project starts, there are available 
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requirements which could make a first approximation to know the needed effort for doing 
the project. In this research project, we focus on the i
package, namely SAP [www.sap.com
project implementation, which assumes that the requirements of SAP (the so
Business Blueprint) are devel
will study a possible solution to estimate a project from de first step of its cycle of life. 
Fig. 1 illustrates how the project duration of an ERP project can be estimated based on 
project effort, which, in turn, is estimated based on size. 
 
 

Illustration 

It is important to note that from the requirements stated in the RFP and the business 
blueprint, the size of an ERP product will be determined. So, the solution will include 
how to estimate the sizing of ERPs based on the previous SAP specifications, using a 
standard method (for example the
specific questions we will answer are presented in the next section.

1.4.2 Goals and research questions
 
The main goal of this thesis is to reduce the gap between cost estimation techniques and 
estimation needs in ERP projects by proposing a size cou
early ERP project stage. We state as the main goal of the project to determine the size of 
an ERP product. This means that project effort and project duration would be left for 
future researches.  
 
The central research question (RQ) which will be answered is this:
 
In which requirements-based way can the size of ERP projects be estimated at the very 
early ERP implementation stage? 
 
Clearly, this overall question should be decomposed in more specific research questions. 
To organize our research questions, we use the distinction between design research 
questions and knowledge research questions as per the research methodology of Wieringa 
and Heerkens [13]. According to these authors, design research questions ask for a way to 
achieve a desired output from a given input. They relate to a situation where some change 
needs to be enacted according to the way we think the world should be. This type of 
questions focus mainly on `how to' questions. The second type of research questions is 
the knowledge question. Knowledge research questions emerge when there is a difference 
between what we know about the world and what we would like to know. Within the 
context of these questions, we need to study the world to obtain knowledge related to a 
particular aspect. This type of questions usually focus on `what are' questions.
 
 
In this thesis, we decompose the main goal into five sub
we formulated the research questions as follows:

1) Sub-goal 1: To identify the difference between an ERP project and an “usual” 
software project. The research questions pertinent to this goal are: 
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- RQ1.1: Which are the differences between an ERP project and a traditional 

software project (meaning a custom software project and traditional 
information systems project)? 

- RQ1.2: What are the implications of these differences for ERP size and effort 
estimation? 

- RQ1.3: Why is it difficult in practice to size an ERP project? 
- RQ1.4: When time comes to measure, what factors do make an ERP different 

from a standard project of software? 
 

2) Sub–goal 2: To discover the existing approaches which could fit in solving the 
ERP size estimation problem. The research questions which support this goal are 
given below:  
- RQ2.1: Why is so necessary to estimate in the first stage of cycle life in an 

ERP context? 
o What kinds of metrics could be used in the early stage of the cycle life 

to measure an ERP project? 

o Are they applicable to projects in the ERP context? 
- RQ2.2: Do the existing size metrics provide good methods for estimating ERP 

projects? 
o If the answer is negative, what could be the reasons? 

 
3) Sub-goal 3: To know about the state-of-art of sizing ERP project. To research 

about this topic the following sub research questions will be answered according 
to published reports: 
- RQ3.1: How is ERP sized?  

o How the companies or institutions who implemented ERP project and 
SAP define the term "SIZE"?  

o What kind of documents do they use to estimate?   
- RQ3.2: What kind of metrics do they use? 

 
4) Sub-goal 4: To design a solution for the problems about size and cost estimation 

in ERP project context: 
- RQ4.1: How to develop a sizing procedure? 
- RQ4.2: Which primitives in the ERP requirements engineering artefacts (e.g. 

events, functions, information objects, logical connectors) can be used for size 
counting purposes? 

- RQ4.3: In which way to map the requirements modelling constructs of the 
ERP specifications onto the counting concepts (e.g. READ, WRITE, EXIT, 
ENTRY) of a standard FSM technique?  

 
5) Sub-goal 5: To evaluate the new method by experts. This includes the following 

research questions: 
 
- RQ5.1: Could the newly proposed method be integrated into the larger process 

of requirement engineering? 
- RQ5.2: Is the approach ease of use, as per experts’ perceptions? 
- RQ5.3: What is the perceived usefulness of this method by experts in 

COSMIC?  
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- RQ5.4: According to perceptions of experts, is there any intention of use the 
approach in future ERP projects?  

- RQ5.5: In which way the method can be improved based on the expert 
suggestions?  

 

1.4.3 Research Method 
 

This research is conceptual, qualitative and interdisciplinary. It is an investigation that 
involves synthesizing and integrating information in order to develop a requirements-
based sizing approach to ERP projects. The research method for this thesis will 
incorporate a variety of research techniques. Specifically, the following research 
techniques will be deployed:  
 
1.4.3.1 Literature survey 
 
The main goal of a literature survey is to gather a basis for the practical work and to make 
the researcher more familiar with existing literature and research on the topic. Also there 
will be important to get own conclusions about the current problems about how is ERP 
sized and which methods could be used to solve or reduce them. 
 
For getting answers to the RQs associated to sub-goal 1, the author will review the 
published work about the research topic. This includes a study of some papers about 
sizing ERP and making own conclusions.  
 
This review will cover works published in the main Journals of Software Engineering as 
well as the main Conferences on Software Process or Product Measurement. Also there 
are some surveys from Dutch Public Institutions and Consultant Companies from 
Netherlands, which will complement the academic sources of evidence about ERP size 
estimation practices.  
 
1.4.3.2  Proof-of-Concept 
 
To illustrate how the newly proposed sizing technique works, we will run an experiment 
based: i) on previously published SAP requirements specifications available in ERP 
books [14]; and ii) on real-life examples of SAP requirements provided to the author by 
his supervisor (Maya Daneva). This method will be combined with the literature survey 
to answer the questions of sub-goal 4. So, it will be used to find a solution to the 
problems of sizing ERP and getting the new method for estimate ERP projects.  
 
Whenever possible, we will compare and analyze our results of the experiment with 
similar works in the topic of software metrics. For example, there are size counting 
methods adapted to the use of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), a standardized 
general-purpose requirements modeling language. Such techniques represent adaptations 
to the COSMIC method [12]. At any time the comparison is possible, the author will use 
the previously published examples by his second supervisor (Nelly Condori-Fernandez).  
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1.4.3.3 Perception-based evaluation 
 
To evaluate the newly proposed technique, the author will use a perception-based 
evaluation approach [15]. It includes engaging a group of experts to review, evaluate – 
based on a questionnaire, and comment on the newly proposed approach. The group is 
composed by experts certified in the ISO standard COSMIC method [12]. The group is 
international and consists of four experts (two from Spain, one from Canada and one 
from Italy). They will evaluate the likelihood of adoption in practice of our approach 
proposed using a questionnaire [16] and using the Method Adoption Model [17] which 
includes three constructs related to perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and 
intention to use.  
 
In the figure below, a summary can be observed about the research method) 

 

 
Illustration 2 : Research Method 

 
 
1.5 Thesis overview 
 
This thesis is divided into nine Chapters.  
 
Chapter 2 provides background on the general concepts of the project. Special attention 
is paid to the concepts of ERP, SAP R/3, business processes as well as to terms related 
with Measurement Metrics and Software Engineering. 
 
Chapter 3 discusses the problems of sizing in the ERP project context, the differences 
between ERP projects and other software projects and the implications of these 
differences for ERP size estimation. This chapter is useful to draw own conclusions about 
the more important difficulties sizing and estimating ERP packages. 
 
Chapter 4 presents an overview on the current state of sizing ERP projects. The chapter 
contains information about how ERP projects are sized today and which kind of 
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measurement techniques are used by the implementer and adopter companies at the 
present. 
 
Chapter 5 shows some possible solutions to the previously discussed size estimation 
problems. It motivates our choice of one particular method which will be used in our 
proposal to count the size of an ERP. To choose the appropriated method, the several 
differences among the different sizing methods are studied and compared for suitability 
to the ERP context. 
 
Chapter 6 explains the application of the selected method to the context of ERP. It 
presents our newly proposed approach to the Business Blueprint of SAP and to determine 
the size of an ERP project. 
  
Chapter 7 presents a proof-of-concept of the method obtained in the previous chapter. It 
explains with an example of a real case study how the empirical method can be applied. 
 
Chapter 8 presents a Perceptions-based Evaluation of the eEPC-COSMIC procedure. It 
reflects on expert reviewers’ comments, conclusions and suggests improvements to the 
proposed approach.  
 
In Chapter 9, the thesis concludes answering the initial research questions and drawing 
the author’s conclusions. It also presents recommendations and possible directions for 
future research. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 An investment in knowledge pays the best interest  

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), Founding Fathers of the U.S. 
   

 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 2 

Background on the general concepts 
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2. Background on the general concepts 
 
Referencing to the quotation of Benjamin Franklin, to stop a bit of time in studying the 
main concepts of this project will be a good investment for its future. It is very important 
to know very well the background of the research to advance with security and in an easy 
way. Furthermore, this chapter helps the possible not expert readers in the topic of ERP 
and estimation project, because it gives a basic idea about the subject. 
 
In the Section 2.1, we present terms related with Software Engineering and Software 
Measurement. In the Section 2.2, we present terms related with ERP. This includes ERP, 
SAP R/3, business processes. Finally section 2.3, discusses the concepts of Business 
Blueprint, Request-for-Proposal process, Requirements Engineering for ERP. These 
describe the process in which we will use metrics.  
 
2.1 Measurement in Software Engineering  

2.1.1 Software Engineering  
 
Software Engineering (SE) is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable 
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software [18]. It 
encompasses techniques and procedures, often regulated by a software development 
process, with the purpose of improving the reliability and maintainability of software 
systems.  
 
SE describes the collection of skills that apply one Engineering emphasis to the 
construction and support of products of software. The Activities of the SE include the 
administration, calculation of Costs, planning, modelling, analysis, specification, design, 
implementation, test and maintenance. Thanks SE, every activity is understood and 
controlled. The importance of the Engineering of Software cannot be underestimated, due 
to the fact that the products of software invade our lives [6]. In the next picture the 
necessity of Software Engineering is showed.  

 
Illustration 3 : The importance of Software Engineering 
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2.1.2 Estimation in software engineering (Cost) 
 
The importance of a good estimation  
 
The ability to accurately estimate the time and/or cost taken for a project to come in to its 
successful conclusion is a serious problem for software engineers. The use of a 
repeatable, clearly defined and well understood software development process has, in 
recent years, shown itself to be the most effective method of gaining useful historical data 
that can be used for statistical estimation. In particular, the act of sampling more 
frequently, coupled with the loosening of constraints between parts of a project, has 
allowed more accurate estimation and more rapid development times [19]. 
 

No estimate is guaranteed to be accurate. For example, people get sick or leave the 
organization; teams run into unforeseen technical problems; the needs of the organization 
change. The unexpected will almost certainly happen. Therefore, the goal of estimation is 
not to predict the future. Instead, it is to gauge an honest, well-informed opinion of the 
effort required to do a task from those people in the organization who have the most 
applicable training and knowledge [20]. 
  
The importance of cost estimation 
 
In this thesis, we refer to software cost estimation as to the problem of predicting the 
effort required to develop a software system. Solving this problem (e.g. getting accurate 
estimates) is critical to both developers and customers. This is because cost estimation 
data are typically used for key business activities as generating request for proposals, 
contract negotiations, scheduling, monitoring and control. Underestimating the costs may 
result in management approving proposed systems that then exceed their budgets, with 
underdeveloped functions and poor quality, and failure to complete on time. 
Overestimating may result in too many resources committed to the project, or, during 
contract bidding, result in not winning the contract, which can lead to loss of jobs [21].  
 
The collective experience of software engineering researchers [6] suggests that accurate 
cost estimation is important because: 
 

•  It can help to classify and prioritize development projects with respect to an 
overall business plan. 

•  It can be used to determine what resources to commit to the project and how well 
these resources will be used. 

•  It can be used to assess the impact of changes and support re-planning. 
•  Projects can be easier to manage and control when resources are better matched to 

real needs. 
•  Customers expect actual development costs to be in line with estimated costs. 

 
Kinds of cost in a software development 
For most projects, the dominant cost is the effort cost. Computers that are powerful 
enough for software development are relatively cheap. Although extensive travel costs 
may be needed when a project is developed at different sites, the travel costs are usually a 
small fraction of the effort costs. Furthermore, using electronic communications systems 
such as e-mail, shared web sites and videoconferencing can significantly reduce the travel 
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required. Electronic conferencing also means that travelling time is reduced and time can 
be used more productively in software development. [22] 
 
Effort costs are not just the salaries of the software engineers who are involved in the 
project. Organizations compute effort costs in terms of overhead costs where they take 
the total cost of running the organization and divide this by the number of productive 
staff [22]. 
 
Therefore, the following costs are all part of the total effort cost [22]: 
 

1. Costs of providing, heating and lighting office space 
2. Costs of support staff such as accountants, administrators, system 

managers, cleaners and technicians 
3. Costs of networking and communications 
4. Costs of central facilities such as a library or recreational facilities 
5. Costs of Social Security and employee benefits such as pensions and 

health insurance. 
 
Estimation methods 
 
Popular methods which are used as solutions to the estimation problem in software 
engineering include: 
 

•  Wideband Delphi [23]. 
•  COCOMO II [24]. 
•  SLIM [25]. 
•  SEER-SEM Parametric Estimation of Effort, Schedule, Cost, Risk. The 

Explanation of the method can be checked out in the reference [26] and the 
website of the Official developers in the reference [27].  

•  Function Point Analysis: an introduction tutorial to FPA [28], official website 
[29].  

•  The Planning Game (from Extreme Programming): Belgium XP/Agile user group 
[30], Learning The Planning Game [31]. 

•  Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) [32]. 
•  TruePlanning Software Model Parametric that estimates the scope, cost, effort and 

schedule for software projects [33]. 

2.1.3 Important Concepts in Software Estimation 
Important Concepts 
 
Fenton and Pfleeger [6] based on decades of software measurement research suggest the 
following concepts as important in cost estimation: 
 
Measurement/Sizing: According the sizing is the process of estimating the amount of 
computer storage or the number of source lines required for a software system or 
component [18].  
 
Size: is the amount of computer storage or the number of sources lines required for a 
software system or component. Also, size can be defined as the functionality of an 
application. 
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Software metric: It is a measure of some property of a piece of software or its 
specifications [34].  
 
Software measurement is a quantified attribute of a characteristic of a software product 
or the software process [35]. 
 
Effort: It is the amount of time it takes one person to do a task. The common unit of 
measurement is person hour, but in IS also a unit could be persons-month or programmer-
month.  
 
For example in COCOMO II (software estimation model of effort), effort is expressed as 
Person Months (PM). Person month is the amount of time one person spends working on 
the software development project for one month. 
 
Productivity: It estimates to help define the project cost or schedule, to inform 
investment decisions or to assess whether process or technology improvements are 
effective. 
 
It is very common to use the term ‘‘cost’’ to represent productivity, therefore it is 
frequently used both of these terms to represent the human effort required for solution 
implementation. 
 
Productivity estimates are usually based on measuring attributes of the software and 
dividing this by the total effort required for development [22]. 
 

Productivity = size / effort 

2.1.4 Measures of size 
We can talk about two kinds of metric which suggesting effort. The difference between 
them is about the number of measures that provide. 
 
2.1.4.1 Single Size Measure 
 
This effort metrics only give one measure. There are two types of metric that have been 
used: 
 

1. Size-related metrics. These are related to the size of some output from an 
activity. The most commonly used size-related metric is lines of delivered 
source code. Other metrics that may be used are the number of delivered 
object code instructions or the number of pages of system documentation. 
 

2. Function-related metrics. These are related to the overall functionality of 
the delivered software. It means determining the amount of functionality 
that would be embedded in the solution. For example, function points, use 
case points, feature points [36]. 
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2.1.4.2 Multi-dimensional Size Measures 
 
This characterization of size is desirable specifically for ERP solutions [37]. As its name 
defines, these kinds of metrics allow getting different several measures to estimate the 
effort of ERP projects.  
 

3. Metric for ERP solutions. Ii is provided by Accenture’s Global SAP 
Service and includes counts of the following ten aspects: users, sites, 
business units, software interfaces, EDI interfaces, data conversion, 
custom-developed reports, modified screens, and ERP modules [7]. A 
proposal for an ERP size definition is also currently being developed by 
SAP Information Systems (2004) and includes counts of: (i) the number of 
clients and (ii) the number of transactions included in an SAP solution 
[38]. 
 

2.1.5 Functional Size Measurement 
 
2.1.5.1 The concept 
 
The concepts of Functional Size Measurement (FSM) shift the focus away from 
measuring how the software is implemented to measuring size in terms of the functions 
required by the user. In 1979, Allan J. Albrecht of IBM was the first to publicly release a 
FSM method based on such concepts, known as Function Point Analysis [39]. Function 
Point Counting or Analysis is a standard method for measuring software development 
from the user or customer's point of view. The size of the new or ongoing development 
project is expressed in Function Points. Function Points measure what is delivered to the 
customer, not how it is delivered. The objectives of FP counting are to [40]: 
 

•  measure functionality that the user requests and receives 
•  measure software development and maintenance rates and size independently of 

the technology used for implementation 
•  provide a normalizing measure across projects and Organizations 

 
2.1.5.2 Existing Methods 
 
The organization ISO defined in 1999 a Standard of Measurement of the Functional Size. 
The method of measuring the size of an information system and expressing it in a number 
of function points is called function point analysis (FPA). The method is kept up to date 
by worldwide cooperating FPA user groups like NESMA [www.nesma.nl], COSMIC 
[www.cosmicon.org], IFPUG [http://www.ifpug.org], Finnish Software Measurement 
Association (FISMA) [English Methods]). Also we introduce PSU [reference to the PSU 
manual], a new technique to determine the functional size in the early-requirements stage. 
A function point analysis expresses the functional size of an information system in a 
number of function points (for example: the size of a system is 314 FPs). 
 

•  The method IFPUG-FPA (Function Point Analysis) is an ISO recognized 
ISO/IEC 20926:2003 software metric to size an information system based on the 
functionality that is perceived by the user of the information system, independent 
of the technology used to implement the information system. 
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•  FFP (Full Function Point) is a method developed by COSMIC  (Common 
Software Measurement International Consortium). It is an adaptation of the FPA 
with a view to software real-time (equipment of telecommunications, operating 
systems and similar). It is the International Standard ISO/IEC 19761. 

•  The method of NESMA FPA (Netherlands Software Metrics Users Association 
Function Point Analysis), NESMA (ISO/IEC 24570) is very similar to the 
IFPUG. There are almost no differences left between the IFPUG and NESMA 
methods. The NESMA manual however contains some additional concrete 
guidelines that may be useful to every FPA analyst in the world. 
For example, one of the different could be that the methods estimated and 
indicative function point counts that have been developed by NESMA enable 
function point counting early in the system life cycle.  

•  Project Size Units (PSU) was originated in 2003 and can be defined as a project 
management technique that allow a Project Manager to associate an early sizing 
measure to the estimated effort, using a calculation mechanism very close to the 
FPA one. The entity to be counted and analyzed is the “task” derived from the 
initial project WBS at the bidding phase. 

•  The Mk II Method of Function Point Analysis  was defined by Charles Symons 
in ‘Software Sizing and Estimating: Mk II FPA’ published in 1991. Mk II FPA 
version 1.3.1 is a method for the quantitative analysis and measurement of 
information processing applications. Nowadays is development by UKSMA 
(ISO/IEC 20968). 

•  FiSMA Functional Size Measurement Method Version 1.1 (FiSMA 1.1) is 
recognized as ISO FSM method, concretely as ISO/IEC 29881:2008. FiSMA 1.1 
is a general, parameterized FSMM for all types of software. 

 
More information of these methods is available in the section 5.2.3. 
 
2.1.5.3 Introduction to Function Point Analysis 
 
In the case of functional size measurement, productivity is expressed as the number of 
function points that are implemented per person-month. A function point is not a single 
characteristic but is computed by combining several different measurements or estimates. 
In standard method proposed by Albrecht, the total number of function points in a 
program could be computed by measuring or estimating the following program features: 
 

1) User-input types: data or control user-input types 
2) User-output types: output data types to the user that leaves the system 
3) Inquiry types: interactive inputs requiring a response 
4) Internal file types: files (logical groups of information) that are used and 

shared inside the system. 
5) External file types: files that are passed or shared between the system and 

other systems. 
 
Obviously, some inputs and outputs or interactions are more complex than others and 
take longer to implement. The function-point metric takes this into account by 
multiplying the initial function-point estimate by a complexity-weighting factor. Each of 
these features for complexity should be assessed and then it should assign them the 
weighting factor that varies from 3 (for simple external inputs) to 15 for complex internal 
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files. Either the weighting values proposed by Albrecht or values based on local 
experience may be used. 
 
Unadjusted function-point count (UFC) could be computed then by multiplying each 
initial count by the estimated weight and summing all values.  
 

UFC = ∑(number of elements of given type) x (weight) 
 
Then the unadjusted function-point count could be modified by additional complexity 
factors that are related to the complexity of the system as a whole. This takes into account 
the degree of distributed processing, the amount of reuse, the performance, and so on. 
The unadjusted function-point count is multiplied by these project complexity factors to 
produce a final function-point count for the overall system. Symons [41] notes that the 
subjective nature of complexity estimates means that the function-point count in a 
program depends on the estimator.  
 
2.2 Enterprise Resources Planning  

2.2.1 What is Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP? 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is an enterprise-wide information system designed to 
coordinate all the resources, information, and activities needed to complete business 
processes such as order fulfilment or billing [42]. 
 
The initial ERP originated as an extension of MRP (material requirements planning; later 
manufacturing resource planning) and CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing). The 
term ERP was introduced by the research and analysis firm Gartner. ERP systems now 
attempt to cover all basic functions of an enterprise, regardless of the organization's 
business or charter. Non-manufacturing businesses, non-profit organizations and 
governments now all use ERP systems. 
 
ERP systems typically handle the manufacturing, logistics, distribution, inventory, 
shipping, invoicing, and accounting for a company. Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP 
software can aid in the control of many business activities, like sales, marketing, delivery, 
billing, production, inventory management, quality management, and human resource 
management.  

 
Illustration 4 : ERP Modules 
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An ERP system is based on a common database and a modular software design. The 
common database can allow every department of a business to store and retrieve 
information in real-time. The information should be reliable, accessible, and easily 
shared. The modular software design should mean a business can select the modules they 
need, mix and match modules from different vendors, and add new modules of their own 
to improve business performance. 

2.2.2 Why are the ERPs necessary? 

2.2.2.1 The needed of ERP is increasing 
 
This sub-section discusses the important position ERP systems take in modern 
companies. The top three spending priorities for 2008 were enterprise resource planning 
software (ERP), infrastructure and custom applications. Here’s the breakdown: 
 
 

 
Illustration 5 : Top Three IT Spending Priorities in 2008 

 
That focus on ERP should bode well for SAP and Oracle. ERP systems have become 
dated and companies are looking to revamp and perhaps deploy more modern service 
oriented architectures. 
 
2.2.2.2  Breaking the traditional barrier 
 
The old term Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) was always a handicap when it 
came to getting sales people and technical people interested; ERP - Enterprise Resource 
Planning - breaks down this traditional barrier at least.  For anyone to benefit from ERP 
everyone has to contribute; this is the key to ERP survival [43]. 
 
In the next illustration we can find a descriptive example about the traditional problem 
among different functional areas in an organization.  
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Illustration 

There has to be a common agenda throughout the business.
everyone, everyone has to believe their needs and objectives are addressed by the plan. 
Thanks to ERP everybody can know their goals in
 
2.2.2.3 All systems in one 
 
ERP attempts to join all the departments and functions of a company into one single 
system. Basically, an ERP system tries to assemble all this different systems in just one, 
achieving for the successful business connectivity where software, hardware, people and 
process work converge. 
 
ERP systems characterize the transactional structure for most businesses and consist of 
applications for finance and administration, in addition the applications desig
business operations. Comprehensive ERP suites from leading vendors now typically 
cover CRM, supply chain, analytics, and other applications traditionally sold as best
breed products. 
 
2.2.2.4 Integration with suppliers, customers and partners.
 
The origin of ERP can be traced back to its application in the manufacturing 
environment; however, today, the term “ERP systems” has a much broader scope. Today, 
Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERPs) are not just limited to planning resources. 
Instead, the purpose of an ERP system is to integrate all of an enterprise’s departments 
and processes into a unified system.
 
ERP allow companies to reach to their suppliers, customers, and partners in a easy way 
and to have always a permanent communication
 
In the next figure an example shows in an easy way how an ERP works and the relations 
between a company and their costumers and providers
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Illustration 6 : Breaking traditional barrier on Information Sys tems 

 

There has to be a common agenda throughout the business.  To get the commitment from 
everyone, everyone has to believe their needs and objectives are addressed by the plan. 
Thanks to ERP everybody can know their goals in its company and its contributions. 

ERP attempts to join all the departments and functions of a company into one single 
system. Basically, an ERP system tries to assemble all this different systems in just one, 

ssful business connectivity where software, hardware, people and 

ERP systems characterize the transactional structure for most businesses and consist of 
applications for finance and administration, in addition the applications desig
business operations. Comprehensive ERP suites from leading vendors now typically 
cover CRM, supply chain, analytics, and other applications traditionally sold as best
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Illustration 7 : How does an ERP system work? 

 

2.2.3 ERP Overview 

ERPs are cross-functional and enterprise wide where all departments of a company are 
integrated in a single database that contains all data for the software modules, which 
would include: 
 

•  Manufacturing  
Engineering, Bills of Material, Scheduling, Capacity, Workflow Management, 
Quality Control, Cost Management, Manufacturing Process, Manufacturing 
Projects, Manufacturing Flow 
 

•  Supply Chain Management  
Order to cash, Inventory, Order Entry, Purchasing, Product Configurator, Supply 
Chain Planning, Supplier Scheduling, Inspection of goods, Claim Processing, 
Commission Calculation 
 

•  Financials  
General Ledger, Cash Management, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, 
Fixed Assets 
 

•  Projects  
Costing, Billing, Time and Expense, Activity Management 
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•  Human Resources 
Human Resources, Payroll, Training, Time & Attendance, Rostering, Benefits 
 

•  Customer Relationship Management  
Sales and Marketing, Commissions, Service, Customer Contact and Call Centre 
support 
 

 
Illustration 8 : ERP system (main business functions) 

 
Also in ERP we can find Data Warehouse and various Self-Service interfaces for 
Customers, Suppliers, and Employees 

2.2.4 Goals 

Reviewing all the aforementioned, we can conclude that the main goals of an ERP system 
can be summarized like the next:  
 

1. To optimize the business processes.  
2. Possibility of acceding to reliable, necessary and opportune information.  
3. To share information among all the components of the organization.  
4. Everyone working in the same direction. 
5. Design adaptable to the necessities of the company. 
6. Reduction of times and of the costs of the processes because of the constant 

communication with suppliers, customers and partners. 

2.2.5 Illustration Example 

The most often-cited example of an ERP software is customer ordering and delivery 
where a customer's order moves smoothly from Sales, where the 'deal' is consummated, 
to Inventory and Warehousing, which retrieves and packages the order for delivery, to 
Finance, where invoicing, billing and payments are handled, and on to Manufacturing, 
where replacement of the bought-and-paid-for product is done. 
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Prior to ERP, each department may be considered an independent fiefdom. Once a 
department's particular function is completed, it no longer cares for what happens 
afterwards. A customer following up with Sales for his product will be told, "Check with 
Warehouse", who will then say, "Check with Delivery", who can tell the customer, 
"Please check with Finance to see if your invoice has been cleared" [44].  
 

 
Illustration 9 : ERP cross-organization 

 
Before ERP, there were many operations were really difficult of carrying out them. For 
example for a sales person was not easy to access the archival files of the customer’s 
billing or the status of the customer's order. 
 
Thanks to ERP, all elements in the supply and production chain can be easily accessed by 
all those who need the information. This leads to efficiency in customer management and 
perceived company effectiveness in delivering on customer expectations. 

2.2.6 Advantages  

According some articles and informative web pages of ERP implementers or ERP 
vendors [45], the next conclusions about the main advantages of implanting an ERP 
system have been drawn: 
 

1. Automation of business process. It allows to automate processes that they handle 
down political pre-established, avoiding human mistakes. Ensures quicker 
processing of information and reduces the burden of paperwork. 
 

2. Major control on critical processes for the business. ERP is suitable for global 
operations as it encompasses all the domestic jargons, currency conversions, 
diverse accounting standards, and multilingual facilities. 
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3. Real information in real time: Any transaction entered in one area causes an 
immediate update in related areas. An ERP enables departments to share 
information and communicate with each other much better and more quickly 
using one consistent set of numbers available to all users. The executives rely on 
the same information that have the employers of a department in the same 
moment; taking suitable decisions. 
 

4. Standard technology. The TI departments can give maintenance of easier way 
because all departments work with the same language of.  
 

5. Process acceleration and centralization of information. Disposing queries 
immediately and facilitating the payments from customers with ease and well 
ahead of the stipulated deadline. 
 

6. Savings on storage. An oft-overlooked advantage in having a workable and 
efficient ERP system in place is savings in relation to energy consumption and 
data management. 
 
Having an ERP system in place implies having a single hardware system to 
handle the different requirements, translating into reduced power consumption 
operating off a single database which translates into savings on storage. 

 

2.2.7 Disadvantages 

In spite of advantages of ERPs, they are not free from its own limitations. According 
some articles and informative web pages of ERP implementers or ERP vendors [45], our 
own conclusions about the disadvantages of ERP system have been drawn. From of point 
of view these are considering the most important: 
 

1. Resistance to the change. Firms that want to implement ERP systems are 
consequently forced to adapt their organizations to standardized processes as 
opposed to adapting the ERP package to the existing processes. Re-engineering of 
business processes to fit the "industry standard" prescribed by the ERP system 
may lead to a loss of competitive advantage.  
 
ERP implementation is considerably more difficult (and politically charged) in 
organizations structured into nearly independent business units, each responsible 
for their own profit and loss, because they will each have different processes, 
business rules, data semantics, authorization hierarchies and decision centres. 
 

2. Difficult implementation in the sense of suitable training for workers. It could be 
possible that a company needs a lot of time to establish a new ERP, and the way 
of thinking of their employers would have to change to adapt itself the new way 
of work, so the loss of time could become in loss of competitiveness during the 
implantation. These means large amounts of workers have to shun their regular 
labour and undertake training. 
 
This not only disturbs the regular functioning of the organization but also runs the 
organization in the huge risk of losing potential business in that particular period. 
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3. The system ERP has a high cost. ERP calls for a voluminous and exorbitant 

investment of time and money. The amount of cash required would even be 
looming on the management given the fact that such an outlay is not a guarantee 
to the said benefits but subject to proper implementation, training and use. 
 

4. Constant update and renovation of license (high costs). The cost of maintenance 
could be very high, so the companies have to study very well if the investment in 
a new ERP system is profitable or not. 
 

5. High cohesion among modules. If it there is a failure in a module, it could affect 
the whole system, so for this reason the integrated modules need a high accuracy 
to work effectively. 
 

6. The system can be saturated in relation to needs of the consumer. For companies, 
sometimes the ERP projects do not achieve their goals.  It would be needed 
reliable assessments of their organizational and the resources required for their 
needs, before to implant an ERP. 
 

7. Safeties problems. The accounts department personnel can act independently. 
They don't have to be behind the technical persons every time to record the 
financial transactions. On the other hand, when one thinks of this information 
reach in the hands of undeserving persons who could do more than misuse, it is 
evident that there is no way of ensuring secrecy of information and larger chances 
of risk will be generated as long as they are in the public domain. 
 

2.2.8 SAP 

This master thesis provides a more detailed discussion on one specific package, namely 
SAP R/3, because our research is carried out in the context of implementing solutions 
based on this particular package. It must be noted, however, that from software size 
measurement perspective, a project implementing the SAP package should not be 
different from any project implementing any different package. 
 
2.2.8.1 The company 
 
It is the largest European software enterprise and the fourth largest in the world, with 
headquarters in Walldorf, Germany. It is best known for its SAP ERP Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) software. Also, SAP is the world's second largest business 
software company and the third-largest independent software provider in terms of 
revenues. 
 
SAP was founded in the year 1972 as Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung 
("System Analysis and Program Development"). Nowadays, the name SAP is acronym 
for Systems, Applications and Products in Data Processing.  
 
In the next table there is a ranking of vendors of popular ERP software [46] (sorted 
roughly according to worldwide ERP related revenue):  
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Vendor Revenue 
(Native currency)   

Revenue 
(million $)  

Year  

SAP 9.4 billion EUR 12401.4 2006 

Oracle Applications 14.38 billion USD 14380.0 2006 

Infor Global Solutions 2.1 billion USD 2100.0 2006 

The Sage Group 935.6 million GBP 1832.0 2006 

Microsoft Dynamics (Formerly 
Microsoft Business Solutions) 

44.2 billion USD 44200.0 2006 

Unit 4 Agresso 352.6 million EUR 465.2 2005 

Lawson Software 390.776 million USD 390.8 2006 

Epicor 384.1 million USD 384.1 2006 

Visma 1,907 million NOK 305.5 2005 

Industrial and Financial Systems 
(IFS) 

288 million USD 288.0 2005 

QAD 225 million USD 225.0 2006 
Table 1 : Ranking of vendors of ERPs 

 
The company's main product is SAP ERP. The name of its predecessor SAP R/3 hints at 
its functionality: the "R" stands for real-time (even though it is not a real-time solution), 
the number 3 relates to a 3-tier architecture: database, application server and client 
(SAPgui). R/2, which ran on a Mainframe architecture, was the first SAP version. 
 
2.2.8.2 SAP R/3 
 
Over the past years, SAP R/3 System has become the enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
software of choice for many corporations who have embarked on business process 
optimization. Most of them have opted to the R/3 ERP package because of the immediate 
benefits resulting from the full software reuse SAP has achieved. Since its foundation in 
1972, SAP has developed and successfully maintained the infrastructure of processes, 
people and tools for customers to reuse [47]. 
 
SAP R/3 is SAP's integrated software solution for client/server and distributed open 
systems. SAP's R/3 is the world's most-used standard business software for client/server 
computing.  R/3 meets the needs of a customer from the small grocer with 3 users to the 
multi-billion dollar companies The software is highly customizable using SAP's 
proprietary programming language, ABAP/4. R/3 is scalable and highly suited for many 
types and sizes of organizations [47] 
.                    
2.2.8.3 Architecture of SAP R/3 
 
SAP R/3 is event-driven transaction processing software for business events in an 
organization’s primary value chain. Transaction processing systems supported by 
enterprise software are most concerned with the day-to-day needs of a business in 
conducting its on-going activities [48]. 
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The R/3 Basis is the software that implements SAP three-tier client/server architecture. It 
consists of application modules and application servers, which are distinct components. 
The application modules support all of a company’s business transactions and are 
integrated interactively. All application modules share data through the R/3 database, 
which contains the data for all modules [48]. 
 

 
Illustration 10 : R/3 Core Business Processes 
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2.3 Requirements Engineering for ERP 
 
ERP systems are implemented by following a methodology provided either by the vendor 
(for example SAP), or by a consulting partner of the vendor (for example, Atos Origin, 
Cap Gemini, Getronics). Because this master project refers to the requirements 
engineering stage of ERP implementation, we narrow down the discussion to those terms 
referring to this early project stage. 

2.3.1 Software requirement 

2.3.1.1 The concept 
 
The requirements for a system are the descriptions of the services provided by the system 
and its operational constraints. These requirements reflect the needs of customers for a 
system that helps solve some problem such as controlling a device, placing an order or 
finding information. The process of finding out, analyzing, documenting and checking 
these services and constraints is called requirements engineering (RE) [22].  
 
The term requirement is not used in the software industry in a consistent way. In some 
cases, a requirement is simply a high-level, abstract statement of a service that the system 
should provide or a constraint on the system. At the other extreme, it is a detailed, formal 
definition of a system function. Davis [49] explains why these differences exist: 
 
If a company wishes to let a contract for a large software development project, it must 
define its needs in a sufficiently abstract way that a solution is not predefined. The 
requirements must be written so that several contractors can bid for the contract, offering, 
perhaps, different ways of meeting the client organisation’s needs. Once a contract has 
been awarded, the contractor must write a system definition for the client in more detail 
so that the client understands and can validate what the software will do. Both of these 
documents may be called the requirements document for the system. 
 
2.3.1.2 Kind of requirements 
 
Software system requirements are often classified as functional requirements, non-
functional requirements or domain requirements [22]: 
  

1. Functional requirements. These are statements of services the system should 
provide, how the system reacts to particular inputs and how the system should 
behave in particular situations. In some cases, the functional requirements may 
also explicitly state what the system should not do. 
 

2. Non-functional requirements. These are constraints on the services or functions 
offered by the system. They include timing constraints, constraints on the 
development process and standards. Non-functional requirements often apply to 
the system as a whole. They do not usually just apply to individual system 
features or services. 
 

3. Domain requirements. These are requirements that come from the application 
domain of the system and that reflect characteristics and constraints of that 
domain. They may be functional or non-functional requirements and they are 
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derived from the application domain of the system rather than from the specific 
needs of system users. 

 
Some of the problems that arise during the requirements engineering process are a result 
of failing to make a clear separation between these different levels of description. I 
distinguish between them by using the term 
abstract requirements and system requirements 
the system should do. User requirements and system requirements may be defined as 
follows [22]:  
 

1. User requirements 
services the system is expected to provide and the constraints under which it must 
operate. The user requirements for a system should describe the functional and 
non-functional requirements so that they are understandable by 
without detailed technical knowledge. They should only specify the external 
behaviour of the system and should avoid, as far as possible, system design 
characteristics. 

 
2. System requirements 

constraints in detail. The system requirements document (sometimes called a 
functional specification) should be precise. It should define exactly what is to be 
implemented. It may be part of the contract between the system buyer and the 
software developers.
 

Illustration 

 

2.3.2 The Request-for-Proposal Process

Before the installation of ERP, it is highly recommended to follow a series of steps. Here 
we can find the best practices when using an RFP template:
 

Illustration 

 
1) Firstly, it would be sent a copy of “Definition of business requirements” to collect 

the priorities of all departments, whi
requirements of a company in a same document.

 
2) Secondly, it would be created a Request for Information (RFI) for collect the 

responses of vendors. 

Definition of 
bussiness 

requeriment
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derived from the application domain of the system rather than from the specific 
needs of system users.  

e problems that arise during the requirements engineering process are a result 
of failing to make a clear separation between these different levels of description. I 
distinguish between them by using the term user requirements to mean the high

system requirements to mean the detailed description of what 
the system should do. User requirements and system requirements may be defined as 

User requirements are statements, in a natural language plus diagrams, of what 
services the system is expected to provide and the constraints under which it must 
operate. The user requirements for a system should describe the functional and 

functional requirements so that they are understandable by 
without detailed technical knowledge. They should only specify the external 
behaviour of the system and should avoid, as far as possible, system design 

System requirements set out the system’s functions, services and operatio
constraints in detail. The system requirements document (sometimes called a 
functional specification) should be precise. It should define exactly what is to be 
implemented. It may be part of the contract between the system buyer and the 

pers. 

Illustration 11 : Requirements depend on the level of description 

Proposal Process 

Before the installation of ERP, it is highly recommended to follow a series of steps. Here 
practices when using an RFP template: 

Illustration 12 : Best practices when using an RFP Template 

Firstly, it would be sent a copy of “Definition of business requirements” to collect 
the priorities of all departments, which the later achieve of mapping all 
requirements of a company in a same document. 

Secondly, it would be created a Request for Information (RFI) for collect the 
responses of vendors.  

RFI RFP
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functional specification) should be precise. It should define exactly what is to be 
implemented. It may be part of the contract between the system buyer and the 
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An RFI is a document which three mainly aims: i) Providing information 
vendors to determinate if they could participate in a more detailed selection 
process, ii) to obtain information from potential providers and to select a shortlist 
to which a Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued and iii) uses the responses 
obtained in this document to create the RFP.
 
Here, it could be found an RFI sample:
http://www.salesboom.com/products/sample

 
3) Finally, an RFP should be created.

 
Why is it necessary?
 
If we remember the first chapter of this master thesis, from Business Blueprint 
(see the next section 
Considering this, for building the Business Blueprint it 
send an RFP to the implementer and to formalize the bid, so for that reason it is 
very important to know well the concept of RFP.
 

Illustration 

 
What is it? 

 
The Request for Proposal (RFP) is your "official" statement to vendors about the 
services you require. An RFP provides to vendors to ask them to propose 
hardware and system software that will meet the requirements of a new system. 
An RFP is the formal mechanism by which a company conveys its business 
requirements during the search for a new application system. Known as the RFP, 
this document drives the Pre
the business requirements definition 
of the software supplier, on the other hand, is to simply “make it to the next step” 
in your software selection process.
 
Furthermore, this document provided to the organization looking to obtain new 
business system software an easy comparison of potential suppliers.

   
 Key elements in a quality RFP

 
According Technology Group International (Enterprise Software Solutions) 
we can affirm that the key elements in a quality RFP are:
 
•  Definition of why a company is seeking new software (i.e., its buying criteria)
•  Description of its business, transaction volumes, user count, etc.
•  Clear definition of what information it is seeking from the suppliers
•  Quantitative (rather than qualitative

RFP Business 
Blueprint
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An RFI is a document which three mainly aims: i) Providing information 
vendors to determinate if they could participate in a more detailed selection 
process, ii) to obtain information from potential providers and to select a shortlist 
to which a Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued and iii) uses the responses 

ined in this document to create the RFP. 

Here, it could be found an RFI sample: 
http://www.salesboom.com/products/sample-RFI.pdf 

Finally, an RFP should be created. 

Why is it necessary? 

e remember the first chapter of this master thesis, from Business Blueprint 
(see the next section 2.1.4), the objective is to get the product size of an ERP. 
Considering this, for building the Business Blueprint it is necessary previously to 
send an RFP to the implementer and to formalize the bid, so for that reason it is 
very important to know well the concept of RFP. 

Illustration 13 : Usual steps in estimating ERP project duration 

The Request for Proposal (RFP) is your "official" statement to vendors about the 
services you require. An RFP provides to vendors to ask them to propose 
hardware and system software that will meet the requirements of a new system. 

he formal mechanism by which a company conveys its business 
requirements during the search for a new application system. Known as the RFP, 
this document drives the Pre-sales cycle and provides valuable information into 
the business requirements definition process of the implementation. The objective 
of the software supplier, on the other hand, is to simply “make it to the next step” 
in your software selection process. 

Furthermore, this document provided to the organization looking to obtain new 
stem software an easy comparison of potential suppliers.

Key elements in a quality RFP 

According Technology Group International (Enterprise Software Solutions) 
we can affirm that the key elements in a quality RFP are: 

Definition of why a company is seeking new software (i.e., its buying criteria)
Description of its business, transaction volumes, user count, etc.
Clear definition of what information it is seeking from the suppliers
Quantitative (rather than qualitative) evaluation criteria 

Business 
Blueprint

Product 
Size

Project 
Effort
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An RFI is a document which three mainly aims: i) Providing information to the 
vendors to determinate if they could participate in a more detailed selection 
process, ii) to obtain information from potential providers and to select a shortlist 
to which a Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued and iii) uses the responses 

e remember the first chapter of this master thesis, from Business Blueprint 
), the objective is to get the product size of an ERP. 

is necessary previously to 
send an RFP to the implementer and to formalize the bid, so for that reason it is 

 

The Request for Proposal (RFP) is your "official" statement to vendors about the 
services you require. An RFP provides to vendors to ask them to propose 
hardware and system software that will meet the requirements of a new system. 

he formal mechanism by which a company conveys its business 
requirements during the search for a new application system. Known as the RFP, 

sales cycle and provides valuable information into 
process of the implementation. The objective 

of the software supplier, on the other hand, is to simply “make it to the next step” 

Furthermore, this document provided to the organization looking to obtain new 
stem software an easy comparison of potential suppliers. 

According Technology Group International (Enterprise Software Solutions) [50], 

Definition of why a company is seeking new software (i.e., its buying criteria) 
Description of its business, transaction volumes, user count, etc. 
Clear definition of what information it is seeking from the suppliers 

Project 
Duration 
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•  Definition of how the process will work moving forward and the time frames 
involved 

 
Each of these elements is key to both helping the potential suppliers evaluate 
whether they should continue to participate (they may determine that they do not 
have a good fit for your functional requirements) and to make sure that you get 
the best possible information to aid in making your decision. 
 
What should an RFP include? 

The typical RFP includes the following sections: 

1) The Project Goals (what business are you in, position in the own industry, 
types of volume you do regarding sales, number of costumers, etc…) 

2) The target Audiences (This includes brief summaries of the jobs of the people 
who are to be trained). 

3) Objectives (summaries of the jobs of people who are to be trained). 
4) Project details (needs, treatment, relationships, ultimate client, development 

process required, expected deliverables, standards of quality, quantity…). 
5) Constraints on budget, schedule and design. 
6) Resources provided (to the vendor during the development process). 
7) Criteria for evaluating success of the training. 
8) Criteria for selecting a vendor.  
9) Request for Vendor Suggestion or Creativity. 
10) Terms and Conditions. 

 
Here, it could be found an RFP sample:  
http://www.salesboom.com/products/sample-RFP.pdf 
 

2.3.3 Models of best practices: foundation for the ERP requirements engineering  

To make it easier for companies to structure their requirements, the vendors of the 
contemporary ERP systems provide the so-called best practice models (or also reference 
models [51]), which describe the ERP functionality in business terms. These models are 
used in the process of eliciting, documenting and negotiating the requirements in the 
early project stages (e.g. at the time of the RFP). 
  
Best practices can be generally described as standard operating procedures that have been 
validated to be reliable through experience, have been accepted as the industry standard 
for a given business type, or arrived at through evaluating one’s performance against 
industry benchmarks. In an understandable way we can say that the best practices are a 
set of guidelines or standards reached by consensus that are regarded as the best way to 
manage an issue. 
 
In the ERP industry, they are very important because of ERP packages are built around 
best practices in specific industries. However, sometimes the package is customized to 
better fit a company's needs or the company must change its business processes to 
conform to the package, adapting their process to best practices.  
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For example, SAP touts its R/3 enterprise software as having over 1000 catalogued “best 
business practices” compiled within its reference model. These practices have been 
refined over 25 years of experience over thousands of implementations. SO many 
organizations compare their existing practices to the R/3 reference model and then make 
the necessary changes to the old processes to accommodate the R/3 process 
implementation [51].  
 

2.3.4 The Business Blueprint 

For centuries, traditional disciplines like chemistry or mathematics have used plans, 
formulas, and models to visually portray interactions between chemical agents or numeric 
systems. Now the same idea is taking hold in the business world, where computer-based, 
graphic modelling methods help guide business people through the maze of business 
processes. New business modelling methods are helping bring processes and information 
technology close together [52].  
 
The business blueprints (also known as the R/3 Reference Model [51]) are templates that 
show how to carry out a business processes. In a business context, a model or business-
process diagram illustrates processes, tasks, and the organizational structure of a 
company. A company’s information model can also include the description of other 
aspects of a company, including data, function, organization, information flow, and 
communication flow.  
 
The Blueprint helps users to understand business processes of SAP applications. Also, 
business blueprints describe the functional requirements which will be used by SAP 
implementer. The SAP Blueprint provides a comprehensive view of the main processes 
and business solutions available in the R/3 system without clouding the users to 
understand the technical details. The R/3 functionality is showed in terms of business 
scenarios, business processes and business objects. Business Blueprint is based on the 
Business Object Repository which allows the business user to get access to 1000 pre-
defined processes and 180 pre-defined business objects that structure the R/3 system in a 
business-oriented way.  
 

2.3.5 Viewpoints in the R/3 reference model (Business Blueprint models) 

The Business Blueprint model is based in the framework of Architecture of Integrated 
Information System (ARIS) [51] to model business processes. The ARIS concept it is 
widely used in commercial projects from the field of management information systems. 
 
This reference models involves dividing complex business process into separate views 
and integrating these views to form a complete view of the whole business process. A 
business process contains operational activities connected in chronological sequence as 
well as other resources such as the human resources/organizations, information resources 
and the data that contain the information itself. This high complexity of 
interdependencies among the components in a business process is the driving force for 
breaking down the problem into different views. This dismantling procedure is based on 
the principle that components with high interdependency are grouped in one view and 
components with low interdependency are separated into different views. The result is 
that there are three views focusing on their high dependency inside the view, and the 
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relationships between these views are restored in an additional view, thus forming four 
descriptive views in the Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) model. 
 
The views offered by ARIS model which also are included in the R/3 reference model are 
the next [53], between parentheses appears the name in the Business Blueprint: 
 
a) The Function View: Function Tree (Business application component model) 
 
Answer the question: “What happens?” The component model represents application 
functions and how they relate to each another. In the function view, there is a function for 
each process, which describes what should be done. A function can be complex, therefore 
it can be broken down into sub-functions. Breaking down functions serves to reduce their 
complexity. This process is concretized by the description methods of hierarchy diagrams 
or function trees. Hierarchy diagrams are self-explanatory, as shown in the figure 13. 
 
SAP developed a function tree to help in the breakdown of tasks: 

•  Level 0. Describes the application as a whole (automotive trade) 
•  Level 1. Contains the functional areas covered by the application (new car 

business, used car business, etc.) 
•  Level 2. Contains the main tasks of a given functional area (new car sales, new 

car purchasing, etc.) 
•  Level 3. Contains the individual tasks performed within the scope of a main 

function (customer inquiry processing, customer quotation processing, etc.) 
 
b) The Organization View: Organizational structure (Organizational model) 
 
This model answer the question: “Who does what?” In order for human beings to be able 
to handle complex social structures such as enterprises, these structures must be broken 
down into manageable units. The rules required for this process are referred to as 
“organization”, and the resulting manageable units are called “organizational units”. If 
the structuring process relates to the company as a static system, the set of rules designed 
for this purpose is referred to as structural organization. 
 
The principal task of the organizational structure is coordinating as inexpensively as 
possible the communication needs that arise from breaking down a complex unit. 
Generally there is no “optimal” organizational structure, depending on the specificity of 
task and change of problems of the task. Normally the type of organizational structure is 
hierarchical, but if the rate of change is high the “self-organizing” network is more 
suitable. 
 
c) The Data View: Entity-Relationship Model (Data model) 
 
This model answer the question: “What is needed?” The data model analyzes how 
information objects, that is, data, interact with the preceding and following functions 
within the business-process model. The data model illustrates the information input 
needed to perform a given set of tasks. The data viewpoint depicts the most important 
information objects and describes them and their relationships with one another. To 
successfully perform a task, data input must first be received from preceding tasks. One 
this is done, new information objects are generated or the state of existing information 
objects is changed. Such information objects and their operational relationships are stored 
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in the data models of the %/3 Enterprise Data model. This model contains the data 
structures that are directly or technically related to the question at hand at the user level. 
  
The next illustration (13) the top-level ERP Data Model is shown: 
 
 

 
Illustration 14 :  Data model viewpoint 

 
Although a complete description of the data structures is needed for in-house engineering 
efforts, only those information objects required for defining processes are stored in the 
Business Blueprint. 
 
d) The Control View: EPC (PROCESS Model) 
 
The control view links functions, organization and data. It unites the design results, which 
were initially developed separately for reasons of simplification. The functions, events, 
information resources, and organization units are connected into a common context by 
the process flow. The resulting model is the complete EPC. So the EPC serves as a 
description method in the control view to show the flow of process. 
 
In the illustration 14, the ARIS description methods in the requirements definition level 
are present. 
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Illustration 15 : ARIS description methods in the requirements definition level (from [53]) 

 
e) The iteration model 

 
Answer the question: “How do company models interact”? It is not included in the ARIS 
description method. This model shows the main organization units involved in 
information exchange for business activities, for example, sales order processing, 
procurement, production, and human resources planning. It describes how the 
information flows from senders to receivers and vice versa. 
 

2.3.6 EPC Notation 

The Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC) method was developed at the Institute for 
Information Systems (IWi) of the University of Saarland, Germany, in collaboration with 
SAP AG. It is the key component of SAP R/3's modelling concepts for business 
engineering and customizing [54].  Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) is a method 
developed within the framework of Architecture of Integrated Information System 
(ARIS) to model business processes. It is widely used in commercial projects from the 
field of management information systems.  
 
The SAP Blueprint concentrates on four elements: events (“When should something be 
done”?); tasks or functions (“What should be done?”); organization (“Who should do 
what?”); and communication or information (“What information is required to do the 
right task?”). All of this activity is based upon the EPC.  
 
EPC enables process modelling as temporal and/or logical sequence of functions. 
Regarding EPC a process can be understood as a quantity of functions triggered by one or 
more events. The result of this process is of customer of interest.  
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The EPC method is based on the notation depicted in the figure 14.

Name  Element 
notation 

Event 

 

 

Function 

 
 

 

Logical 
operators 

 

Process Path 

 

Control Flow 
 

 
Functions are linked by events. An event can be characterized by a certain status and a 
date. As said before, events can trigger functions. They can also be results of functions. 
Events are controlling functions. Thus they can be seen as the central control items within 
a process. Multiple functions can result from one event. On the other han
functions sometimes need to be concluded before an event can be triggered.
 
The illustration 16 shows how the notation is explained in a graphical way:
 

Illustration 
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The EPC method is based on the notation depicted in the figure 14. 
 

Notation of EPC 
Labelling 
Conventions 

Description 

Write object + verb 
in perfect tense 
describing the 
stated reached. 

An event can be a trigger for 
a function or a reached state 
after an activity. 

Write verb + object. Represents a certain activity 
or task (detailed or abstract) 
that has to be executed by a 
certain person, requiring a 
certain input in order to reach 
a certain state and potentially 
producing a certain output. 

None Used to connect functions 
and events. 
They can be used to indicate 
decisions (XOR, OR) or 
parallel execution of 
functions (AND). 

Write verb + object. More or less the same 
element as a function. Used 
to describe hierarchies on 
EPCs (abstract -> details). 

None Connects events with 
functions, process paths, or 
logical connectors creating 
chronological sequence and 
logical interdependencies 
between them. 

Illustration 16 : Notation of EPC 

Functions are linked by events. An event can be characterized by a certain status and a 
date. As said before, events can trigger functions. They can also be results of functions. 
Events are controlling functions. Thus they can be seen as the central control items within 
a process. Multiple functions can result from one event. On the other han
functions sometimes need to be concluded before an event can be triggered.

shows how the notation is explained in a graphical way:

Illustration 17 : Business elements in an EPC diagram 

Background on the general concepts 
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Example 

“Order arrived” 

certain input in order to reach 

“Process order” 

An order can be 
processed by 
telephone XOR by 
mail. 

Detailed EPC for 
“Process order” 

 

Functions are linked by events. An event can be characterized by a certain status and a 
date. As said before, events can trigger functions. They can also be results of functions. 
Events are controlling functions. Thus they can be seen as the central control items within 
a process. Multiple functions can result from one event. On the other hand, multiple 
functions sometimes need to be concluded before an event can be triggered. 

shows how the notation is explained in a graphical way: 
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Now, let’s explain the process flow with EPC example about a simple business process 
that has to create the data of a new possible customer. 

 

 
Illustration 18 : Example of EPC 

 
In this example a Customer Order arrived to the system. This event triggers the function 
Process Customer Order which task is to approve or to dismiss the request. In this level of 
detail is not possible to know, which the parameters to take this decision are. As a result 
we have two output events, and just one of them could be as the XOR logical operator. 
Then if the flow of the systems continues for “Approved Request” this event now will be 
the input to the function Create Costumer Data which is the responsible to create the data 
of the costumer. Then there is an OR, which allows to trigger the next function with the 
two possible events Dismissed Request and Customer Data Created. Both of these could 
trigger the last function Check Request Notification. This function informs to the 
customer or the corresponding responsible for the function about the state. Finally the 
EPC finishes with an output event called Process Ended. 
 
Also is possible to add more information to the normal EPC. This model is called 
extended EPC (eEPC)  and it adds information about which is the information that needs 
to read or write a function to develop a task and also who is the responsible for it. 
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Notation of extended EPC 
Name  Element 

notation 
Labelling 
Conventions 

Description Example 

Organization 
Unit  

None Organizational units represent 
roles or persons that are 
responsible for a certain function. 

Sales dept. is 
responsible 
For processing 
the order 

Information 
Object 

 

None An information object can be seen 
as input or output to functions. 

Input: Order 
template 
Output: Invoice 

Information 
Flow 

 
 

 

None Connects function with 
information objects, showing if 
the information is product of the 
function or an input. 

 

Organization 
Unit 
Assignment 

 

None Connects function with 
Organization unit, pointing out 
who participates in the function 

 

Illustration 19 : Notation of extended EPC 

 
In the next illustration there is a process represented with the extended EPC notation and 
which shows the process to buy some articles in an online shop. The process starts with 
the arrived of a customer order and finishes with the delivery of the material. 

 
Illustration 20 : Example of extended EPC 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Don't think of problems as difficulties. Think of them as opportunities for action 

Author Unknown, from “Ten Ways to Worry Less and Accomplish More” 

 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 3 

ERP project cost estimation problems 
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3. ERP project cost estimation problems 
 

“Don't think of problems as difficulties. Think of them as opportunities for action”. I 
would want to start this chapter with this proverb of wisdom, because without problems 
there are not solutions, the aim of this thesis. All researchers need to know the difficulties 
of their work before starting to find out the solution, and those complications are the 
opportunities to discover new things, new ideas and important advances. In the ERP 
context the same happens. So to find out new solutions in the field of the size and 
estimation, previously, it is important to know the problems of sizing ERP projects. This 
chapter discusses the basics for the future research analyzing the difficulties to apply the 
ERP projects the existing measurement software. 
 
Regarding the organization of the chapter, the Section 3.1 analyzes the specific problems 
sizing ERP project. It will answer some questions as for example these “Which are the 
differences between ERPs and traditional software?”, “When time comes to measure, 
what factors do make an ERP different from a standard project of software?” or “Which 
are the main difficulties sizing ERP project?” Debating these inquiries is very important 
to understand easily the next sections and the future chapters. The Section 3.2 gives a 
more detailed view about the issues related with the existing metrics for estimating and 
sizing ERPs. The Section 3.3 is focused in the needed of estimating in the first stage of 
cycle life in the ERP context, answering questions as “Why is so important?”, “What 
kinds of metrics do exist in this situation?”, “If these techniques are applicable projects”. 
Finally there is another section with a visual diagram with the author’s conclusions. 
 
 
3.1 Specific problems related to sizing ERP  
 
The classification of a certain software product of management as ERP, determines that it 
has to have a series of requirements and functionalities that makes it different from 
standard management software. 

3.1.1 Avoiding the possible confusion between an ERP and a business information 
system 

Nowadays, in the software market, it is habitual that any suite of management tries a 
greater recognition being well-known like ERP instead of, they are simply management 
software. Thus, we can see like marketing strategies, that determined management 
programs which have been in the market several years, abruptly change to their 
denomination to ERP, looking for a superior work niche (generally accompanied by a 
greater remuneration, recognition, etc) without increasing the functionality 
proportionally. 
 
As we discussed in the previous chapter, the main difference between management 
software and ERP is based in their definition. An ERP is an application that makes up in 
a unique system all the business processes of a company. Additionally, it is tried that all 
the data are continuously available for everybody in the company (avoiding permissions 
on availability, etc), having them in a centralized way. 
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Regarding the ERP implementation project, it can be considered how the customization 
and introduction of a cross-organizational ERP system in a value web, a set of different 
and independent (or nearly independent) businesses forming a business network.  
 
Actually, the traditional management software (the suites of management) and the ERP 
have two different niches of market, clearly distinguishable from a technical point of 
view, but it not so clearly in terms of commercial and marketing point of view. This last 
is one of the biggest causes that many companies have to face. Serious organizational and 
management problems could appear when costumer companies install a new software 
product that they believed it as ERP. The cause of these problems could leave the present 
or future needs of the organization outside, in other words, many of the basic business 
processes that the company uses or will use would not be represented. 
 

3.1.2 Establishing the differences between ERPs and business information systems 

Apart from the main differences seen in the previous section, deeper distinctions between 
an ERP project and a business information system can be made. 
  
According to the literature source [55] “Cost estimation for cross-organizational ERP 
projects: research perspectives” published in the Software Quality Journal and extending 
their conclusions, comparing ERP projects with other projects, to indicate that, unlike 
business information systems project or custom software projects, ERP projects: 
 

i) are broader in terms of functionality, covering thousands of business activities; 
ii)  are based on a centralized data base. Traditional software or suites do not 

centralize the date in a unique data base. Also, this eliminates those programs that 
are based on basic systems of data of independent files; 

iii)  treat the cross-organizational business processes in a value web as the 
fundamental building blocks of the system. This discards as ERP, those programs 
based on multiple independent or modular applications (denominated suites 
commonly) that duplicate the information, even though when they connect it 
automatically;  

iv) deliver a shared system which lets the business activities of one company become 
an integral part of the business of its partners; 

v) have a software architecture that facilitates the flow of information. ERPs are 
designed to model and to automate all the basic processes, with the aim of 
integrating information through the company, eliminating complex connections to 
us between different systems; 

vi) create system capabilities far beyond the sum of the ERP components’ individual 
capabilities which allow the resulting system to qualitatively acquire new 
properties as result of its configuration; 

vii)  may well include diverse configurations which imply the presence of cost drivers 
unique to each configuration. For example different groups could have the same 
functionality but with different screams; 

viii)   deliver a system which is far from complete once the ERP project is over, 
because an ERP solution must mirror rapidly-changing business requirements, 
and so be adjusted regularly to accommodate current business needs; 

ix) do not have an identified owner at cross-organizational system level, due to the 
system is shared and many people from different companies may interact with it.  
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x) involve sometimes that the companies must modify some of their processes to 
align them with those of system ERP, making more difficult the implementation 
and the possible training for the employers. 

xi) are not ‘‘built’’ in the sense that a master architect envisions the parts and their 
relationships; rather they evolve into existence and change through their life 
cycles as new shared pieces of functionality are built, existing intra-organizational 
systems connect to become shared, and shared parts of the system are 
disintegrated as soon as needs of sharing processes and data disappear. 
 

About the aforementioned characteristics or differences, the analyzes by expert 
researches in the topic suggest that these pose challenges in the cost estimation in ERP 
context which are well further than those founded out in ordinary business information 
systems or custom projects. Consequently, due to these characteristics for ERP adopting 
organizations is very difficult to determine a level of trust in any estimate. 
 

3.1.3 When time comes to measure, what factors do make an ERP different from a 
standard project of software? 

Implementation factors 
 
To know the implementation phase is indispensable on the ERP measurement phase. 
According to Henri Barki, Sirel Oktamis and Alain Pinsonneault (2004) [56], The 
implementation phenomenon should be better understood for two reasons: i) the 
importance of ERP for business management; and ii) the continuing problems at the time 
of their implementations. This should allow more reliable assessments of their 
organizational benefits and better estimates of the resources required for their 
implementation. Identifying the relevant characteristics of ERP implementation projects 
and developing a typology of ERP implementations can be useful tools in this regard. 
Barki et al. (2004) [56] determined that ERP scope or effort can be viewed as being 
formed of three dimensions, labelled ERP implementation breadth, depth and magnitude. 
These factors make completely different an ERP project from a standard software project.  
 
a) Breadth 
 
This is the extent to which the implementation of an ERP system is diffused horizontally 
across an organization. It can be divided in two factors: i) ERP breadth: the number of 
sites across which an ERP is implemented indicates how horizontally widespread that 
implementation is: an implementation spanning multiple, and geographically dispersed 
sites; and ii) ERP breadth: which includes the dispersion of the business process 
reengineering (BPR) entailed by an ERP implementation across different departments 
and sites.  
 
b) Depth 

 
It explains how much an ERP system is vertically diffused in an organization: i) ERP 
depth refers to the number of employees or users affect for the implementation; ii) BPR 
depth that represents the number of employees affected by BPR in an ERP 
implementation. 
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c) Magnitude 
 

It represents the changes and modifications that imply in an organization who implements 
EPR. It is characterized by means of three factors: i) ERP magnitude: the proportion of 
employee activities which have been modified by the associated BPR, as well as the 
extent of modification of each activity; ii)  BPR automation: the increase in business 
process automation; and iii) ERP customization: ERP software modifications in order to 
conform to an organization’s business processes. 
 

3.1.4 Which are the difficulties sizing an ERP project? 

It knows of many difficulties in estimating the needed effort (persons, time and money) to 
develop an ERP project. Among the reasons for these difficulties, authors of ERP effort 
estimation papers mention the context where the project is developed which is more 
complicated than in traditional business software [57], going on with the lack of 
applicability measurement metrics and finishing with the complexity of the cross-
organizational ERP projects. 
 
To understand the difficulties in sizing ERP projects, a literature review was carried out. 
This included sources published in academic journals and conference proceedings [58] 
[59] [60] , as well, as papers available from national and international professional 
associations on software metrics [61] [62]. In each literature source, the author of this 
thesis tried to identify conceptual or technical challenges that should be resolved by those 
ERP project team members who are involved in ERP sizing. Below, we enumerate the 
main problems which we found for the ERP implementers to face at the time of 
determining its previous size. The list below does not pretend to be exhaustive. Indeed, it 
cannot be complete as researchers and practitioners are trying out a variety of techniques 
and in doing so, they get a deeper understanding of the unique aspects of the ERP sizing 
and cost estimation problem. 

 
a) Project estimations cannot always be meaningfully understood by stakeholders 

of the software 
 
Sometimes project estimates are often made on poor foundations and the customers do 
not trust on metrics.  At the 2006 UKSMA conference, a discussion arose about the 
provision of contingency amounts when estimating project effort. The comments from 
software metrics experts from two very major software producers were interesting. One 
had analyzed the total effort in all current project estimates in his organization and 
discovered that 50% of the effort was classified as ‘contingency’. The other 
representative was asked ‘how does your project leaders estimate when asked to do so by 
a client early in the life of a project, when the requirements are typically not yet well 
understood?’ The answer was ‘make the best estimate you can and add 150% 
contingency’. 
 
Clearly, this discussion can be extended to cover the context of ERP projects. In ERP, the 
root of the above-mentioned problems is a process issue. ERP clients, quite reasonably, 
ask for estimates early in a project life. But, more often than not, quite unreasonably these 
estimates set expectations and are perceived as ‘hard’ far too early in the project. Good 
processes have been developed that help match estimates to requirements as they evolve, 
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whilst maintaining the control of price/performance that the client needs. But such 
processes require credible software metrics and are very rarely used [60]. 
 
 
 
b) Lack of consensus on the objectives of the estimates 
 
Several different concepts are used in software measurement, e.g., size, complexity, 
cohesion, coupling, etc. as Fenton defined in his book [6]. However, studies [55] [60] 
indicate that both researchers and practitioners use them in a very unrestricted way, so 
they are used inconsistently throughout the literature. Often, people refer to cohesion and 
coupling (and even size) as internal attributes of product complexity [6]. According to 
Briand, El Emam and Morasca [63], some authors define metrics for such concepts, but 
they do so without providing any precise definition for the concept they intend to 
measure. This is the reason why software measurement often becomes a matter of belief. 
People do or do not "believe" that a proposed complexity metric is indeed a complexity 
metric. These concepts could be somewhat subjective, but, until some kind of consensus 
is reached on the meaning behind those words, any significant progress will be difficult.  
 
Therefore, if software measurement is to become a scientific discipline, the meaning of 
these concepts must be made clear and unambiguous, and similarities and differences 
between measurement concepts must be pointed out. Measurement Theory, if properly 
applied, is one of the most precious tools in this task [63]. 
 
c) Neither non-historical data nor specific metrics. 
 
In the software measurement literature, we observe that there are not specific metrics for 
ERP software, neither there are data to validate the measurement of an ERP. Very few 
studies, as for example Stensrud’s researches [57], have created and used ERP datasets 
for validation of size, effort or cost estimates. Consequently, the literature leaves ERP 
estimators with limited confidence in the empirical results. Sometimes in the company, 
there are not enough historical projects to compare and to analyse results when they are 
going to estimate the size of an ERP. Moreover, there are a few public and available 
datasets for validation which makes very difficult the labour of a counter function points.  
 
d) Difficult to find the definition of the counting boundary on cross-organization 

ERP 
 
Finding a boundary in an organization which implants an ERP system is another 
important difficult for sizing. Cross-organizational means that the ERP system is used by 
different independent, or nearly independent, businesses. For example, businesses 
cooperate with their customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders to form value webs. 
Such a networked context than in an intra-organizational context because in a networked 
context, we have different business actors who make decisions based on their own local 
criteria. 
 
The definition of the counting boundary for an ERP project is a big difficulty. It stems 
from the fact that an ERP project does not implement merely application components, but 
cross-organizational business processes based on these components. As pointed in the 
article “Requirements Engineering for Cross-organizational ERP Implementation: 
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Undocumented Assumptions and Potential Mismatches” [58], a key issue in 
Requirements Engineering (RE) for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) in a cross-
organizational context is how to find a match between the ERP application modules and 
requirements for business coordination. 
 

e) The customization options 
 
Although to implement an ERP there are many standard business process and best 
practices (see section 2.3.5), each implementer company has its own necessities and 
needs a particular reengineering process.  There are ERP vendors and their consulting 
partners are providing standard RE processes for ERP projects, even though, it is not 
enough. ERP packages use vendor-provided methodologies for engineering the business 
requirements and the solution architecture, which implies that different requirement 
modelling notations and requirement architecture frameworks are used for each package. 
According the study on customization options in ERP systems carried out by Brehm, 
Markus and Tanis (2004) [59], this perspective reflects the fact that ERP customization is 
the riskiest endeavour a company can undertake. Consequently, ERP projects do not 
often incorporate assessments of customization requirements in size/cost relationship 
models what makes more difficult an appropriate estimation. 
 
f) Continue changes 
 
This issue is also one of the biggest inconvenient to size an ERP. Two factors are the 
main difficulty. Both of them has been analyzed by Daneva and Wieringa (2008)  in their 
study “Cost estimation for cross-organizational ERP projects: research perspectives” 
[55]: i) according an ERP system consists of multiple configurations which let the  
system acquire new quality attributes as result of these configurations, each of which is a 
set of changes to (or so-called customizations of) the original functionality of the ERP 
package; and second ii) there are dynamics of the factors characterizing a cross-
organization ERP project and its context. In networked settings, it is not possible to know 
whether the early or the final products are inherently ‘‘complete’’. Therefore, metrics on 
products, resources, and processes are to be seen as moving targets.  
 
Analyzing these two factors, the obtained conclusion is that Business Reengineering 
requires high flexibility, a fact which is very difficult to catch it with the measurement 
techniques. While the majority of existing cost estimation models captures the 
functionality aspects of a project fairly well, they fall far of capturing the amount of 
business change set in motion by the ERP solution.  
 
 
3.2 Reasons for why the existing measurement metrics are not valid for 

ERP project 
 
There is a sizeable literature on size, effort, and cost estimation models each of which has 
at least passed a graded test for value by remaining economically viable over a minimum 
of a decade. From these sources, we will obtain our own conclusions.  
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3.2.1 Does the existing metrics provide good methods for estimating ERP projects? 

There are several factors that allow answering this question. Our review of the literature 
help us to identify four aspects about the topic, the following are the most important in 
our opinion: 
 

a) Size metrics developed in the 20th century are not adapted to the new modern 
requirements and technologies. The most common ‘functional size measurement 
method’, known as the IFPUG method, is now increasingly difficult to apply to 
modern software projects and lacks credibility [60]. 
 

b) Traditional size metrics do not provide reliable estimates. This is because of the 
software metrics discipline offers a few recognized methods for modelling size 
and resources, but, although these have potential to fit the ERP RE practice, they 
do not seem appealing from the standpoint of senior management responsible for 
approving investments in ERP technology. It is not very usual for them beyond 
their own organization work, unless there have been significant problems, like a 
major operational failure or a serious security breach. So, they do not bear it in 
mind to take decisions regarding operational ERP costs [55].  
 

c) Confusion about what “size” and “effort” mean, and about what to size. Maybe 
this is not a real and typical problem of the measurement methods, but in the ERP 
context the boundaries of the system are not well defined and these terms become 
more unclear. Now, although everyone understands what is meant by ‘project 
effort’, it turns out to be very difficult to measure it in a consistent way across 
multiple projects. There are many good reasons for this (for example, difficulties 
of definition). On the contrary there are bad reasons, principally because of 
project teams tend not to take effort recording very seriously. Especially if they do 
not know what the data will be used for [60].  

 
d) Metrics programmes are considered not useful. Although IS researchers have 

indicated the importance of investigating size/cost relationships in ERP settings, 
but the problem is that they offer ‘‘solution islands’’ requiring theoretical 
integration in a number of areas [55] and considering them not really useful for 
the organization. They are often cancelled when a new IT Director arrives and can 
see no benefits from the existing measurement programme [60]. This would not 
happen if the metrics were credible, useful and used. 

 
Connecting the difficulties of sizing ERP projects to these factors the conclusion is clear, 
there is not any complete solution or metric that allows to the measurers get a good result 
when it comes to determine the size of an ERP.  The next section analyzes specifically 
the causes. 
 

3.2.2 What are the reasons why the existing size estimation techniques do not work 
well considering ERPs? 

As it has been analyzed until this moment, there are not good methods to size ERP. In 
addition, there is evidence in the reviewed literature sources about the existing metrics 
are not very reliable for ERP vendors and ERP costumers.  
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a) Existing size estimation techniques were created for traditional software 
 
One of the main observation is that the predominant paradigm used for accounting costs 
in IS projects is manufacturing one, in which cost are relative to the size of the product 
built. This size may be functions points, future points or lines of code. However, 
empirical studies indicate that in the ERP context the manufacturing paradigm is 
probably not the most adequate metaphor for portraying modern ERP solutions, and that 
the results of this paradigm cannot ensure a specific form of the cost functions. This is 
partly because none of the existing estimation methods has been specifically devised for 
the ERP setting [55]. 
 
In simple terms, which the new technologies, for example, object-oriented systems, 
Internet applications, cross-organizational ERP, the standard FP counting manual have 
failures to provide goods estimations. Standard FSM models approach the software cost 
estimation problem by computing a weighted sum of counts of user recognizable features 
based primarily on the logical design of the software solution. These counts, then, serve 
as the key inputs to the prediction of the effort and time needed to build the system. 
However, the standard FSM models are general solutions initially invented for tailor-
made software construction and appear inadequate to the cost estimation problem in ERP 
implementation settings. 
 
b) Relationships between variables do not match the ERP project context  
 
Traditional Software cost estimation methods account for factors which only partially 
describe the ERP context, and they let partner companies incorporate their bias and 
intuition into the estimate.  
 
According to Daneva and Wieringa [55], they studies reflect that even established 
approaches such as COCOMO they are not suitable to cross-organizational projects. ERP 
implementation projects experience a shortage of proper methodologies to evaluate 
functional size, effort, productivity, schedule, and other cost factors. Even when FSM 
data exists, effort and duration for similar ERP projects have been noted to vary widely 
due to: i) variations in the work actually performed on the projects; ii) variations in the 
work included in project measurements; and iii) variations in compensation rates and 
overhead costs. Each of these three reasons can introduce variances that approach 100%. 
Yet, without understanding the impact of these three factors, it is not possible to establish 
productivity averages for cross-organizational ERP implementation teams. In cross-
organizational ERP context, these issues are coupled with absence of relevant metrics and 
historical project datasets. 
 
c) Existing metrics are focused only on the functional part of software 
 
According to IEEE software engineering standard 830-1998 [62], NFRs describe not 
what the software will do, but how it will provide the means to perform functional tasks; 
for example, software quality attributes, software design constraints and software 
interface requirements. 
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IFPUG group defines Function Point Analysis (FPA) as a “sizing measure of clear 
business significance. First made public by Allan Albrecht of IBM in 1979, the FPA 
technique quantifies the functions contained within software in terms that are meaningful 
to the software users. The measure relates directly to the business requirements that the 
software is intended to address.”Also they define Function Points, as “measure software 
size by quantifying the functionality”. 
 
The problem as we can see in the definitions of FPA is that the functional software 
metrics (FSM) are based on counting the functions of an application. But, an ERP project 
is more than functionality and if a company wants to be competitive it has to consider the 
need of non-functional requirements (NFRs) as an integral part of software modeling and 
development [64]. 
 
d) The need of estimating effort at the stage of early requirements 
 
If in the context of traditional projects it can be important to measure from the first 
functional requirements, in the ERP environment is even more relevant. After the 
reviewing of some articles, our finding and conclusion support that there are mainly two 
factors of why is difficult to measure at the early stage of a project: i) Very Low detail of 
the functional requirements. In an ERP implementation sometimes, in the first version of 
the business process model not all data interaction is known and most early sizing 
techniques are base done information about the data [65]; and ii) The difficulties of 
applying early-FPA technique. This foundation is also supporting by Luigi Buglione [66] 
in his background research for the PSU method. Some companies cannot spend a big 
amount of time needed for applying an early-FPA technique and directly will estimate by 
experience or analogy the effort for next project. Due to the complexity of ERP projects 
this problem becomes bigger. 
 
e) The cross-organizational context and the need to address a set of inter-

dependent projects  
 
A cross-organizational ERP solution is never a stand-alone investment.  It could: i) be 
part of a product development initiative; ii) enable financial controls; or iii) require 
investment in some non-ERP solution. For these reasons, putting numbers on the size, 
effort, productivity, and other cost factors of an cross-organizational ERP project can be 
very difficult: i) the project does not always contain a set of well-defined requirements; 
ii) As an ERP-project spans technology and business issues, fragmented concepts cannot 
connect the multifaceted estimation needs and the many audiences together into a single 
vision; and iii) In a networked ERP context, the existing estimation models do not 
necessarily yield accurate results, as staff-members from each of the network partners can 
incorporate their own intuition (and biases) into the estimate [55]. 
 
 
3.3 Measurement in the first stage of life cycle in an ERP context 
 
This section narrates the importance of measuring in the first phases of the life cycle in 
the context of ERP. 
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3.3.1 Why is so necessary to estimate in the first stage of cycle life in an ERP 
context? 

Once again, to answer this question we consolidated findings obtained by earlier research 
carried out in the Information System department of the University of Twente. For 
example, in Daneva and Wieringa’s article [55], the authors establish that the ERP 
estimation phase is very important for two reasons: i) The exposure of the partners to 
operational failure risks due to poor cross-organizational ERP implementation is 
increased because each of them may well participate in multiple virtual organizations, 
and, also, may provide capabilities across many value networks; and ii) networked 
businesses increasingly rely on external parties for the deployment and operation of 
cross-organizational ERP systems.  
 
The main idea that is obtained of these affirmations is that the high level of externality in 
the development an ERP makes more difficult to calculate the needed effort to carry it 
out. As a result, the Requirements stage becomes in essential to reduce the mentioned 
previous risks. It is in this phase when the Enterprise Organization starts its 
implementation of an ERP and when is possible to establish a first approach to determine 
the size of the project.  
 
This statement is also reinforced in the article of Daneva, Wettflower and de Boer (2008) 
[67] because their study confirms that ERP estimation is important to the processed of 
requesting proposals for ERP implementation services, of bid preparation, and of pricing. 
ERP adopters need to compare bidding information from competing implementation 
service providers and initiate negotiations with them. To get this, ERP adopters have to 
be adequately prepared. They need to acquire knowledge: i) on how each consulting firm 
arrived at the bidding price; and ii) on how realistic the effort estimation figures which 
one sees on the bidding document, are.  
 
In the previous paragraph the necessity of determining as soon as possible the 
requirements is noticed. However, at that early stage of requirements engineering, 
uncertainties of context interfere greatly with adopter’s ability to assess to what extent the 
price they receive from the bidding document matches their organizational realities. At 
time of bid preparation (that is, the stage of very early requirements), consulting firms 
would have a relatively low level of awareness of what project activities they should 
include in the case of their particular client (e.g. identifying and analyzing capability 
gaps, investigation and mapping of configuration options), and what the ERP adopter’s 
context factors are that drive effort for these new activities. Yet, ERP clients must find a 
way to balance uncertainties of their contexts at that very early stage [67]. 
 

3.3.2 Would it be possible measuring a project ERP since the early stage from the 
cycle life? 

In this sub-chapter, we focus the discussion on one family of Functional Size 
Measurement (FSM) models based on Function Points. We provide an analysis of the 
advantages and the disadvantages in using models of this family for the purpose of ERP 
estimation.  
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3.3.2.1 What kinds of metrics could be used in the early stage of the cycle life to measure 
an ERP project? 

 
i) The Function Point Analysis (FPA). Among the kinds of metrics that exist in the 

field of sizing software as it was viewed in the chapter 2 of this master thesis 
(section 2.1.3) the technique of Function Points allows sizing a software project in 
the early stage from the cycle life. 
 
The FPA measures the size of software from the point of view of the user, 
independent of the used technology for the development and implementation. 
These techniques are applied from documents of requirements and throughout the 
service life of software.  
 
The approaches to consider Function Points (FP) facilitate the early estimation of 
software project (cost, effort, chronogram) when the requirements are not 
completely defined. The smaller precision of an estimation of FP against the 
standard measurement will be balanced by a smaller investment in time and effort 
[68]. 

 
ii)  Metric for ERP solutions. It is provided by Accenture’s Global SAP Service and 

includes counts of the following ten aspects: users, sites, business units, software 
interfaces, EDI interfaces, data conversion, custom-developed reports, modified 
screens, and ERP modules [69].  
 

3.3.2.2 Are they applicable to projects in the ERP context? 
 
i) IFPUG is the standard sizing metric. Applying the IFPUG standard rules for 

counting the changed functionality in an ERP project is difficult, because the 
IFPUG counting method treats all changes equally and cannot capture categorical 
information about the types of complexity inherent in the various types of changes 
that can be applied to the package. 
 
Also the typical way of counting the total number of functions points would be 
very difficult to apply in the ERP context for the previous reasons explained in the 
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The total of function points in a program could be 
computed by measuring or estimating the following program features: 

 
1) User-input types: data or control user-input types 
2) User-output types: output data types to the user that leaves the system 
3) Inquiry types: interactive inputs requiring a response 
4) Internal file types: files (logical groups of information) that are used and 

shared inside the system. 
5) External file types: files that are passed or shared between the system and 

other systems. 
 
Now, this is not possible, so it should look for new ways of counting from the R/3 
Reference Model of SAP which uses business processes and business objects in 
order to describe the business content of the R/3 business application components. 
Both processes and business objects represent building blocks for the 
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development of the customer-specific business application architecture at the early 
stage of the SAP R/3 implementation project.  
 
The requirements document in ERP projects is based on the Blueprint Business as 
it was viewed in the second chapter of this master thesis (section 2.1.4).  The 
activity represented on Blueprint Business is based upon the EPC (Event-Driven 
Process Chain) which enables process modelling and SAP business requirement 
as temporal and/or logical sequence of functions. So the solution should be based 
on this kind of diagram. 

 
ii)  About the second metric, of course is applicable to ERP because it was created for 

ERP solutions by Accenture’s Global SAP Service, but the problem is that there is 
not public information about this technique. This leaves ERP clients with no 
knowledge on how to use it in practice.  
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3.4 Conclusions of this chapter and future guidelines
 
This section presents a summary with the author’s conclusions which are described with 
text and also in a graphical way which is situated in the middle of the
 
There are important differences between the ERP projects and the traditional software 
projects (business information systems or customize software). For example: the amount 
of functionality, the cross
diverse configurations for the same functional activity, the automation of the
(see 3.1.2). All these characteristics join to the specific difficulties sizing ERP projects: 
lack of consensus on the objectives of the estimates, difficult on understanding the 
estimations by stakeholders, neither non
changes...hinder existing metrics from applying to ERP context (
Functional Measurement Methods (FMM) were created for traditional software 
present the new technologies are completely different so these metrics are not suitable 
(see 3.2.2). On the other hand there are not standardized methods to determine the size of 
an ERP (see 3.2.2).  
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This section presents a summary with the author’s conclusions which are described with 
explanation.  

There are important differences between the ERP projects and the traditional software 
projects (business information systems or customize software). For example: the amount 

shared system, the 
diverse configurations for the same functional activity, the automation of the processes 

). All these characteristics join to the specific difficulties sizing ERP projects: 
f consensus on the objectives of the estimates, difficult on understanding the 

historical data nor specific metrics, the continue 
see 3.1.3). The existing 

Functional Measurement Methods (FMM) were created for traditional software and at the 
present the new technologies are completely different so these metrics are not suitable 

the other hand there are not standardized methods to determine the size of 

 

Important differences with traditional software projects

Existing metrics created for traditional software (Lack of suitable 
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Because there are not any standard methods for using  FSM in the ERP context, each 
company has its own techniques to count the size of an ERP. The measurers determine 
the size of an ERP basing on their experience and using data of previous projects without 
adequate validation data (see 3.2.1). The consequence is that the measurements are not 
very accurate. Furthermore, we have the statement that ERP projects usually cost much 
money (they are huge and consume many human and material resources) and need much 
time to be implemented (see 3.3.1). Consequently, like the measurements of size are not 
reliable and ERP projects by their own are considered expensive, the directors and 
executives assume the high cost of ERP projects assuming high risks. This is very 
dangerous, because if there are not good approximations of ERP size, good effort 
estimates will not get and therefore the planning will go wrong. In this situation a 
possible failure in the implementation could ruin the project and the loss might be 
unrecoverable for the companies.  
 
In addition, it is very important and essential to measure as soon as possible and at the 
first stage of cycle life (see 3.3.1). At the stage of early requirements there are only 
project deliverables (this is the requirement document or any other document which 
described the system) which can be used for FP counting. There are not software 
applications (screens, code, etc.). So, it is well known in advance that the counting the 
size will be only approximate, based on what is read in the deliverables; functional 
requirements (see 3.3.2). Also the user requirements could be used, but depending if they 
are very specific or not (more information in section 5.4.1) 
 
Finally after the size is obtained, the next step is to determine the effort. As we analyze in 
the section 3.2.3 (see section), due to the special characteristics of an ERP 
implementation project, it is very important that the implementation factor would be 
considered to get a good value of effort. 
 
 
 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today.  

Franklin D. Roosevelt, the thirty-second President of the United States (1882 - 1945)  
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How is current ERP sizing? 
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4. How is ERP currently sized?  
 

“The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today”. Nowadays, 
ERP developers have many difficulties to estimate the “previous” size of an ERP system. 
They have doubts about which estimation methods to apply, which software size metrics 
to use, etc. Overcoming those recent doubts would allow clearing the prospects of sizing 
ERP products, but in order to make that possible is necessary to know the state of art at 
the moment. 
 
This chapter describes the current situation of sizing ERP projects. Using the literature 
review method, the section 4.1, answers the question “How the companies or institutions 
who implemented ERP project and SAP define the term "SIZE"?”. After this, the section 
4.2, describes how companies and consultants estimate the ERP, analyzing which 
practices they use and if they use some kind of metrics. In this Section will be answered 
important and interesting questions for this master thesis. Finally in another Section 4.3, 
our own conclusions will be explained. 
 
4.1 What do ERP companies understand by “SIZE” 
 
Starting with that “size” is an abstract term in many areas of every-day life, its meaning 
in the software field is even less accurate. In this point of this thesis, it is needless to say 
that in the ERP context the term is even vaguer. According to the Multi-site Empirical 
Study on Cross-organizational ERP Size and Effort Estimation carried out by Maya 
Daneva [1] the term ERP size is very ambiguous.  
 
The goal of research was to gain understanding of the state-of-the practice in size and 
effort estimation of cross-organizational ERP projects. Based on key size and effort 
estimation challenges identified in a previously published literature survey, we explored 
some difficulties, fallacies and pitfalls these organizations face. It focused on collecting 
empirical evidence from the participating ERP market players to assess specific facts 
about the state-of-the-art ERP size and effort estimation practices. The study adopted a 
qualitative research method based on an asynchronous online focus group. 
 
A group comprised by 14 members participated in the research: 

•  12 ERP solution architects practicing in Europe and North America and 
representing two ERP vendors, six ERP adopting organizations, and four ERP 
implementation consulting companies.  

•  2 ERP practice analysis representing two US-based ERP research and advisory 
companies. 

 
The author of the paper raised ten hypotheses to the companies about the aspects of ERP 
size and effort estimation practices. For our topic there is one of them, that is very 
interesting, because it allows comparing cost with size of the solution built. Is the next: 
 
ERP vendors, consultants and adopters are currently applying the cost estimation 
paradigm in which cost is relative to size of the solution built. 
 
The focus group was divided on what the term ‘size’ means. Seven members saw size as 
the attribute of the tasks it would take to implement an ERP solution. They saw costs as a 
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result of a work-breakdown-structure-based process for estimating the total effort needed 
for executing these tasks. Five focus group members saw size as the attribute of the user 
community to be served. They calculated cost by multiplying the number of users by the 
dollar value per user. For example [70], SAP, PeopleSoft, and Oracle are known among 
architects to cost $80,000 per user, while BaaN and JDE, are estimated for $40,000 per 
user. They also added a one-time capital cost of the software which varied enormously - 
from about US$10,000 to as much as US$60,000 per seat/user license, depending on the 
complexity of the software, the size of the company, and the software and the database 
license fee. Only two out of 14 focus group members saw size as the attribute of ERP 
functionality. Both, however, saw functional size as a key driver in cost estimation. Both 
used some versions of FPA specifically adapted for their package contexts. These two 
versions, though, took different types of project deliverables (in addition to the 
requirements) as inputs into the sizing process. The two versions interpreted the standard 
FSM (Functional Size Measurement) models differently in terms of what to count and 
how to cont it. In both, FP data were coupled with rules of thumb, for example “a project 
team of three people is necessary for companies with up to 300 “employees” and “one 
more project team member is needed for every 200 employees”. 
 
Summarizing there are three ways of seeing “Size”: 
 

Members Size Cost 
7 Project Tasks Numbers of hours 
5 Number of workers Number of users × $ value per user 
2 ERP functionality Size is a driver in cost estimation form 

Table 2 : What term "size" means for ERP industry 

 
Own conclusions about what “Size” means: 
 
We can see that there is confusion about the term of “size”. In the chapter 2, we defined 
size like the functionality of an application, and from this point then the effort can be 
measured. So, we agree with the two members of the group that defined size like ERP 
functionality. It seems that to define size in this way is due to they used the function point 
analysis adapted to their packages. Also it can be appreciated that there is a variation at 
the moment of determining the size by the FSM methods, that is, what to count and how 
to count it.  
 

4.2 State-of-art of ERP size and effort estimation practices 
 
Many researchers have been made in order to approach the traditional effort estimation 
practices to the ERP context and new software, as for example, real time application or 
web-based business software. Nevertheless, implementers and vendors have still many 
doubts and difficulties to apply the existing measurement metrics to their products and 
also to determine the size and effort of their manufacturing process. 

4.2.1 How do the companies of ERP industry determine the effort to develop an 
ERP product? 

Coming back to the first research carried out by Maya Daneva, we can find how the 
companies determine the effort to develop an ERP product and if they use single size 
measure or they use multi-dimensional measures. 
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Participants answered this to the following hypotheses: 
 
ERP vendors, consultants and adopters are currently applying the cost estimation 
paradigm in which cost is relative to size of the solution built. 
 
All four architects from ERP implementation consulting firms pointed out that for each 
new project they first looked on how much of an ERP module it would get implemented 
and then, they defined how many billable staff-hours seemed to be enough for carrying 
out the implementation tasks. They base their early estimation on their firms’ knowledge 
of: i) the skills of the specific consultant; and ii) his/her past performance in 
implementing the specific module in which he/she is a specialist. However, the 
consultant’s past experience is rarely collected within one business sector and in 
organizations of the same size and culture. The fact that in each project, consultant’s 
performance varies due to context factors in the ERP adopting organization (e.g. ERP 
adopter’s culture, business priorities, amount of customization) is, by and large, ignored 
in the estimate.  
 
Getting conclusions of this answer: 
 

Members Effort Estimation Estimation based on 

4 
Staff-hours per module 
in the client 

- Skills of specific consultant 
- Experience implementing the module 

2 Size as a driver - FPA method 
Table 3 : How ERP architects estimated cost 

 
Also it can be observed that sometimes experience it is not collected. Furthermore, many 
factors like customization or business priorities that would be due to consider at the time 
of estimating, are not taken into account.  
 
ERP vendors and adopters work together to identify, model, and assess cost factors 
contributing to the ERP return-on-investment equation.  
 
ERP vendors provide to clients’ organizations reusable project plans and resource 
estimates. A recently published experience report [71] suggest that these reusable 
artifacts are created by leveraging large datasets of past projects which ERP vendors 
carried out at their clients’ sites and analyzed per business sector. However, the focus 
group study [70] suggests that the reusable project plans and estimates include, at best, 
only a partial view of the total ERP costs incurred to ERP adopters. Ten out of 14 
members indicate that ERP adopting organizations do not directly provide any project 
cost data to ERP vendors because of confidentiality concerns. Also, the focus group 
admitted that the process of project data reporting to reflect solely the perspective of the 
ERP consulting companies; that is, the project resources employed on the ERP adopter’s 
side were not included. Next, all the six architects from ERP adopting organizations were 
united on the observation that ERP adopters never relied entirely on the reusable ERP 
plans provided by ERP vendors. Instead, in their experience, ERP adopters always tried 
to adjust the reusable plans and estimates based on “what they knew” at the pre-
requirements and requirements stages of their project. However, the architects found that 
adjusting reusable cost estimates took into account obvious cost drivers only, and omitted 
the ones which were “not so obvious”, such as “internal resources required to support the 
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project team, costs to backfill the day-to-day work of project team members, process 
improvement, hardware upgrades, training, and organizational change”. Last, we found 
that no ERP adopter had any historical database of past projects, accounting for the “not 
so obvious” cost drivers. None has ever worked with external consultants on formulating 
a cost estimation model.  
One out of the six architects working for ERP adopters suggested that person-hours were 
recorded according to a corporate-wide data collection procedure for ERP projects. The 
others witnessed ERP project data treated no differently from other capital (IT and non-
IT) project data, which meant that project information was collected regardless of its 
relevance to the project context. 
 
Two group members out of 14 said that their organizations tailored the ERP project to the 
resources that they were prepared to commit to the project. When these ERP adopters 
were unable or unwilling to commit this level of resources, the project was scaled down 
accordingly and the time scale extended. Tree other members witnessed ERP adopters 
building up their centers for ERP excellence who were given the responsibility for ERP 
project reporting and tracking. These centers had tool supported data collection 
procedures for each ERP project type they handled, namely, new implementations, 
upgrades, system instance consolidations. They used the datasets of past projects of each 
type for judging the amount of person-hours needed for future projects of this type. Their 
projected estimates, however, were never reported to consultants, but did serve as input to 
cost negotiations with ERP implementation partners. The latter were receptive to the ERP 
adopter’s cost projections and adjusted their numbers. Four out of 14 group members 
found that ERP adopters, generally, live with whatever estimates they receive from their 
external consultants. 
 
Getting conclusions of this answer: 

 
- 10 ERP adopters� ERP vendors not provide project cost date for confidentiality, sole 

the perspective of the ERP consulting companies where resources employed on the 
ERP adopters side were not include.  

- 6 ERP architects � Adopters never relied on the reusable ERP plans. ERP adopters 
tried to adjust the reusable plans based on what they knew and that adopters omitted 
cost drivers not obvious like training, hardware upgrades. They also say that ERP 
adopters had any historical database of past projects.  

- 1 ERP architect � the measure person-hours and ERP project data are recorded 
specifically following a procedure for ERP projects. 

- 5 ERP architects � ERP project data are treated like others project. 
- 2 members of 14 � their organization tailored the ERP project to the resources 

prepared to commit the project. If they were not unable to commit this level of 
resources, the project was scaled down. 

- 3 members of 14 � ERP adopters used centers for ERP with new technologies and 
they used dataset of past projects for estimate the amount of person-hours needed for 
future projects. 

- 4 of 14 � Found ERP adopters live with whatever estimates they received for their 
external consultants.  

 
It could be drawing some clear conclusions about the situation of state-of-art sizing and 
estimating ERP projects. The first is that there are some signs of reticence by ERP 
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vendors to trust ERP adopters and they offer just the necessary and sometimes nor that. 
All stakeholders treat the data and make the estimations based on their knowledge, using 
datasets of other projects if they have or even they rely on external estimations. On the 
other hand, it can be looked for that is very usual to treat ERP projects like tailored 
projects or other software projects, and just in some companies they follow special 
procedures for ERP projects.  
 
ERP sizing is done based on the business requirement document.  
 
The answered confirm that business requirements serve as the key input into cost 
estimation. However, the experiences of the focus group members varied in terms of what 
they called “adequate requirements” and how much detail was included in their business 
requirement documents. ERP vendors’ representatives argued that detailed process and 
data models should be the first to refer to, when estimating size, and later, effort. These 
models “were supposed to customize” the work breakdown structure in the standard 
reusable project plan and estimates provided by the ERP vendor. Consulting companies’ 
and ERP adopters’ representatives were firm that using the process and data requirements 
models would render the sizing process inefficient and expensive because estimation 
analysts at adopters’ sites are not educated on the use of package-specific process 
modelling and data modelling languages. To set up a meaningful FSM process, these 
analysts depended on the availability of experts able to read and interpret the process and 
data diagrams that describe the ERP solution. 
 
Getting conclusions of this answer: 
 
Detailed process and data models should be the first to estimating size 
 
- Business requirements can be used to determine the size of an ERP project. 
- ERP vendors �Models for estimating size and effort sometimes are predefined as 

standard use and they are not usually adapting for a specific ERP solution. 
- ERP adopters�Difficulties found by the estimation analysts to apply FSM models, 

because they do not have experts to read and interpret the ERP models and data 
diagrams. 

 

4.2.2 Answering some questions?  

From the point of view of the companies and the recent ways of estimating effort and size 
in the ERP context, it will be answered some interesting questions for this master thesis. 
 
a) Is it possible to establish a proportional relationship between size and effort? 
 
There is a predominant paradigm used for accounting costs in IS projects is the 
manufacturing one, in which costs are relative to the size of the product built. The main 
cost driver assumed in a variety of models is the size of the product, whatever the 
measure may be (e.g. function points, SLOC…). Empirical studies [72] indicate that in 
the ERP context the manufacturing paradigm is probably not the most adequate metaphor 
for partying modern ERP solutions, and the results of this paradigm cannot ensure a 
specific form of the cost function.  
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Also, Stensrud in the article “Alternative approaches to effort prediction of ERP projects” 
[73], analyzed that the “relationship between size and effort is arbitrary”, showing that 
this hypothesis is not easily testable or falsifiable, and contradicts the commons sense. 
Even though this, according to him, many ERP companies study the historical datasets to 
establish the effort, what yields many economic and planning troubles during the life 
cycle of an ERP project because the equation is not well worked out.  
 
It can be concluded that making this relationship is not possible, so we will just focus this 
master thesis in determining the size of ERP, leaving for future researches to find out an 
approach. 
 
b) Is it possible to establish the functional size as the only size parameter in the ERP 

context? 
  
According to Stensrud [73], to use a single size measure such as function points (FP) or 
source lines of code (SLOC) at the main predictor variable is not suitable for an ERP 
project. ERP projects are estimated by using multi-dimensional “project” size measure, 
where are many continuous predictor variables as: users, sites, business units or legal 
entities, software interfaces, EDI interfaces, data conversion software and data 
conversions, custom-developed reports, modified screens and ERP modules. 
 
As well, in the answer given in the section 4.1 (see 4.1), the only two members that use 
FSM methods to determine the size of ERP project just used the functional size as a cost 
driver. For these reason this master thesis will concentrate on establishing the size of the 
functional part of an ERP context, treating if it is possible to approach other kind of non 
functional requirements but using a functional point method and the business blueprint.  
 
 
4.3 Own conclusions on the situation of estimating effort and cost and 

determining the size in the ERP context 
 
The next affirmations are concluded after the previous research work: 
 
Conclusion Title Description 

A 
SLOC is not valid in 
ERP project 

 With the SLOC, it cannot perform an accurate 
count until design in reasonably complete and in 
ERP projects are not adequate approaches to 
determinate the effort. 

B 
FSM models or SLOC 
use a single measure 

Both methods are not adequate to estimate effort 
and size in ERP projects because they use a single 
measure as the main predictor variable, and ERP 
projects are usually estimated by using multi-
dimensional measures. 

C 
ERP estimates not 
accurate 

 Project estimates are based on the own 
knowledge and the experience of measurers. On 
the other hand many times ERP adopters do not 
have experts to read and interpret the ERP models 
and data diagrams. Also, ERP adopters use 
centers for ERP with new technologies and they 
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Conclusion Title Description 
used dataset of past projects to validate the 
estimates. 

D 

FSM models can be 
appropriated to 
determine the ERP 
size 

 Although this affirmation contradicts the 
previous, there are different companies which to 
set up a meaningful FSM process. But these 
analyses depend on the availability of experts 
able to read and interpret the process and data 
diagrams that describe the ERP solution. 

E 

Functional 
requirements 
document is an 
accepted level to size 

 The functional requirements document is 
considered to be the appropriate level of analysis 
for studying ERP size. In the ERP projects, the 
business requirements document is often used. 

F 
Not enough team-
work among all ERP 
stakeholders 

 This causes lack of reliable and lack of consensus 
establishing the effort and cost in ERP projects. 
ERP adopters live with any estimates they 
received for their external consultants, and at the 
same time ERP vendors offer just the necessary 
due to reasons of confidentiality. 

G 
Important ERP 
factors are not 
considered to size 

 Factors like ERP adopter’s culture, business 
priorities or amount of customization sometimes 
are not considered at the time of estimate, making 
incomplete the ERP project’s estimates. 

H 
Confusion about what 
size means 

 There is a confusion about what is sizing and how 
determinate it. There are several definitions for 
size: “project tasks”, “number of workers” and 
“ERP functionality”. 

I 
ERP projects are 
treated like 
traditional projects 

 A considerable number of ERP projects are 
treating like tailor projects, both the 
implementation and estimation. 

Table 4 : Own conclusions about state-of-art estimating effort and determining the size in the ERP context 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

I don't have any solution, but I certainly admire the problem. 

Ashleigh Brilliant (1933- ), English Author and Cartoonist 
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5. ERP project cost estimations solutions 
 
Actually, this sentence “The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts 
of today” reflects perfectly the situation of this master thesis, but with the difference that 
this chapter will mark the master addresses to follow in order to get an approach in the 
estimation of sizing in an ERP project.  
 
In the Section 5.1, firstly we present a first solution or idea to the main problems counting 
the size and estimating the effort in the ERP context. It analyzes if the previous 
deductions of chapter 3 are corroborated with the conclusions of chapter 4, to get a 
solution. Section 5.2 discusses why a functional measurement metric has been chosen 
instead of others types of metrics. Then, Section 5.3 presents the results of a small 
research about the differences, advantages and disadvantages of the existing functional 
measurement metrics. In the Section 5.4, we present our election about the functional 
method that we will use to size an ERP using the SAP requirements. The section 5.6 
studies with is the adequate document to establish the size of an ERP. Finally in the 
section 5.6, it will be explained how we are going to carry out the project.  
 
5.1 Seeking solutions for sizing and cost estimation problems in the 

ERP context 
 
Firstly in the sub-section 5.1.2 using the conclusions of chapter 4, section 4.3.1, we study 
if the main deduction of the chapter 3 (ERP project cost estimation problems) “It is 
needed to “size” from functional requirements at the first stage of life cycle” (section 3.4) 
is corroborated with the state-of-art. Also the section gives our concept of size and then, it 
studies if it is possible to get a more accurate solution. Finally sub-section 5.1.2 
contributes to give another solutions and explanations about the difficulties in the ERP 
context. 

5.1.1 Deducing a first approach toward the solution  

This section draws on the author’s conclusions of the previous chapters (see section 4.3), 
which discussed the current situation of sizing and estimating effort and cost in the ERP 
context. 
 
Conclusion Conclusion state-of-art sizing and estimating the effort in ERPs 

A SLOC methods are not valid in ERP projects 
B FSM models or SLOC use a single measure 
C ERP estimates are neither accurate nor reliable 
D FSM models could be appropriated to determine the ERP size 

E Functional product requirements document is an accepted level to size ERP 
packages 

F Not enough team-work among all ERP stakeholders 
G Important ERP factors are not considered to size 
H Confusion about what size means 
I  ERP projects are treated like traditional projects 

Table 5 : Own conclusions about state-of-art estimating effort and determining the size in the ERP context 
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On the other hand, the central conclusion on chapter 3 is this (see Illustration 21 below): 
It is necessary to size from functional requirements at the first stage of life cycle.  
 

 
Illustration 22 : Main conclusion of the problem sizing ERP 

 
This supposition is corroborating with the current situation in the ERP context. If we 
remember the required steps to reach to that main conclusion, all those statements could 
be satisfied with the above-mentioned conclusions of the previous chapter. But we focus 
our attention in to the most relevant conclusion of the difficulties sizing ERPs “there is a 
needed to count the size of an ERP from functional requirements at the first stage of life 
cycle”. Just with a few drawn conclusions of the previous set we can demonstrate that 
this affirmation is true and necessary to solve or at least reduce the ERP project cost 
problems. 
 
Firstly, with the first conclusion in the chapter 4 a) SLOC methods are not valid in ERP 
projects, these kind of measurement models can be rejected to use them as a reasonably 
method to determine the size of an ERP, because with their process is not possible to 
count until having documents with very low detail. Also as it has been said in the chapter 
3, the statement “there are not reliable size measurements” is proved with the next 
conclusion c) ERP estimates are neither accurate nor reliable. Among other reasons two 
of them are: i) the metrics are based on the knowledge or experience of measurers; and ii) 
ERP adopters use centers for ERP with new technologies and they used dataset of past 
projects to validate the estimates, making  to the estimates not feasible nor reliable 
(Section 4.3).  
 
On the other hand, if we consider SIZE as the ERP Functionality, the only available 
methods that we have in this context are the Functional Size Models. But according our 
conclusions there is a contradiction. Conclusion b) tells us that to use FSM models in the 
ERP projects could not be the most adequate because they use a single measure and for 
this reason with them it is not possible to measure several variables in the ERP projects. 
But on the contrary, the conclusion d) says that some ERP adopter’s use FSM models if 
there have experts that can interpret the business process and data diagrams diagram. 
Since we have this controversial, if we are based our counting of size on considering 
“size” as the ERP functionality (see section 4.2.2.b) it could be possible to use the FSM 
models. In this situation according to the conclusion e) the functional requirements 
document which is often considered to be the appropriate level of analysis for studying 
ERP size, it could be valid to use this document to count the functional size.  
 
Concluding our reasoning we reach to the first approach toward a solution to solve the 
ERP project cost estimations problems which first step is to obtain the size. 
 

Our first approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimations 
problem 

Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the functional requirements 
document applying a FSM method or a Multi-dimensional metric. 

Illustration 23 : First approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problems 
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In the next sections it will be proved if we find the correct FSM method and if it is 
possible validate this assertion. 

5.1.2 Other interesting conclusions to solve the problems sizing ERPs 

Finally, others significant analyzes or conclusions that can be obtained comparing the 
conclusions of the chapter 3 and 4. 
 
ERP projects have many differences with other Business Information Systems and that 
are so “huge” that in their implementation a high amount of money is assumed to they 
might be paid. We can validate our previous deduction with the conclusion f) not enough 
team-work among all ERP stakeholders, which causes lack of reliable and lack of 
consensus establishing the effort and cost in ERP projects. The fact that ERP are 
implemented and developed in a tangled cross-organizational environment highlights that 
ERP vendors and ERP adopters do not reciprocally trust. Due to the complicated 
relationships and the “huge” of the ERP implementation, the executive assume the 
expensive cost of ERP. So, it should be very important that companies share a close-knit 
relationship. 
 
Another factor more to have unreliable estimates could be the conclusion i) ERP projects 
are seen like traditional projects. It is very surprising and at the same time worrying that 
in spite of the big difference between ERP and other kind of management software, as 
traditional business management systems (section 3.1.2), they are equally estimated. This 
issue must be analyzed by those companies that implement or adopt ERPs, because as it 
has been analyzed the differences between these types of systems are very significant to 
not make any different assumption. 
 
One conclusion more can be drawn, rather an advice. In the chapter 3 it analyzes that the 
implementation factors should consider to determinate the effort of an ERP project, not 
only the software system. The conclusion g) Factor like customization or business 
priorities sometimes are not considered at the time of estimate, making incomplete the 
ERP project’s estimates reinforces our previous notification. So, it has been proved that 
after measuring the sizes of an ERP package, considering functionality as the size, these 
factors must be considered to determine the needed effort of the ERP development. 
 
5.2 Functional Size Measurement method instead of the rest of methods 
 
In this sub-chapter, we present the answer to why we will use a FSM method to measure 
in the ERP context and which are the possible FSM models based on Function Points that 
we could use. 

5.2.1 Why using Functional Size Measurement (FSM)?  

As already it is mentioned in the Background chapter (see chapter 2) of this thesis, we 
presented some of the existing measures metrics to determine the size of software. We 
talked about the SLOC, FSM methods and Multi-dimensional (see 2.1.4). Later, in the 
chapter 3 (“ERP projects estimation problems”), we focused the discussion in some 
applicable techniques to measure the size of ERP projects in the chapter 3 (see section 
3.2.3), ruling out the SLOC method because they are not suitable in the early stages of an 
ERP project as it is corroborated in the chapter 4 (see the conclusions section 4.3).  
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Also we talked about some practices used to estimate the sizing of an ERP project based 
on the expert knowledge of the software estimators. These practices are based on the 
experience and historical datasets, where the software cost analyzers would like to 
establish a comparison between the new project and others from the past. But the 
problems with these methods are that they are not accurate in a general context and 
sometimes may not be applied in situations like: i) there are not historical datasets; ii) 
there is not a previous similar project; and iii) there are few available experts on the field. 
 
So, between a FSM model and a multidimensional-measure we choose FSM models 
considering the following own reasons: 
 

a) There are not any standard Multidimensional-size measures; however Functional 
Size Measurement (FSM) is the only internationally recognised and ISO 
standardised technique to measure the size of the Users Functional Requirements. 
 

b) Approaches of FSM models to ERP projects have still not been put in a 
mainstream practice, and regarding the reviewed literature each company applies 
its own method. 
 

c) There is not published publicly available literature about multidimensional-sizes 
measures; on the contrary there is lot information about the FSM models. 
 

d) FSM models can be applied at the early stage of a project because Functional 
Requirements are independent of any constraints of how the software is built. In 
other words, functionality metrics are independent of the technology which makes 
this kind of metrics more suitable for developers and more productive than other 
techniques as lines of code that are dependent of technology.  
 

e) Simplicity is another quality of this metric. From its conception, functional 
metrics has been relatively easy to apply. For example, it can be established easily 
relatively quickly, the size of a SW that perhaps gets to have thousands of lines of 
code in few hours. Nevertheless, the cost of this simplicity is that the metric one is 
not very sensible to very detailed considerations, as it would be it for example, 
complexity of mathematical formulas.  

5.2.2 A second approach toward the solution  

Due to this set of reasons is possible to take a step forward in our approach toward a final 
solution. Now the doubt about the election to use a FSM method or a Multi-dimensional 
metric is cleared, in favour of the first methods.  
 

Our second approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation 
problems 

Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the functional requirements 
document applying a FSM method. 

Illustration 24 : Second approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problems 
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5.2.3 Which Functional Size Measurement (FSM) could be applied? 

There are five ISO Methods for Functional Sizing, that fall into two main groups, those 
derived from Albrecht’s original methodology (IFPUG Function Point Analysis IFPUG 
[http://www.ifpug.org], NESMA Function Point Analysis[www.nesma.nl] and the 
method of Finnish Software Measurement Association (FISMA) [English Methods]) and 
those that derive from extensions of his method (MK II [www.uksma.co.uk] and 
COSMIC Functional Sizing Methods [www.cosmicon.org]. Also we introduce PSU 
[reference to the PSU manual], because is a new method that is taking into account in 
some important companies in the software. 
 

•  PSU: Project Size Units (PSU) was originated in 2003 to provide a possible 
answer to this exigency, with the further constraint to not modify initially the 
usual way for many project managers to estimate by experience and analogy but 
moving them progressively towards a more statistical-based way (regression 
analysis) for making their project estimations. It can be defined as a project 
management technique that allows a Project Manager to associate an early sizing 
measure to the estimated effort, using a calculation mechanism very close to the 
FPA one. Differently from a 1st generation FSMM (IFPUG, NESMA, Mark-II…), 
PSU has its own weighting system that evolves during time, with a periodical 
updating based on the historical project data. Also, PSU also takes as an input the 
Work-breakdown structure of the project plan for counting. 

 
•  COSMIC . Common software measurement international consortium (COSMIC) 

is a group established by six countries, Australia, Canada, Finland, the 
Netherlands, UK and the USA, with the aim to achieve an international standard 
set of software measurement. The COSMIC method was accepted by ISO/IEC 
JTC1 SC7 in December 2002 as International Standard ISO/IEC 19761 ‘Software 
Engineering – COSMIC-FFP – A functional size measurement method’ [74].The 
COSMIC method version 3.0 was a refinement of FFP (1st version of this 
method), Mark II and the FPA techniques. It is a standardized method of 
measuring a functional size of software from the functional domains commonly 
referred to as ‘business application’ (or ‘MIS’) software and ‘real-time’ software 
and hybrids of these, as in real-time reservation systems for airlines or hotels for 
example.  
 

•  NESMA: The NESMA was founded in 1989 as the NEFPUG (Netherlands 
Function Point Users Group). After the IFPUG, this Dutch organization was one 
of the first FPA user groups in the world. It currently has approximately 120 
members (companies) and is the largest FPA user group in Europe (including 
Russia). The NESMA maintains it own Counting Practices Manual, that is 
compliant with and is a valuable complement to IFPUG CPM 4.2. NESMA and 
the IFPUG now use the same philosophy, the same concepts and terms, and the 
same rules and guidelines within FPA. Although there are no major differences 
remaining between IFPUG FPA and NESMA FPA, NESMA published some 
concrete, operational guidelines on complex counting issues for helping counters. 
These additional FPA guidelines fit within the general IFPUG guidelines; they 
just tend to clarify or interpret the IFPUG guidelines.  
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•  MK II FPA : The Mk II Method of Function Point Analysis was defined by 
Charles Symons in ‘Software Sizing and Estimating: Mk II FPA’ published in 
1991. Mk II FPA has been approved as being conformant to ISO/IEC 14143 and 
become an international ISO standard in 2002, the ISO/IEC 20968:2002 specifies 
the set of definitions, conventions and activities of the MkII FPA Functional Size 
Measurement Method. Mk II FPA version 1.3.1 is a method for the quantitative 
analysis and measurement of information processing applications. It quantifies the 
information processing requirements specified by the user to provide a figure that 
expresses a size of the resulting software product. It is also designed to measure 
the business information systems. It can be applied to other application domains 
such as scientific and real-time software with some modifications.  
 

•  IFPUG: IFPUG method was standardized in 2003 (ISO/IEC 20926:2003) and the 
more current version is IFPUG 4.2 defined as Unadjusted functional size 
measurement method. IFPUG is the most widely used FSM method is the IFPUG 
Function Point Analysis (IFPUG FPA). It is based on the method proposed by 
Alan Albrecht. This method can be considered as the first FSM method. This 
technique was developed specially to measure the amount of data that each 
function accesses as an indicator of functional size. Several guidelines were 
created by IFPUG during years for other application domains and new 
environments (e.g. web, DWH...), but we need to focus our approach in the 
standard method. However, this standard method was developed to measure 
Management Information Systems (MIS) and the standard assumes the use of 
traditional software development methodologies such as structured analysis and 
design.  
 

•  FISMA :  FiSMA Functional Size Measurement Method Version 1.1 (FiSMA 1.1) 
is recognized as ISO FSM method, concretely as ISO/IEC 29881:2008. FiSMA 
1.1 is a general, parameterized FSMM for all types of software. In FiSMA 1.1, the 
Functional User Requirements are the object of measurement. While some FSM 
methods are process oriented, FiSMA 1.1 is service oriented. Process oriented 
methods require the identification of all functional processes supported by the 
piece of software. In contrast, service oriented methods, such as FiSMA 1.1; 
require identification of all different services provided by the piece of software. 

 
 
5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the possible FSM models 

candidates for our research 
 
In this sub-chapter, we provide an analysis of the advantages and the disadvantages of the 
functional point models introduce in the previous section.  
 
All the next conclusions have been got, taking account into those methods that are free 
available [75][76][77][78], web pages of methods that are not free IFPUG 
[http://www.ifpug.org], NESMA Function Point Analysis[www.nesma.nl] and some 
researching articles [79][60]. To note that PSU is not an ISO method but for the searching 
of our solution, it will be considered in the following comparative study. 
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Method/ 
Feature 

Information 
level needed 

Strengths Weakness 

IFPUG Analysis 
phase 

- It is the most popular 
method in the industry; 

- Greater accuracy in the size 
calculation to be used for 
the estimation 

- External comparability of 
results 

- Consolidated and diffused 
technique, with counting 
rules regularly monitored 
by International bodies. 

- It is used mainly for business 
application software. 

- The method’s basic concepts 
date from the late 1970’s and 
now have limited relevance to 
modern practice in 
Requirements engineering and 
Software development. 

- Lacks credibility for large 
complex projects due to the 
limited size scale (the 
measure is a nonlinear, 
ordinal scale) 

- Project Estimation cannot be 
done before until the Analysis 
phase 

- The method’s manual is not 
free 

MK II Analysis 
phase  

- It is independent of the 
project management 
method to be used (e.g. 
waterfall, spiral, 
incremental) 

- Also is independent of the 
development method 
employed (e.g., object-
oriented, SSADM, 
Information Engineering, 
etc.). 

- The needed of complete 
Logical Transaction Types 
(the lowest level business 
processes supported by a 
software application) to 
determinate the size 

- Mainly  for business 
application software 

- Needs adaptations for other 
types of software 

COSMIC FUR phase - Designed to measure both 
business application and 
real-time software, in 
multi-tier, multi-layered 
architectures 

- The method’s basic 
concepts are aligned with 
modern software 
engineering methods such 
as UML, but independent 
of any one method 

- Measurement can be 
embedded in typical 
software development 
practices, minimizing the 
cost of data collection 

- It can be applied in early 
stage of a project 

- COSMIC is not Suitable for 
algorithmic software 

- Assumes availability of the 
knowledge of a developer to 
determinate the size 

- COSMIC is a recent method 
which needs to be integrated 
within the education 
infrastructure of software 
engineers 
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Method/ 
Feature 

Information 
level needed 

Strengths Weakness 

- COSMIC can measure the 
size of software from the 
views of end users and 
developers. 

PSU Bid phase 
 

- Quick calculation 
- Not requested FPA 

knowledge 
- Project estimation can be 

done before the Analysis & 
Design phase 

 

- Lower accuracy in the size 
calculation to be used for 
estimation, verification of 
correlation with “standard” 
techniques 

- Internal Comparability of 
results 

- Experimental & Company-
internal technique 

FISMA FUR phase - It is designed to be 
applicable to all types of 
software 

- It is applicable to measure 
all software in any 
functional domain. 

- It has been standardized this 
year, so is very recent 

- It is focused in the application 
oriented to services 

NESMA  NESMA is almost equal to IFPUG method; the only difference is the 
counting guideline, which allows improving the IFPUG method and making 
easier to apply it. Furthermore, NEMS method distinguishes between project 
size (which can have a fractional value) and application size (which is always 
a whole number), so gives more information. NESMA’s method manual is 
not available for free. 

Illustration 25 : Strengths and Weakness of possible candidates for the research 

 
 
5.4 Our choice of COSMIC 
 
In this sub-chapter, we present the answer about which method we are going to use, and 
why we have chosen it. 

5.4.1 Why COMISC?  

This section presents how we used the results from the comparative analysis of counting 
techniques reported in Illustration 24. We reasoned about each of the techniques and 
came up with motivation to exclude it. This process is presented as follows:  
 
5.4.1.1 Why not PSU nor FISMA? 
 
Firstly PSU and FISMA are totally dismissed due to the fact that they are newer methods. 
The first, although it seems interesting enough, is an experimental technique and there is 
little publicly available information on case studies and practical examples on how to use 
the method. What is available is receivable from the expert who created this technique. 
Regarding the second, FISMA, the reasoning is similar to the case of PSU. FISMA is a 
new standard mainly used in the Nordic countries, so the disposal of published 
information is not enough and it is completely unknown for the researcher. We make the 
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note that we do not suggest that these two methods are not valid. Indeed, both methods 
could be valid, but for our proposal we consider others more appropriated.  
 
5.4.1.2 Why not MK II? 
 
About MK II, it does not fit very suitably for the ERP environment. According to this 
method, it is necessary to have the complete Logical Transaction Types (the lowest level 
business processes supported by a software application) to determinate the size of 
software. Usually, in ERP projects, the lowest level of business process is not known 
until the stage of detailed analysis. As said earlier in the thesis, in the context of ERP we 
need to approach an existing metric that allows counting from the early stage of a 
project. For this reason, MKII is ruled out of our proposal.  
 
Finally, the doubt remains between uses COSMIC of IFPUG or NESMA, but continuing 
along it will explain a brief description concerning why it will use COSMIC. 
 
5.4.1.3 Why not IFPUG nor NESMA? 
 
Although IFPUG FPA has obtained increasing popularity in the industry, but because of 
i) the lack of applicability to new software implementations; and ii) FPA functional sizing 
method is becoming hard to apply on a number of new forms of functional requirement 
documentation; there have been a rapid evolution of the development paradigms that 
have created a great number of variations of this method (for example NESMA). To 
overcome this diversity, COSMIC has emerged as the second generation of the FSM 
methods.  
 
5.4.1.4  The motivation for using COSMIC 
 
Below, we provide a detailed account on our motivation for choosing COSMIC among 
the existing ‘point-based’ approaches compared in Illustration 24. 
 
1) Applicable to many software domains. We decide to use the COSMIC method due to 

its generic character applicable to several software domains. COSMIC is 
compatibility with modern software engineering concepts and its approval as an 
International Standard FSM method. With COSMIC there is the possibility to 
measure size of software in other domains than the traditional business application 
domain. While FPA can only be used to size business applications, COSMIC claims 
to be applicable in the real-time software and the infrastructure software domain, next 
to being applicable in the business application domain as well [79]. 

 
2) Independent structure of the data model and the specific organization’s context. 

Maybe, the most important point to use COSMIC is that there are no counting rules 
when and how the data model of an ERP must be taken into account for FPA-based 
techniques. With COSMIC method v3.0 the sizing is more or less independent of the 
structure of the data model. So with COSMIC the fact that a part of the data model is 
not known does not influence the quality of the functional size measurement. Further 
evidence which supports this, is provided by Vogelezang [80] who also considers that 
in the first version of the process model of an ERP project not all data interaction is 
known. However, the description of the process is detailed enough to classify a 
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process into one of the four categories of the ‘refined approximate COSMIC”. 
According with Vogelezang, basing on the process model only, it is possible to get an 
early estimate of the size of a process-chain with an uncertainty of 20-30%.  

 
Based on literature sources  [81] [82] [83] we reviewed, another advantage to use 
COSMIC is that this method is completely independent of the context and the 
environment of the software development. For example, the IFPUG method 
establishes that there are some peculiar characteristics of the software project being 
measured, e.g. personal factors of the development team (experience or capacity), 
factors of the product or factors of the development platform. Also IFPUG FPA 
presents five factors of scale that are depending on the technology or on the 
measurers’ experience, which are not easy to determine. So, with COSMIC, the 
measurer does not confront these kinds of situations which in the ERP context are 
even more difficult of determining.  

 
 
3) Capability to specify different measurement viewpoints. The first generation of 

methods that includes IFPUG-FPA, MARK II FPA and NESMA-FPA, consider only 
the end user viewpoint when carrying out a specific measurement. The main 
disadvantage of this is that it does not always cover all the system’s functionality 
[83]. In contrast to the IFPUG, MARK II and NESMA, COSMIC can measure the 
size of software from the views of end users and developers [83] .Apparently, this 
may complicate the application of the guidelines counting with COSMIC because the 
point of view like developers is necessary if we want the size to be measured from the 
developers’ view, but a Base Functional Component should not express technical and 
quality requirements. The IFPUG method accounts for technical and quality 
requirements via a Value Adjustment Factor (VAF), while COSMIC measures the 
size of software purely on the base of Functional User Requirements.  
 

4) More flexible responding changes and different ways of FUR representation. 
According to Xunnmei, Guoxin and Hong [84] who established a comparison 
between IFPUG and COSMIC, the main differences the granularity of COSMIC 
allows much better to capture the functional size variations within individual 
functional processes. These authors found that IFPUG FPA method is less sensitive to 
the large diversity of functional processes encountered in real-time software. The 
author of the thesis sees no reason for why not generalizing this finding to the ERP 
context. Indeed, previously published research studies by Wu and Strong [85] and by 
Brehm et al. [86] report on a broad variety of customization options which affect the 
functional processes in an ERP project. For example, the study by Brehm et al. [86] 
indicated ten different types of customization. Besides the ability of COSMIC to 
flexibly handle the variety of ERP options, the COSMIC method has a special way of 
counting changes in the functional user requirements, making easier the measure in 
front of possible changes. So, it can be concluded the range of software 
(specifications) that can be sized with COSMIC is definitely wider than the range 
covered by IFPUG FPA. This characteristic makes the COSMIC method very flexible 
regarding to the different ways of representation of the functional requirements at the 
time of counting the functional size.  
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5) The need of sizing an ERP project as early in the implementation project as possible. 
Referencing the PSU Measurement Manual [87], in the FPA CPM (Counting Practice 
Manual) 4.2, in Chapter 3 three categories of documents are identified (derived from 
the Feasibility study) with an ascending detailed level and therefore a greater 
counting precision: 

 
•  Initial User Requirements: it represents the User Requirements before the meeting 

held between the User and the project aim. The documentation at this stage 
usually is incomplete, not presenting some features not derived from the analysis, 
difficulties in the implementation... 

•  Initial Technical Requirements: it represents the Developers’ viewpoint on the 
Users' requirements created from the Feasibility study. There are some important 
characteristics that cannot be taken into account for the final count: technology 
dependent, it is possible a not proper identification of Users' functional needs too 
high emphasis on technical issues, boundaries defined from the technical 
architecture of other Organization's applications, etc.  

•  Final Functional Requirements: this stage represents at least the result of the 
meeting between the User and the Project Team, allowing making consistent and 
completing the definition of the functional requirements. Such version is obtained 
therefore before beginning the development phase. As the Counting Practice 
Manual says, "The function point count, assuming no additional changes of scope, 
should be consistent with the count at the completion of development". 

 
So the project sizing calculation with a FSM method can be done only at the end of the 
"Analysis" phase in a Project Life Cycle. The ERP business exigencies require more and 
more to anticipate the moment for the estimate the size, in order to define the needed 
effort and the related cost for the project. With COSMIC is possible to measure a project 
without a deep level of the detail in the functional documents.  
 
6) Several COSMIC approaches in the literature. Different COSMIC proposals have 

been found in the literature, which establish a mapping between the primitives of the 
various software artefacts and the relevant concepts of the COSMIC.  Because how to 
establish the mapping between the primitives of ERP requirements engineering 
artefacts and the size counting concepts will be an important part of this thesis, we 
found the previously published studies (see Table below) on the development of 
COSMIC proposals valuable and inspirational. Condory et al. [81] show a 
comparative research about the existing proposals in their article “Verifying the 
Construction of a Software Model from a Requirements Model”. 
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Proposals Context Software artefacts Phase of life 
cycle 

Bévo et al. UML 
Use case diagram and classes 
diagram 

Requirements 
and Analysis 

Jenner UML 
Sequences diagram and use case 
diagram 

Requirements 

Poels MERODE Business model and services model Analysis 
Diab et al. RRRT States-chart diagram Analysis 

Azzouz and 
Abran 

RUP 
Use case diagram, sequence 
diagram, and class diagram. 

Requirements, 
Analysis and 
Design 

Habela et al. UML Use case model Design 

Nagano et al. Shlaer-Mellor Class diagrams, state-chart diagram 
and collaboration diagrams Analysis 

Condory OO-Method 
Use case diagrams and sequence 
diagrams 

Requirements 

Table 6 : Proposals applying COSMIC 

 
As shown in Table 6, the proposals of Bevo et al [88], Jenner [89], and Habela [90] 
consider different UML diagrams for the construction of the software model. They do not 
consider a development method, which is a disadvantage for the construction of the 
diagrams. Another disadvantage of the proposals of Bevo et al and Jenner is the lack of 
clarity when identifying certain basic components that contribute to functional size. 
 
The proposals of Poels [91], Diab et al [92] and Nagano et al [93] consider software 
artefacts produced in the analysis phase of their respective methods (MERODE, RRRT, 
Shalaer-Mellor) in order to construct the software model. Diab and Nagano instantiate the 
COSMIC-FFP meta-model for real-time systems.  
 
Azzouz and Abran [94] consider three size units that correspond to development phases. 
They use different diagrams for the construction of the software model, considering the 
design phase to be a better phase in which to estimate functional size, allowing a closer 
approximation to real size.  
 
Finally Condori et al. [95] uses different diagrams of the OO-Method Requirements 
Model in order to estimate functional size from early stage of the life cycle. 
 

5.4.2 A third approach toward the final solution  

With the election of COSMIC we approach a bit more to the final solution. Now the 
words “the COSMIC method” replace “a FSM model”. 
 

Third approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation 
problem 

Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the functional requirements 
document applying the COSMIC method. 

Illustration 26 : Third approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problem 
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5.5 Choosing the document for sizing the ERP project 
 
Once that the measurement method has already chosen, the next step is to evaluate which 
requirements document is going to be used for our proposal. 

5.5.1 Choosing the functional document for sizing the ERP project 

As it has been concluded in the Chapter 3, in the ERP context it is essential to determine 
the Size from the Requirement Measurements.  Product size in turn determines project 
effort, and, finally, project effort determines project duration. The focus of this master 
thesis is just to determine the product size of an ERP project using the requirements.  
 
Level of detail for our proposal in the ERP context 
 
The business requirements document is the appropriated level of detail. As it is described 
in the chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.4) the SAP Business Blueprint describes the 
functionality of an ERP. Spreading this assertion to the rest of ERP systems, the most 
important element to represent the functional requirements are the best business practices 
or scenarios.  A scenario can be modelled using different processes which in our proposal 
will represent the lowest detail for a functional requirement and which correspond with 
Final Functional Requirements. The view to determine the size of a business process will 
be the business diagram. This is represented by an Event-driven Process Chain diagram. 
 
It can be made an analogy between the Functional Users and the Business Blueprint. The 
target in the ERP business is to estimate and determine the size of an ERP project as soon 
as possible. In the most of situations the Business Blueprint is considered as the reference 
model to implement an ERP. Consequently, if the adopter ERP Company had the size of 
the best business practices, it could estimate more easily and quickly, since with the user 
requirements the company could analyze if some of them are equivalent to the standard 
business scenarios. 
 

5.5.2 Establishing the final solution 

So our final solution to solve the ERP project estimation and cost problem is to consider 
the set of business scenarios as the proper level of functional detail. Concretely we will 
use the business process diagram. Now, the words “functional requirements document” 
are replaced by “set of all Business Process diagrams of an ERP”. 
 
 

The final solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problem 
Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the set of all Business Process 
diagram of an ERP (EPC-Methodology) applying the COSMIC method. 

Illustration 27 : Final solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problem 

 
5.6 How is going to be the project carried out? 
 
To determine the project cost, previously it is needed to determinate the effort, well the 
typical form in the parametric-effort prediction is this: 
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Where E is the response variable, e.g. project effort, A is the inverse productivity rate, X 
is the predictor variables(s) and B accounts for variable returns if there are either 
economies of scale or diseconomies of scale. 
 
The solution that we are going
discover the value of the variable X, which for us will be the size of an ERP project. 
From thin point on, the discussion in the present thesis is narrowed down to the 
measurement of the size of an ERP 
 
The idea is to use the COSMIC method, and from the SAP business blue print to yield the 
product size of an ERP project. Of course, it would not be mandatory to use the SAP 
Blueprint, is just our reference. But to determine the full size of a co
obligatory the identification of all the business scenarios of that ERP. 
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E = AXB 

Where E is the response variable, e.g. project effort, A is the inverse productivity rate, X 
is the predictor variables(s) and B accounts for variable returns if there are either 
economies of scale or diseconomies of scale.  

The solution that we are going to present in the following chapters treats about to 
discover the value of the variable X, which for us will be the size of an ERP project. 
From thin point on, the discussion in the present thesis is narrowed down to the 
measurement of the size of an ERP solution.  

The idea is to use the COSMIC method, and from the SAP business blue print to yield the 
product size of an ERP project. Of course, it would not be mandatory to use the SAP 
Blueprint, is just our reference. But to determine the full size of a concrete ERP would be 
obligatory the identification of all the business scenarios of that ERP.  

Illustration 28 : Our solution Sizing ERPs 

 

Set of all Business 
Process diagrams of COSMIC ERP Size

ERP project cost estimation solutions 
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Where E is the response variable, e.g. project effort, A is the inverse productivity rate, X 
is the predictor variables(s) and B accounts for variable returns if there are either 

to present in the following chapters treats about to 
discover the value of the variable X, which for us will be the size of an ERP project. 
From thin point on, the discussion in the present thesis is narrowed down to the 

The idea is to use the COSMIC method, and from the SAP business blue print to yield the 
product size of an ERP project. Of course, it would not be mandatory to use the SAP 
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6. Adapting COSMIC to the business blueprint 
 
“It is not enough to have a good mind. The main thing is to use it well”. Applying the 
Rene Descartes’ sentence to the context of this master thesis, it is time to put into practice 
all the things learning and researched. But, of course, it is not enough to have a good idea 
or to have a good inventiveness, because the previous work is not useful if now is not 
used well. So, in consideration of the previous works, this chapter presents our approach 
of COSMIC method to the business blueprint of SAP getting an initial prototype to 
determine the size of an ERP project. 
 
The first section of the 6th chapter presents an overview of the COSMIC method. The 
following sections discuss the different phases of the COSMIC method and how the 
method is suitable using the business blueprint. Special emphasis will be showed in the 
measurement phase which is the most important for the purpose of the thesis. The 
structure of the sections is as follows: i) explanation and definition of the COSMIC 
concept that is being discussed; ii) the concept is analyzed from the point of view of the 
ERP context; and iii) in a table it will be described the conclusion or the rule for that 
concept with our proposal.  
 
6.1 Introduction to the COSMIC Method 
 
The COSMIC version 3 [96] measurement method defines a standardized measure of 
software functional size. COSMIC focuses on the “user view” of functional requirements, 
and is applicable throughout the development life cycle, from the requirements phase 
right through to the implementation and maintenance phases. It is possible to find all its 
concepts and its guidelines in its measurement manual [96]. 

6.1.1 The COSMIC initiative 

The COSMIC method is a standardized method of measuring a functional size of 
software from the functional domains commonly referred to as ‘business application’ (or 
‘MIS’) software and ‘real-time’ software and hybrids of these. 
 
At the end of nineties, given the explosive growth and diversity of software contracting 
and outsourcing, suppliers, customers need more accurate methods of estimating and of 
measuring performance than traditional methods like FPA Function Point Analysis (FPA) 
methods. These methods must work equally reliably across all types of software. ’First 
generation’ methods for measuring the size of software are not always of sufficient 
strength to meet market needs, or work only for restricted types of software. Industry 
urgently needs software size measures which are demonstrably more accurate and more 
widely usable. 
 
The COSMIC group aims to meet these needs of, firstly, software suppliers facing the 
task of translating customer requirements into the size of software to be produced as a 
key step in their project cost estimating and, secondly, of customers who want to know 
the functional size of delivered software as an important component of measuring 
supplier performance.  
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COSMIC, the COmmon Software Measurement International Consortium (born in 1998), 
is a voluntary initiative of a truly international group of software measurement experts, 
both practitioners and academics, from Asia/Pacific, Europe and North America. The 
original aims of the COSMIC project were to develop, to test, to bring to market and to 
seek acceptance of new software sizing methods to support estimating and performance 
measurement. These aims have now been achieved and the method is being accepted in a 
growing number of organizations in the public and private sectors around the world. 
 
After the principles of the COSMIC method were first laid down in 1999, field trials were 
successfully conducted in 2000/01 with several international companies and academic 
institutions. Papers describing these trial results and many other research findings are 
listed on the www.gelog.etsmtl.ca/cosmic-ffp site. The process of developing an 
International Standard for the COSMIC method was started in 2001. The standard was 
approved in December 2002 and was published by ISO in early 2003 as International 
Standard ISO/IEC 19761 ‘Software Engineering – COSMIC-FFP – A functional size 
measurement method’. 
 
COSMIC continues to refine the definition and explanation of the method in light of 
practical experience, though it must be emphasized that the Generic Software Model, 
which is the basis for size measurement, has not changed since it was first published 
in 1999. Version 3.0 of the Measurement Manual is the latest step in this process of 
refinement, which continues whilst always remaining compatible with the ISO/IEC 
19761 standard. The designation of ‘version 3.0’ compared with the previous ‘version 
2.2’ indicates that v3.0 represents an important step forward in the refinement of the 
method. For a full account of the changes made in progressing from v2.2 to v3.0, see 
‘The COSMIC Method v3.0: Measurement Manual’  
 
In 2006, COSMIC introduced the first ‘Entry-level’ certification examinations for 
practitioners of the method. Users of the COSMIC method are encouraged to submit 
performance data on their projects to the database of the International Software 
Benchmarking Standards Group (‘ISBSG’), to enhance the existing benchmark data 
related measured using the COSMIC method. 

6.1.2 Phases of the COSMIC method 

COSMIC measurement process consists of three phases as it is shown in Illustration 28: 
 

•  The Measurement Strategy, performed before starting a measurement, in which 
the Software Context Model is applied to the software to be measured. 

•  The Mapping Phase in which the Generic Software Model is applied to the 
software to be measured. 

•  The Measurement Phase in which actual size measurements are obtained. 
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Illustration 29 : Structure of the COSMIC method 

 
The COSMIC Generic Software Model shall be applied to the functional user 
requirements (FUR) of each separate piece of software for which a separate measurement 
scope has been defined. In the context of this master project research, we translate the 
terms ‘functional user requirements of each separate piece of software’ to the visible 
elements of the Business Blueprint because the Blueprint is a detailed description of the 
each business processes and system requirements of the companies. Applying the 
COSMIC Generic Software Model means identifying the set of triggering events sensed 
by each of the functional user (types) identified in the FUR, and then identifying the 
corresponding functional processes, objects-of-interest, data groups, and data movements 
that must be provided to respond to those events. 

6.1.3 Principles of the COSMIC Software Context Model 

Before of developing the proposal for adapting COSMIC to measure an ERP package, it 
is very important to know the principles of the COSMIC method version 3. These 
principles are referred to the context of any software or hardware which interacts with the 
software to be measured. The concepts of the Software Context Model are elaborated in 
the ‘Measurement Strategy’ Chapter 2 of the Measurement Manual [96]: 
 

a) Software is bounded by hardware. 
b) Software is typically structured into layers. 
c) A layer may contain one or more separate ‘peer’ pieces of software and any one 

piece of software may further consist of separate peer components. 
d) Any piece of software to be measured shall be defined by its measurement scope, 

which shall be confined wholly within a single layer. 
e) The scope of a piece of software to be measured shall depend on the purpose of 

the measurement. 
f) The functional users of a piece of software shall be identified from the functional 

user requirements of the piece of software to be measured as the senders and/or 
intended recipients of data. 

g) A piece of software interacts with its functional users via data movements across a 
boundary and the piece of software may move data to and from persistent storage 
within the boundary. 

h) The FUR of software may be expressed at different levels of granularity. 
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i) The level of granularity at which measurements should normally be made is that 
of the functional processes. 

j) If it is not possible to measure at the level of granularity of the functional 
processes, then the FUR of the software should be measured by an approximation 
approach and scaled to the level of granularity of the functional processes. 

6.1.4 A first approximation to the measurement method of COSMIC 

This section introduces the COSMIC method in the phase of measurement giving an 
overview of the method and some concepts that are very important in the previous phases 
(strategy and mapping). 
 
The basic principle of COSMIC is that the FUR of a piece of software can be broken 
down into a number of functional processes that are independently executable sets of 
elementary actions that the software should perform in response to a triggering event. The 
elementary actions that software can perform are either data movements or data 
manipulations. COSMIC assumes that each data movement has an associated constant 
average amount of data manipulation. With this approximation, the functional processes 
can be broken down into a number of data movements which is the unit of measurement. 
It is denoted by the symbol CFP (COSMIC Functional Point). A data movement moves a 
unique set of data attributes (data group) where each included data attribute describes a 
complementary aspect of the same, single thing or concept (object of interest) about 
which the software is required to store and/or process data. 
 
COSMIC distinguishes four different types of data movements (see Illustration 29): 

- Entry (E):  An entry is a data movement that moves a data group from a user 
across the software boundary into the functional process where it is required. 

- Write (W): A write is a data movement that moves a data group from inside a 
functional process to persistent storage. 

- Read (R): A read is a data movement that moves a data group from persistent 
storage to within the functional process, which requires it. 

- Exit (X):  An exit is a data movement that moves a data group from a functional 
process across the software boundary to the user that requires it. 
 

Having interpreted the FUR of the software to be measured in terms of the Software 
Context Model, we now apply the Generic Software Model to the FUR to identify the 
components of the functionality that will be measured. This Generic Software Model 
assumes that the following general principles hold true for any software that can be 
measured with the method. The principles of the COSMIC Generic Software Model are 
elaborated in the ‘Mapping Phase’ Chapter 3 of the Measurement Manual [96]: 
 

a) Software receives input data from its functional users and produces output, 
and/or another outcome, for the functional users. 

b) Functional user requirements of a piece of software to be measured can be 
mapped into unique functional processes. 

c) Each functional process consists of sub-processes. 
d) A sub-process may be either a data movement or a data manipulation. 
e) Each functional process is triggered by an Entry data movement from a 

functional user which informs the functional process that the functional user has 
identified an event. 
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f) A data movement moves a single data group. 
g) A data group consists of a unique set of data attributes that describe a single 

object of interest. 
h) There are four types of data movement. An Entry moves a data group into the 

software from a functional user. An Exit moves a data group out of the software 
to a functional user. A Write moves a data group from the software to persistent 
storage. A Read moves a data group from persistent storage to the software. 

i) A functional process shall include at least one Entry data movement and either a 
Write or an Exit data movement, which is it shall include a minimum of two data 
movements. 

j) As an approximation for measurement purposes, data manipulation sub-processes 
are not separately measured; the functionality of any data manipulation is 
assumed to be accounted for by the data movement with which it is associated. 

 
Illustration 30 : Generic flow of data attributes through software from a functional perspective 

6.1.5 Why COSMIC? 

As it was mentioned in the section (5.4.1) there are several reasons to choose COSMIC as 
the measurement method in the ERP context. Although, there were several other possible 
methods (for example NESMA [www.nesma.nl], FISMA [77], Mark II [97]) to use as a 
metric method in our proposal, the final decision remained between COSMIC [96] or 
IFPUG FPA [http://www.ifpug.org] because of their important level of acceptance in the 
industry and the scientist community [98]. FSM procedures were designed to be applied 
in specific measurements and for a specific kind of software. Nevertheless, COSMIC was 
designed for several software domains, being completely independent of the context and 
the environment of the software development. Moreover the method makes a distinction 
between the end user viewpoint and the development viewpoint, which makes it very 
flexible to the different ways of representation of the functional requirements. 
 
All these factors have contributed to that COSMIC has had a quick approval as standard 
in comparison with the other methods. Also the high level of adaptability to particular 
contexts has produced several COSMIC proposals. These approaches establish a mapping 
between the primitives of the various software artefacts and the relevant concepts of the 
COSMIC and which can be used towards to find our solution. An important characteristic 
also is its easiness to represent the modern concepts in the software engineering has been 
another important reason to choose COSMIC in our proposal. 
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Finally, the level of automation is very important because with COSMIC is possible to 
integrate the counting method with another development tool, making faster and 
automatically the count.  
 
In the next sections we introduce our approach to size the functionality of an ERP project. 
We will call our proposal the eEPC-COSMIC method. 
 
6.2 Measurement strategy phase (eEPC-COSMIC method) 
 
This section addresses the three key parameters of software functional size measurement 
that must be considered before actually starting to measure, namely the purpose and 
scope of the measurement and the level of granularity that should be measured. 
Determining these parameters helps to address the questions of ‘Which size should be 
measured?’ or, for an existing measurement, ‘How should we interpret this 
measurement?’ It is important to specify that in the COSMIC Method version 3.0. the 
identification of the functional users and boundary should be in this phase, but for our 
proposal it is possible to establish mapping rules so it will be explained in the section 6.3 
(see 6.3 mapping phase). 
 
Each of the principles defined by COSMIC, will be explained in the next way: first how 
COSMIC defines the principle, then our proposal, making an analogy between the ERP 
world and COSMIC principle and finally the definition of the principle in a table. In the 
measurement strategy phase all the COSMIC principles will be identified like Principle-
XX, where XX is the number of the principle. When we refer to ‘Principle-XX’, we will 
abbreviate it and it will be ‘P-XX’. 

6.2.1 Defining the purpose of the measurement 

How does COSMIC define the purpose of the measurement? 
 
The purpose determines why a measurement is required, and what the result will be used 
for. The purpose helps the measurer to determine: i) the scope to be measured and hence 
the artifacts which will be needed for the measurement; ii) the functional users; iii) the 
point in time in the project life-cycle when the measurement will take place; and iv) the 
required accuracy of the measurement, thus it will determine the level of granularity at 
which the FUR will be measured.  In the present situation, the purpose of the 
measurement of the Business Blueprint is as follows: 
 
Our proposal for the purpose of the measurement 
 
The key idea is to measure the size of the functionality of a new ERP project. This size 
could be used as input to a process to estimate the development effort or to measure the 
size of changes from the Business Blueprint regard to the customized business process of 
an organization. To determine that size is necessary to measure the size of the FUR using 
the point of view of the business analyst, which will allow revealing all the software 
functionality. The business analyst is the professional who is responsible for 
documenting, communicating and validating the ERP project requirements at the early 
requirements stages of the ERP project.  
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Principle-01 
(P-01) 

Purpose of the measurement 

From a point of view of the business analyst, the purpose is to determine the size of the 
functionality of a new ERP project as previous step to determine the effort of the 
development. 

Table 7 : P-01, Purpose of the measurement 

 

6.2.2 Defining the scope of the measurement 

6.2.2.1 Scope and level of decomposition 
 
COSMIC definition of Scope and level of decomposition 
 
The scope of measurement according to the COSMIC method is defined like this: The set 
of FUR to be included in a specific functional size measurement exercise. Requirements 
that describe what the software shall do, in terms of tasks and services, including: i) data 
transfer (for example Input customer data; Send control signal); ii) data transformation 
(for example Calculate bank interest; Derive average temperature); iii) data storage (for 
example Store customer order; Record ambient temperature over time); and iv) data 
retrieval (for example List current employees; Retrieve latest aircraft position). 
 
The decision of defining the scope of the measurement may also involve consideration of 
the level of decomposition of software at which the measurement(s) will be made. 
 
Identifying our scope of the measurement and establishing the level of decomposition 
 
The set of Functional User Requirements in the SAP context are described in the SAP 
R/3 reference model (Business Blueprint). As it can be seen in the background chapter 
(see sub-section 2.3.5), to make more understandable the SAP R/3 reference model SAP 
uses the Event-driven process chain (EPC) methodology which allow representing each 
business scenario (FUR) in a graphic way, on paper printouts.  
 
Spreading the SAP Business Blueprint to other ERP projects, with our proposal it could 
be sized the functionality of all those ERP packages represented by a complete set of the 
business scenarios using the EPC methodology. 
 
In the illustration below, it is possible to see in a graphical way the purpose and scope of 
a measurement for a complete ERP SAP project. From a point of view of business analyst 
it is possible to measure a SAP project represented by its SAP Business Blueprint. 
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Illustration 31  

 
On the other hand it could be possible to estimate the size of a full ERP system or just 
some components or modules thanks to the level of decomposition of the EPC 
methodology. This methodology represents the full functionality of a component or an 
ERP project whenever the full of the business scenarios that represents them is complete. 
In the next illustration just the scope of the measurement is explained in a graphical 
manner. Option 1 that includes the entire ERP package is represented with the red ellipse; 
and option 2, just an ERP module is showed with a blue circle:
 

 
Principle-02 

(P-02) 
Scope 
 

1) The functionality of an ERP package.
2) The functionality of an ERP module or component. 

 
Level of decomposition 

 
The functionality of an ERP or an ERP module is represented by its full set of business 
scenarios. 
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 : Visual purpose and scope of the measurement in a SAP project

On the other hand it could be possible to estimate the size of a full ERP system or just 
some components or modules thanks to the level of decomposition of the EPC 

This methodology represents the full functionality of a component or an 
ERP project whenever the full of the business scenarios that represents them is complete. 
In the next illustration just the scope of the measurement is explained in a graphical 

. Option 1 that includes the entire ERP package is represented with the red ellipse; 
and option 2, just an ERP module is showed with a blue circle: 

Illustration 32 : Visual Purpose of measurement 

Scope of the measurement 

The functionality of an ERP package. 
The functionality of an ERP module or component.  

The functionality of an ERP or an ERP module is represented by its full set of business 

Table 8 : P-02, Scope of the measurement 
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6.2.2.2 Layers 
 
COSMIC definition of define layers 
 
Since the scope of a piece of software to be measured must be confined to a single 
software layer, the process of defining the scope may require that the measurer first has to 
decide what are the layers of the software architecture. A layer is a partition resulting 
from the functional division of a software architecture which together with hardware 
forms a whole computer system where: i) layers are organized in a hierarchy; ii) there is 
only one layer at each level in the hierarchy; iii) there is a ‘superior/subordinate’ 
hierarchical dependency between the functional services provided by software in any two 
layers in the software architecture that exchange data directly; and iv) the software in any 
two layers in the software architecture that exchange data interpret only part of that data 
identically. 
 
 
Identifying layers in ERP context for the measurement 
 
The method introduces the notion of layer to handle different levels of abstraction within 
a model. Independently that the architecture of an ERP package or component might have 
different layers, for the purpose of this research, the ERP will be viewed like one layer. 
This choice is justified by the matter that at the stage of early requirements, there is 
insufficient information on ERP layering to the measurer. Beyond this, the interpretation 
of this scare information might vary subjectively among different measurers. As a 
consequence, it seems a wise choice to leave out the COSMIC concept of layers. We 
acknowledge that this is a simplification and it has implications for the counting process. 
For example, it might introduce imprecision. However, in the face of insufficient or no 
information on layering in a requirements document, leaving the layering concept out 
seems a safe choice.  
 
Principle-03 

(P-03) 
Layers 

There is no functional partition; just a single functional layer is identified.   
Table 9 : P-03, Identification of the software layers 

 
6.2.2.3 Peer components 
 
COSMIC definition for Peer components 
 
A peer component is a partition resulting from the functional division of the FUR of a 
piece of software within one layer into a mutually co-operating set such that each 
partition fulfils a specific portion of the FUR of that piece of software. The COSMIC 
method gives an illustrated example: two ‘peer pieces of software’ would be two 
applications that were developed separately, that exist in the same layer and that 
exchange data with each other, or share common data. 
 
Identifying the peer components 
 
As it was aforementioned in the definition of the scope of the measurement, it could be 
possible to measure a piece of software (module or sub-module of an ERP) in an 
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independent way.  This is thanks to each business process can be represented by in an 
independent way by an EPC diagram. To consider possible to measure a peer component, 
this must be defined by all those business scenarios referred to that application 
component.  
 
Principle-04 

(P-04) 
Identification of the peer components  

An ERP module or an ERP piece of software can be measured if the set of EPC models 
that represent it is complete and all their functional processes are present. 

Table 10 : P-04, Identification of the peer components 

 

6.2.3 Identifying level of the granularity 

This section specifies the level of detail in the FUR that will be used to measure the 
project. The initial stages of a software development project, Functional User 
Requirements (FUR) are specified ‘at a high level’, that is, in outline, or in little detail. 
As the project progresses, the FUR are refined, (e.g. through versions 1, 2, 3 etc.), 
revealing more detail ‘at a lower level’. These different degrees of detail of the FUR are 
known as different ‘levels of granularity’. 
 
What is the level of the granularity for measurement according to COSMIC? 
 
According to the COSMIC method, the level of granularity is defined in this way: Any 
level of expansion of the description of a single piece of software (e.g. a statement of its 
requirements, or a description of the structure of the piece of software) such that at each 
increased level of expansion, the description of the functionality of the piece of software 
is at an increased and uniform level of detail. Taking again the analogy made in the first 
chapter between the construction of a building and the development of a software project, 
the first plans of an architect are drawn in a high level, showing just some outlines and 
with few details. But later, when the project progresses towards the construction phase, 
the site manager needs to have the plans with more detailed (“low level”). The same 
happens with the Software Engineering, FUR could be expressed in different details. 
 
The standard level of granularity for measurement is the ‘functional process level’ 
defined as follows: A level of granularity of the description of a piece of software at 
which the functional Users i) are individual humans or engineered devices or pieces of 
software (and not any groups of these) AND ii) detect single occurrences of events that 
the piece of software must respond to (and not any level at which groups of events are 
defined). Going on with the search of the appropriate level of granularity the COSMIC 
method defines the next rule which clears all: i) Functional size measurement should be 
made at the functional process level of granularity. 
 
Searching the appropriated level of granularity in the ERP context 
 
With the EPC methodology described by the EPC diagrams is possible to represent the 
appropriate level of abstraction for the specification of the Functional User Requirements. 
In this point is important to clear and repeat that a business scenario (FUR) can be 
composed by different business processes that are represented by the EPC diagrams. The 
business processes can be considered also as FURs. 
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EPCs focus on various aspects of a business interaction, including functional views, 
organizational views, information-flow views and data model views (more information in 
section 2.3.6). The process view (Business Blueprint) is the central model, which 
incorporates all of these. As the Business Blueprint gives an exceptional functional view 
of an ERP, we merely establish one layer that equivalent to this model. 
 
Regarding the business process diagram, in the next figure (Illustration 32) the most 
important views of a process are represented according the roles that can interact with a 
process. For our purpose the most interesting and the more suitable level of granularity 
corresponds with the business analyst view which is equivalent to Business Blueprint 
view. This view allows representing with an adequate level of detail the functional 
process of an ERP which in turn are represented in the business process diagram.  
 
Especially in this view, with the extended EPC (eEPC) model and the data model would 
be enough to perform the correspond measurement (see section 2.3). In the eEPC view 
the users and all the necessary information to measure the functionality of a component 
or a full ERP is almost present. It is also essential for our proposal to have the full data 
model of the component or ERP to measure. 
 
We will focus our rules having the eEPC diagram to carry out the measure and the data 
model to identify the data groups. But sometimes it is not possible to have these kinds of 
diagrams, and just the regular EPC is present. In this situation could be difficulties to 
establish the required size. It would be important to have the organization model where 
the users are present and that answer the question “Who does that?” and also the data 
model that answer the question “What is needed?” So at the end of this chapter we will 
present some suggestions to determine the size of an EPC diagram without being the 
extended version. 
 

Multiples views on a single version of the process 
Executive 

(KPI 
monitoring) 

 

Major phases 
KPI dashboards 
Analytics 

LoB Manager 
(conceptual 

model) 

 

Task sequences 
Parallelism 

Business Analyst 
(specification 

model) 

 

Task and business events 
Business rules 
Business entities 
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Multiples views on a single version of the process 
Architect 
(execution 

model) 
 

 

Task and event details 
Business rules details 
Business objects details 
Exceptions handling 

Illustration 33 : Multiples views on a single version of the process 

 
 

Principle-05 
(P-05) 

Level of granularity 

High level of abstraction, represented by the Event-driven process chain modelling 
technique (see chapter 2). 
 
The full business process model represented with the extended EPC and the data model 
diagram is required. 

Table 11 : P-05, Identification of the level of granularity 
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6.3 The mapping phase (eEPC-COSMIC method) 
 
This chapter presents the rules and the method for the mapping process. The general 
method for mapping software to the COSMIC Generic Software Model is summarized in 
Illustration 33. In this phase, the functional processes and the data groups are identified 
using the collection of FURs. Also the data attributes can be identified, if the specific 
level of granularity allows it. For our proposal, the functional users and boundary are 
described in this phase because of it is possible to establish mapping rules for them. 
 

 
Illustration 34 : General method of the COSMIC mapping process 

 
Each of the mapping rules defined by COSMIC, will be explained in the following way: 
first how COSMIC defines the concept, then our proposal, making an analogy between 
the ERP world and COSMIC concept and finally the definition of the rule in a table. In 
the mapping strategy phase all the COSMIC rules will be identified like Mapping Rule-
XX, where XX is the number of the mapping rule. By analogy, we will use the 
abbreviation ‘MaR-XX’ in the text below to mean ‘Rule-XX’. 

6.3.1 Identifying the functional users and boundary 

6.3.1.1 Functional users 
 
COSMIC definition for the functional users  
 
A functional user in the COSMIC method is defined like a (type of) user that is a sender 
and/or an intended recipient of data in the Functional User Requirements of a piece of 
software.  
 
Identifying functional users and boundary in the ERP 
 
To identify the boundary and functional users, we will base on the definition of the 
components of the business process model. First, functions are active elements that take 
input and transform it to output. Input and output can be information products or physical 
products. Second, functions are associated with the organizations entities that are the 
responsible for conducting these functions. On the other hand, the organizational entities 
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in a process are represented by the organizational units which answer the question “Who 
should do a task?” and describe the outline structure of an enterprise (person, location or 
department). Also the external systems with interfaces with the main system will be 
treated as functional user, because they could start and event or send and receive 
information.  
 

Mapping 
rule-01 

(MaR-01) 
Functional users 

a) Accept each organization unit of an EPC diagram as a user of the system. 
 

b) Accept each external system that interacts with the system to measure. 
Table 12 : MaR-01, Identification of functional users 

 
6.3.1.2 Boundary 
 
COSMIC definition of the boundary 
 
Regarding the concept of the “boundary”, it is defined as a conceptual interface between 
the software being measured and its functional users. The boundary allows the measurer 
to distinguish, without ambiguity, what is included inside the measured software from 
what is part of the measured software’s operating environment. 
 
Identifying the functional boundary in the ERP 
 
In an extended EPC diagram the interaction between the organizational units and the 
functions that are carried out in the ERP system. So, the boundary can be established like 
the border between the organizational units and the rest of the EPC diagram. 
 
It is important also to notify that in an EPC diagram process paths can appear like the 
start or the end of a process. In these situations they are out of the boundary because they 
represent another functional process. 
 

Mapping 
rule-02 

(MaR-02) 
Boundary 

The border between the functional users and the rest of the business process diagram 
excepting the process paths that are not included inside. 

Table 13 : MaR-02, Identification of the boundary  
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In the following business process model (Illustration 34
appreciated better. The first figure shows the typical notation for an EPC diagram. 
 

Illustration 35 : Visual identification of Functional Users and Software boundary in an EPC diagram with organization units 

 

6.3.2 Identifying functional processes

Which does COSMIC consider functional processes?
 
This step consists in identifying the set of functional processes of the piece of software to 
be measured, from its Functional User Requirements.
 
Functional process is defined in the COSMIC method as an elementary component of a 
set of Functional User Requirem
executable set of data movements. In easier words, a functional process is a set of 
functionalities of the application that allows the achievement of a functional requirement. 
It is triggered by a data m
piece of software that the functional user has identified a triggering event. It is complete 
when it has executed all that is required to be done in response to the triggering event.
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ss process model (Illustration 34) these concepts can be 
appreciated better. The first figure shows the typical notation for an EPC diagram. 

: Visual identification of Functional Users and Software boundary in an EPC diagram with organization units 
represented 

Identifying functional processes 

Which does COSMIC consider functional processes? 

step consists in identifying the set of functional processes of the piece of software to 
be measured, from its Functional User Requirements. 

Functional process is defined in the COSMIC method as an elementary component of a 
set of Functional User Requirements comprising a unique, cohesive and independently 
executable set of data movements. In easier words, a functional process is a set of 
functionalities of the application that allows the achievement of a functional requirement. 
It is triggered by a data movement (an Entry) from a functional user that informs the 
piece of software that the functional user has identified a triggering event. It is complete 
when it has executed all that is required to be done in response to the triggering event.
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step consists in identifying the set of functional processes of the piece of software to 

Functional process is defined in the COSMIC method as an elementary component of a 
ents comprising a unique, cohesive and independently 

executable set of data movements. In easier words, a functional process is a set of 
functionalities of the application that allows the achievement of a functional requirement. 

ovement (an Entry) from a functional user that informs the 
piece of software that the functional user has identified a triggering event. It is complete 
when it has executed all that is required to be done in response to the triggering event. 
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On the other hand, an event (something that happens) that causes a functional user of the 
piece of software to initiate (‘trigger’) one or more functional processes. In a set of 
Functional User Requirements each event which causes a functional user to trigger a 
functional process: i) cannot be sub-divided for that set of FUR; and ii) has either 
happened or it has not happened. 
 
The relationship between a triggering event, the functional user and the Entry data 
movement that triggers a functional process is depicted in illustration 35. The 
interpretation of this diagram is: an event is sensed by a functional user, and the 
functional user triggers a functional process. 

 
Illustration 36 : Relation between triggering event, functional user and functional process 

 
Functional processes in ERP context 
 
Implementing ERP systems frequently requires organizations to improve and adapt their 
existing business practices (organizations, processes, methods and procedures, and 
information technology) to fit the new system. Also, when an ERP is implemented the 
functional part is represented by the business process. So, in this context, the key element 
is the process. Below, we provide evidence from existing literature [99] [100] which 
brought us to the decision to consider the business process as the key element. 
   
First, in their seminal book Reengineering the Corporation, Michael Hammer and James 
Champy [99] advocate the radical redesign of the business processes of a company.  They 
defined a business process as a collection of activities that take one or more kinds of 
input and create an output that is of value to the customer. Besides, according Mathias 
Weske [100] a business process consists of a set of activities that are performed in 
coordination in an organizational and technical environment. These activities jointly 
realize a business goal. Each business process is enacted by a single organization, but it 
may interact with business processes performed by other organizations. These authors all 
agree on the importance of a business process as a key unit of characterizing a company’s 
business process redesign initiative. Because ERP projects belong to such initiatives 
[101] and ERP vendors structure the business functionality of their packages in terms of 
processes the packages support, we felt that it makes sense to choose the business process 
as the key element in our counting approach. 
 
On the other hand, a business process is represented by a business process model (EPC) 
which consists of a set of activity models and execution constraints between them. A 
business process instance represents a concrete case in the operational business of a 
company, consisting of activity instances. Each business process model acts as a 
blueprint for a set of business process instances, and each activity model acts as a 
blueprint for a set of activity instances.  
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Functional processes in our proposal 
 
Analyzing the definition of the functional process given by COSMIC and the previous 
information about the business processes, these perform perfectly its rules and 
considerations. 
 

- A business process represented in the EPC always begins and ends with an event, 
triggered by a functional user.  

- A business process represents a set of activities that are performed in coordination 
in an organizational and technical environment. So is an elementary component of 
the Business Blueprint which represents the fully FUR of an ERP in our purpose.  

 
In an ERP a business scenario represent the vast number of tasks, events, and 
organizations involved in a business requisition. At least a business scenario has to be 
represented by a business process. But it is possible that a business scenario is made up 
by different business processes. Also a business process can have another business 
processes (as shown in Illustration 36). 
  
 

 
Illustration 37 : Hierarchy in the Business Blueprint 

 
According all the information provided in this sub-section, the next mapping rule can be 
established for the identification of the functional process: 
 

Mapping 
Rule-03 

(MaR-03) 
Functional processes 

a) Accept each business process represented by an eEPC diagram as a functional 
process. 
 

b) If an eEPC diagram has process paths consider each of these as different functional 
process. 
 

c) If a business scenario is divided in more business process, each of this would be 
considered a functional process. 

Table 14 : MaR-03, Defining functional process 

 

3rd level2nd level1st level

Business 
Scenario

Main Business 
Process

Business Process 
(come from a 
process path)

Business Process 
(come from a 
process path)

Main Business 
Process
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6.3.3 Identifying objects of interest and data groups 

Objects of interest and data groups in COSMIC 
 
An object of interest is any 'thing' that is identified from the point of view of the 
Functional User Requirements. The objects of interest are real or conceptual things in the 
real world of the functional users (human, in this case), about which the piece of software 
is required to process data. They must be identified and distinguished in order to identify 
the data movements. Each data movement carries only one data group, that is, data about 
a single object of interest, i.e. a thing 'of interest' to a functional user. 
  
As an example in the domain of business application software, a relatively simple 
functional process to enter an order might typically involve the following object of 
interest: the own order, the order-item (the different items contained in the order), the 
costumer, the product and the order-confirmation message. 
  
Regarding a data group, it is characterized by its persistence and is defined as a distinct, 
non empty, non ordered and non redundant set of data attributes where each included data 
attribute describes a complementary aspect of the same object of interest. Each candidate 
data group must comply the following principles: i) Each identified data group shall be 
unique and distinguishable through its unique collection of data attributes; ii) Each data 
group shall be directly related to one object of interest in the software's Functional User 
Requirements; and iii) A data group shall be materialized within the computer system 
supporting the software.  
  
Also is important to give the definition of persistent storage. It is storage which enables a 
functional process to store a data group beyond the life of the functional process and/or 
from which a functional process can retrieve a data group stored by another functional 
process, or stored by an earlier occurrence of the same functional process, or stored by 
some other process. 
 
Objects of interest and data groups in the ERP context 
 
According to the definition of COSMIC about the objects of interest, these will be all the 
important things from the point of view functional. 
 
In the EPC the information, material, or resource objects portray objects in the real world, 
for example business objects, entities, etc., which can be input data serving as the basis 
for a function, or output data produced by a function. Examples are “material”, “order”, 
etc. In the EPC graph such an object is represented as rectangle (see section 2.3.6). All of 
these information objects appear in the entity-relationship view, called data model in the 
Business Blueprint. All these entities should be considered data groups. It is important to 
notice that in the detailed level of the business analyst just appear information object 
(entities) not attributes.  
 

Mapping 
Rule-04 

(MaR-04) 
Data groups 

Accept each information object that appears in the data model as a data group. 
Table 15 : MaR-04, Defining data groups 
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6.4 The Measurement phase (eEPC-COSMIC method) 
 
This section presents the rules and method for the measurement phase of the COSMIC 
measurement process. The general method for measuring a piece of software when its 
Functional User Requirements have been expressed in terms of the COSMIC Generic 
Software Model is summarized in illustration below. 
 

 
Illustration 38 : General process for the COSMIC Measurement Phase 

 
Each of the measurement rules defined by COSMIC, will be explained in the next way: 
first the definition of the rule in a table, then the reasoning of the rule, after this if it is 
possible to automate the rule and finally an example explaining the rule. In the 
measurement phase all the COSMIC rules will be identified like Measurement Rule-XX, 
where XX is the number of the measurement rule. In the abbreviation way, it will be 
MeR-XX. 
 
In our proposal in order to carry out the measurement it has to be used the extended 
EPC. All the data movements’ rules are established using the eEPC. 

6.4.1 Identifying the data movements 

This step consists in identifying the data movements (Entry, Exit, Read and Write) of 
each functional process. 
 
How does COSMIC define data movements? 
 
A data movement is a base functional component which moves a single data group type. 
As it was presented in the point 7.1.3 (see 7.1.3), there are four types of the data 
movements. Entry and Exit, moves data group crossing the boundary and Read and 
Write, moves data group from/to persistent storage. Each data movement carries only one 
data group, that is, data about a single object of interest, i.e. a thing ‘of interest’ to a 
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functional user. The next figure illustrates the overall relationship between the four data 
movements.  

 
Illustration 39 : Relationship of data movements with the functional process and data groups 

 
6.4.1.1 Identifying ENTRYs (E) 

i. ENTRY I 

 
Measurement 

Rule-01 
(MeR-01) 

ENTRY I 

For each input event which does not come from any function, accept as an ENTRY 
candidate their present information object if it has been identified as a data group. 

Table 16 : MeR-01, Defining Entries I 

Reasoning 
 
This consideration is because, to start a business process, it is necessary at least one input 
of the information. In the EPC diagram, the input/output information is represented by the 
events. On the other hand, these events could come from other functions or just from out 
of the ERP system if the event does not come from another function. So for this reason, it 
will be considered as a candidate ENTRY those information objects that appear in that 
events whose precedence does not come from another function and they are external 
input information towards the ERP system. The candidate ENTRY would be considered 
as an ENTRY if the information object of the event is present in the data model. 
 
Automation 
 
This rule could be completely automated because of the identification of the ENTRY 
movements is clear and the input event does not come from another functions 1ENTRY 
has to be counted. 
 
Example 
 
This example helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible ENTRIES (E) as 
consequence of the rule. The data groups affected are “Customer request” and “Customer 
Accounts”. 
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Illustration 

 

ii.  ENTRY II 

 
Measurement 

Rule-02 
(MeR-02) 

Accept as an ENTRY candidate each input event that have an information object with a 
status that shows that the element has entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc.

Reasoning 
 
Many inputs can proceed from other external systems or users who interact with the 
system. This kind of information input according to the COSMIC method has to be 
considered as a candidate for 1ENTRY. Like in the 
identify if the business object is present in the data model to count 1ENTRY movement.
 
Automation 
 
We acknowledge that it could be very difficult for a beginner measurer or for a measurer, 
facing the lack of informatio
sure to know if in an event presents an entity group that enter into the system coming 
from outside from it. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the 
detail, with more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 
perfectly if the information is external. Therefore, just in the case in which is possible to 
know if an input event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule should be 
applied and the respective event will be a candidate to be considered as an ENTRY 
movement. 
 
So this rule could be semi
represent the input of external information into the system that is object of mea
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Illustration 40 : Identifying ENTRYs I in an example 

ENTRY II 

Accept as an ENTRY candidate each input event that have an information object with a 
status that shows that the element has entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Table 17 : MeR-02, Defining Entries II 

Many inputs can proceed from other external systems or users who interact with the 
system. This kind of information input according to the COSMIC method has to be 
considered as a candidate for 1ENTRY. Like in the previous case it is indispensable to 
identify if the business object is present in the data model to count 1ENTRY movement.

We acknowledge that it could be very difficult for a beginner measurer or for a measurer, 
facing the lack of information about the process. For this reason, with the diagram is not 
sure to know if in an event presents an entity group that enter into the system coming 
from outside from it. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the 

more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 
perfectly if the information is external. Therefore, just in the case in which is possible to 
know if an input event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule should be 

plied and the respective event will be a candidate to be considered as an ENTRY 

So this rule could be semi-automated if there is a list of words that unequivocally 
represent the input of external information into the system that is object of mea
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Accept as an ENTRY candidate each input event that have an information object with a 
status that shows that the element has entered to the system as for example “has 

Many inputs can proceed from other external systems or users who interact with the 
system. This kind of information input according to the COSMIC method has to be 

previous case it is indispensable to 
identify if the business object is present in the data model to count 1ENTRY movement. 

We acknowledge that it could be very difficult for a beginner measurer or for a measurer, 
n about the process. For this reason, with the diagram is not 

sure to know if in an event presents an entity group that enter into the system coming 
from outside from it. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the 

more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 
perfectly if the information is external. Therefore, just in the case in which is possible to 
know if an input event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule should be 

plied and the respective event will be a candidate to be considered as an ENTRY 

automated if there is a list of words that unequivocally 
represent the input of external information into the system that is object of measuring. 
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Example 
 
This example helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible ENTRYs (E) as 
consequence of this rule. The following event represents that a purchase of material has 
arrived to the system. As the data group affected is “Material”, 
group has to be annotated. 
 

Illustration 

 
 
6.4.1.2 Identifying EXITs (X)

i. EXIT I 

 
Measurement 

Rule-03 
(MeR-03) 

For each output event which is not used like input 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its present information object if it has been 
identified as data group. 

Reasoning 
 
In the EPC diagrams when, after a 
input event for another function, then it is considered that there is an output from the 
system which involves at least one attribute of the business object that crosses the 
boundary. If the business obje
movement. 
 
Automation 
 
This rule could be completely automated because of the identification of this kind of 
EXIT movements is clear and the output event does not serve as input to another 
function, logical connector or process path. 1EXIT has to be counted.
 
Example 
 
This example (Illustration 
(X) as consequence of the rule. We can see in the event “Payment carrier is sent” that the 
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This example helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible ENTRYs (E) as 
consequence of this rule. The following event represents that a purchase of material has 
arrived to the system. As the data group affected is “Material”, 1ENTRY for this data 

 

 
Illustration 41 : Identifying ENTRYs II in an example 

Identifying EXITs (X) 

EXIT I 

For each output event which is not used like input in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its present information object if it has been 

Table 18 : MeR-03, Defining Exits I 

In the EPC diagrams when, after a function, there is an event which is not used as an 
input event for another function, then it is considered that there is an output from the 
system which involves at least one attribute of the business object that crosses the 
boundary. If the business object appears in the data model, it will consider 1 EXIT 

This rule could be completely automated because of the identification of this kind of 
EXIT movements is clear and the output event does not serve as input to another 

ical connector or process path. 1EXIT has to be counted. 

This example (Illustration 41) helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible EXIT 
(X) as consequence of the rule. We can see in the event “Payment carrier is sent” that the 
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This example helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible ENTRYs (E) as 
consequence of this rule. The following event represents that a purchase of material has 

1ENTRY for this data 

in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its present information object if it has been 

function, there is an event which is not used as an 
input event for another function, then it is considered that there is an output from the 
system which involves at least one attribute of the business object that crosses the 

ct appears in the data model, it will consider 1 EXIT 

This rule could be completely automated because of the identification of this kind of 
EXIT movements is clear and the output event does not serve as input to another 

) helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible EXIT 
(X) as consequence of the rule. We can see in the event “Payment carrier is sent” that the 
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information is going to be sent out of the system. The data group affected is “payment”, 
and 1EXIT has to be counted for it.
 

Illustration 

 

ii.  EXIT II 

 
Measurement 

Rule-04 
(MeR-04) 

Accept as an EXIT candidate each output event that have an information object with a 
status which shows that the element has come out from the system as for example “is 
sent”, “to be returned”, “delivered”, etc.

Reasoning 
 
Many output events send messages of confirmation or validation for the functional users. 
The business object on which information is sent to the functional users, according to the 
COSMIC method has to be considered 
group. 
 
Automation 
 
We must make the note that this rule is very subjective and it could be very difficult for a 
beginner measurer or a measurer, facing lack of information about the process, to 
determine if in an event there are at least one attribute of a data group that comes out of 
the system. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the detail, 
with more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 
perfectly if the information comes out of the system. Therefore, just in the case in which 
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ion is going to be sent out of the system. The data group affected is “payment”, 
and 1EXIT has to be counted for it. 

 
Illustration 42 : Identifying EXITs I in an example 

EXIT II 

Accept as an EXIT candidate each output event that have an information object with a 
status which shows that the element has come out from the system as for example “is 
sent”, “to be returned”, “delivered”, etc. 

Table 19 : MeR-04, Defining Exits II 

Many output events send messages of confirmation or validation for the functional users. 
The business object on which information is sent to the functional users, according to the 
COSMIC method has to be considered as 1EXIT if it has been identified like a data 

We must make the note that this rule is very subjective and it could be very difficult for a 
beginner measurer or a measurer, facing lack of information about the process, to 

n an event there are at least one attribute of a data group that comes out of 
the system. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the detail, 
with more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 

ctly if the information comes out of the system. Therefore, just in the case in which 
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ion is going to be sent out of the system. The data group affected is “payment”, 

Accept as an EXIT candidate each output event that have an information object with a 
status which shows that the element has come out from the system as for example “is 

Many output events send messages of confirmation or validation for the functional users. 
The business object on which information is sent to the functional users, according to the 

as 1EXIT if it has been identified like a data 

We must make the note that this rule is very subjective and it could be very difficult for a 
beginner measurer or a measurer, facing lack of information about the process, to 

n an event there are at least one attribute of a data group that comes out of 
the system. This rule will be applied just in a situation with a lower level of the detail, 
with more information about the event or for expert measurers who can identified 

ctly if the information comes out of the system. Therefore, just in the case in which 
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is possible to know if an output event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule 
should be applied and the respective event will be candidate to be considered as
movement. 
 
So this rule could be semi
represent the output of information from the system object of measuring towards the 
functional user. 
 
Example 
 
This example helps to clear this rule and
consequence of this rule. The event “Order shipped” and “Bill sent” are representing that 
the information is coming out from the system. The data groups affected are “Order” and 
“Bill”, and it has to be identified 2EXI

 
Illustration 

 
6.4.1.3 Identifying READs (R)

i. READ I 

 
Measurement 

Rule-05 
(MeR-05) 

Accept each information object that is read for a function as a READ movement. 

Reasoning 
 
When a function has an enter flow of an information object, to make the task the function 
has to read that information object. It is considered that the information is read from the 
persistent storage and it is sure that the information object is going to be represented in 
the data model and as consequence it would have been considered like a data group. So it 
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is possible to know if an output event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule 
should be applied and the respective event will be candidate to be considered as

So this rule could be semi-automated if there is a list of words that unequivocally 
represent the output of information from the system object of measuring towards the 

This example helps to clear this rule and to identify the possible EXIT (X) as 
consequence of this rule. The event “Order shipped” and “Bill sent” are representing that 
the information is coming out from the system. The data groups affected are “Order” and 
“Bill”, and it has to be identified 2EXITs. 

 

Illustration 43 : Identifying EXITs II in an example 

Identifying READs (R) 

READ I 

Accept each information object that is read for a function as a READ movement. 
Table 20 : MeR-05, Defining READs I 

When a function has an enter flow of an information object, to make the task the function 
has to read that information object. It is considered that the information is read from the 
persistent storage and it is sure that the information object is going to be represented in 
the data model and as consequence it would have been considered like a data group. So it 
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is possible to know if an output event moves information crossing the boundary, this rule 
should be applied and the respective event will be candidate to be considered as an EXIT 

automated if there is a list of words that unequivocally 
represent the output of information from the system object of measuring towards the 

to identify the possible EXIT (X) as 
consequence of this rule. The event “Order shipped” and “Bill sent” are representing that 
the information is coming out from the system. The data groups affected are “Order” and 

Accept each information object that is read for a function as a READ movement.  

When a function has an enter flow of an information object, to make the task the function 
has to read that information object. It is considered that the information is read from the 
persistent storage and it is sure that the information object is going to be represented in 
the data model and as consequence it would have been considered like a data group. So it 
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has to be considered 1 READ movement for each information object that is read for the 
function. 
 
Automation 
 
The level of automation for this kind of movement is completely automatic, because of it 
depends on the diagram and it is completely objective. 
 
 
Example 
 
In this figure, we can see like 2 READ data movements have to be identified: one for the 
data group “Articles” and one for the “Stock”. The process represents that an order has 
been received into the system and this has to check firstly the articles that appear in the 
order and then if there is stock for them. 

 
Illustration 44 : Identifying READs I in an example 

ii.  READ II 

 
Measurement 

Rule-06 
(MeR-06) 

READ II 

Accept as a READ data movement each different data group of the set of input events 
which participates in a precondition. 

Table 21 : MeR-06, Defining READs II 

Reasoning 
 
In an EPC diagram, connectors are used to model causal ordering relations, i.e., to 
represent the process logic. There are three types of connectors, for logical “AND”, “OR” 
and “XOR”. These connectors serve both as split nodes and as join nodes. Depending on 
the number of incoming edges, it can be determined if a connector is a split connector or 
a join connector.  
 
Depending on the connector used, the occurrence of one event (XOR join connector), the 
occurrence of two events (AND join connector), or the occurrence of any nonempty 
subset of events (OR join connector) triggers a function F. With respect to the semantics 
of the connectors: “an exclusive or” connector triggers F after either E1 or E2 has 
occurred; for the “and” connector to trigger the function, both events must occur, and the 
“or” connector triggers F after any nonempty subset of events E1 and E2 has occurred. 
Illustration 44 presents the previous case: 
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Illustration 45 : Identifying READs II, preconditio ns with input events 

 
So, those connectors that link multiple events to one function can be considered as a 
precondition for the function may be triggered. Therefore, a precondition implies 
recovering the value of the attributes involved in the condition in order to evaluate it. 
This movement would be a READ, because it is necessary to read the different values. 
Finally, if there different data groups involve in the precondition it should identify one 
READ per each of them. 
 
Previously to a logical connector may be other connectors. In this situation also it will be 
considered the preceding events for a possible candidate of READ.  
 
In the precondition the type of logical connector that appears is indifferent, it is irrelevant 
for the counting method, and the most important are the number of input events and the 
data groups. 
 
Automation 
 
This rule could be established like automatic because of simply it depends on the diagram 
and it is completely objective. 
 
Examples 
 

i) The next situation presents two logical connectors “OR” and “AND”, and 
appears three events. Let’s assume that the number represents the data group: 
in the Event1, 1 is the data group. 
 
 For the first connector “OR”, 1READ should be counted because it is the 
same data group (this is explained in the DUPLICATE movements section, 
see section 6.4.2). Regarding the “AND”, it should be counted 2READs, one 
for the event E1 and other for the event E2. 

  

 
Illustration 46 : Example I identifying READs II, p recondition with input events 
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ii)  The next situation (in Illustration 46) presents the exactly previous example, 

but with the difference that now the data groups are completely different 
(there are three different data groups 1, 2 and 3). In the first “OR”, 2 READs 
should be counted, one per data group. And in the second connector “AND” 
another 3 READs because the input are the three vents. However, if we count 
in this way, we would have duplicate data movements, so just 3READs should 
be counted. 
 

 
Illustration 47 : Example II identifying READs II, precondition with input events 

 
6.4.1.4 Identifying WRITEs (W) 
 

Measurement 
Rule-07 

(MeR-07) 
WRITE I 

Accept each information object that is written for a function as a WRITE movement.  
Table 22 : MeR-07, Defining WRITEs I 

Reasoning 
 
When a function has an output flow of an information object, to make the task the 
function has to write, update or delete at the persistent storage at least one attribute of the 
information object. The information object is going to be represented in the data model 
and as consequence it would have been considered like a data group. So, 1 WRITE 
movement will be counted for each information object that is written for the function. 
 
Automation 
 
The level of automation for this kind of movement is completely automatic, because of it 
depends on the diagram and it is completely objective. 
 
Example 
 
In this figure, we can see like 2 WRITE data movements have to be identified: one for the 
data group “Inspection report” and one for the “Stock”. The process represents that some 
articles has been returned and the function has to update the stock and also to create an 
inspection report.  
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Illustration 48 : Identifying WRITEs I in an exampl e 

6.4.2 Duplicate data movements 

6.4.2.1 Duplicate occurrences 
 
After recognize all the data movements, it is important to analyze if there is duplicate 
data movements. To identify them, it is important to check all the data movements 
(ENTRY, EXIT, READ and WRITE). In the ERP context it is possible that the same type 
of data movement affects a data group several times in the same functional process. But 
from the point of view of the functionality the system does not make anything different if 
for example there have to be 2EXITs that affect to the same data group or 2WRITEs.  
 
Therefore, if in the same functional process the same kind of data movement affects more 
than one time to one data group it should consider just 1CPU for that type of data 
movement. So it cannot be a data group with 2 or more ENTRYs, EXITs, READs or 
WRITEs in the same functional process. 
 
Note that if the movement appears in another sub-business process (EPC diagram) that 
belongs to a base business process this rule will not be applied, because each sub-
business process can be totally independent. 
 
Measurement Rule-08 

(MeR-08) 
Duplicate occurrences in data movements 

If the same kind of data movement affects more than one time to the same data group in 
the same functional process, just 1CFP has to be identified for that data movement. 

Table 23 : MeR-08, Duplicate occurrences in data movements 

 
6.4.2.2 Process paths in a business process diagram 
 
Because the definition of the process paths indicates process paths “show the connection 
from or to process”, it is important to emphasize that Process Paths are out of the 
boundary, and they should be considered another functional process. But on the other 
hand, it is possible that a process path that represents another business process can be 
referred for several different business processes. In this case, only one time the business 
process must be counted. Let’s see some examples to clear this rule. 
 
For example, in Illustration 48, a business process starts after a process path will be 
chosen. The count would start in the event colored with red colour. But the previous paths 
will have their own size independent of this business process. 
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Illustration 49 : Duplicate occurrences (Process paths for the beginning of a business process)

 
On the contrary in this figure (Illustration 
flow of the business process continues in another business processes. Regarding to the 
process of counting, the count of the business process would finish in the last condition 
because there is a precondition for the flow. Each of the process paths that represent 
another business process would have their own functional size. Finally to repeat again 
that if some of these process paths appears like an input or output to in another 
processes just once have to be counted for the total of the product size pointed out in the 
scope. 
 

Illustration 50 : Duplicate occurrences (Process paths at the end of a business process)

 
Measurement Rule-09 

(MeR-09) 
If a business scenario has different process paths, the business diagram that represents 
them, it has to be counted one time, independently that appears several times in the 
same layer.   

Table 24 : MeR-09, Duplicate occurrences in
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: Duplicate occurrences (Process paths for the beginning of a business process)

in this figure (Illustration 49) the process path serve for indicate that the 
flow of the business process continues in another business processes. Regarding to the 
process of counting, the count of the business process would finish in the last condition 
because there is a precondition for the flow. Each of the process paths that represent 
another business process would have their own functional size. Finally to repeat again 
that if some of these process paths appears like an input or output to in another 
processes just once have to be counted for the total of the product size pointed out in the 

: Duplicate occurrences (Process paths at the end of a business process)

Duplicate occurrences in a business process as 
consequence of the presence of process paths

If a business scenario has different process paths, the business diagram that represents 
them, it has to be counted one time, independently that appears several times in the 

09, Duplicate occurrences in a business process as consequence of the presence of process paths
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: Duplicate occurrences (Process paths for the beginning of a business process) 

) the process path serve for indicate that the 
flow of the business process continues in another business processes. Regarding to the 
process of counting, the count of the business process would finish in the last condition 
because there is a precondition for the flow. Each of the process paths that represent 
another business process would have their own functional size. Finally to repeat again 
that if some of these process paths appears like an input or output to in another business 
processes just once have to be counted for the total of the product size pointed out in the 

 
: Duplicate occurrences (Process paths at the end of a business process) 

Duplicate occurrences in a business process as 
consequence of the presence of process paths 

If a business scenario has different process paths, the business diagram that represents 
them, it has to be counted one time, independently that appears several times in the 

a business process as consequence of the presence of process paths 
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6.4.3 Applying the measurement function  

This step consists in applying the COSMIC measurement function to each of the data 
movements identified in each functional process (eEPC diagram). This step consists of 
applying the COSMIC measurement function to each data movement identified in each 
functional process (use case). In the equation described below (1), each instance of a data 
movement identified (entry, read, write and exit) receives a numerical size of 1 CFP 
(Cosmic Function Point). 
 
 

 
 

Illustration 51 : Applying the measurement function 

 

6.4.4 Aggregating measurement results 

Each of the rules of the measurement function will be explained in the next section. The 
notation would be: Measurement Function Rule-XX, where XX is the number of the 
measurement function rule. In the abbreviation way it will be MeFR-XX.  
 
The structure is the next: first, the definition of the rule appears, and then a mathematical 
formula. Finally if the rule requires it an explanation is given to make the rule more 
understandable.  
 
6.4.4.1 Aggregation function at the functional process level 
 

i. Counting in a functional process 

 
This step consists of adding the results of the measurement function applied to all the data 
movements identified in each functional process (Business process). The aggregation 
function at this level (eEPC) is like follows: 
 

Measurement Function Rule-01 
(MeFR-01) 

Counting in a functional process 

The functional size of a business process represented by an eEPC diagram is equal to 
the sum of all data movements identified.  

Table 25 : Measurement Function Rule – 01 

 
Size(Business process i)= 
This rule is expressed in the following equation: 
 

ii.  Counting a business scenario 

 
On the other hand, as it was saw in the section of the identification of the functional 
process (see section 6.4.2), the hierarchy in the business process is shown in the 
Illustration 51: 
 

f (x) = 1CPU where : x є functional _ process   (1) 

Size �Business_Process��� ��ENTRY�� � �  �EXIT�� � �  �READ�� � �  �WRITE��  
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In an ERP a business scenario represent the vast number of tasks, events, and 
organizations involved in a business requirement. At least a business scenario has to be 
represented by a business process. But it is possible that a business scenario is made up 
by different business processes. Also a business process can have another business 
processes  
 

 
 

Illustration 52 : Hierarchy in the Business Blueprint 

 
 
 

Measurement Function Rule-02 
(MeFR-02) 

Business Scenario 

The functional size of a base business scenario is equal to the sum of the business 
process that makes up it. 

Table 26 : Measurement Function Rule – 02 

 
 This rule is expressed in the following equation: 
 
 
 

Illustration 53 : Counting formula for a Business_Scenario 

iii.  Counting a business process 

 
Going on with the hierarchy one rule more have to be defined: 
 

Measurement Function Rule-03 
(MeFR-03 

M Business Process 

The functional size of a main business process extended by another secondary business 
processes is equal to the sum of the size of these sub-business processes plus of the size 
of the main business process. 

Table 27 : Measurement Function Rule – 03 

 
It is possible that in an EPC diagram, a business process has process paths, what is the 
same, more sub-business process. Apart of counting this business process, the total size 
of this should include also the size of the sub-business process derived from the process 
paths. 

3rd level2nd level1st level

Business 
Scenario

Main Business 
Process

Business Process 
(come from a 
process path)

Business Process 
(come from a 
process path)

Main Business 
Process

� !" �#$% &"%_�'"&() *� �  ∑  � !" �#$% &"%%_,)*'"%%�� -�./    
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This rule is expressed in the following equation:
 
 
 
 
 
 

Illustration 

 
6.4.4.2 Aggregation function at the software layer level
 
This step consists of adding the results of the measurement function applied to all 
primary use case identified as functional processes in the software system delimited by 
the boundary. The secondary us
not externals interactions. Therefore, the rule is as follows:
 

Measurement Function Rule
(MeFR-04)

The functional size of a software layer is equal to the sum 
the Business Scenarios. 

 
This rule is expressed in the following equation:
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Illustration 54 : Explanation of the MeFR-03 

This rule is expressed in the following equation: 

Illustration 55 : Count formula for a Business_Process 

Aggregation function at the software layer level 

This step consists of adding the results of the measurement function applied to all 
primary use case identified as functional processes in the software system delimited by 
the boundary. The secondary use cases are not considered in this step because they are 
not externals interactions. Therefore, the rule is as follows: 

Measurement Function Rule-04 
04) 

Aggregation Function at the Layer

The functional size of a software layer is equal to the sum of the functional sizes of all 

Table 28 : Measurement Function Rule – 04 

This rule is expressed in the following equation: 

 
 
 

Illustration 56 : Count formula for the layer 

  Size (Business_Process)  
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This step consists of adding the results of the measurement function applied to all 
primary use case identified as functional processes in the software system delimited by 

e cases are not considered in this step because they are 

Aggregation Function at the Layer 

of the functional sizes of all 
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6.5 Our steps in the counting eEPC-COSMIC method 
 

1) Establishing all the principles of the strategic phase: 
 
Determine the scope of the measurement, if it is going to be sized an entire ERP 
or just a component. 
 

2) Applying the mapping rules 
 
a) Identify all the functional process that forms the scope of the measurement. 

That is all the eEPC diagrams have to be collected. 
 
b) Identify the functional users and the boundary of the different functional 

process that forms  
 
c) Identify all the data groups that make up the system and that are present in the 

data model view. 
 

3) Create a table for the total of the count with a row per each functional process 
 

In this point there are several options: 
 

i. To create a table with all the functional process 
 

Functional Process E X R W Total 
A      
B      
C      
…………………….......................................................................................................
.......……………………………………………………………………………………
… 

Total Functional Size 
(CFP)  

     

Illustration 57 : Count table for the total size I 

 
ii.  To create a table per business scenario 

 
If the size is going to be established determining the functional size of each Business 
Scenario several tables could be made it. And then just in a final table to have the 
size of all the business scenarios. 
 

iii.  To create just one table but establishing several divisions per Business 
Scenario 

 
Another idea is to have a final table like the next (Illustration 57), where each 
Business Scenario has its own size and then just the size of the scenarios has to be 
added: 
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Functional Process E X R W Total 
Business scenario 1 

A      
B      
Total  scenario 1      

Business scenario 2 
C      
D      
Total  scenario 2      
…………………….......................................................................................................
.......……………………………………………………………………………………
… 

Total Functional Size 
(CFP)  

     

Illustration 58 : Count table for the total size II 

 
For each EPC diagram: 

 
4) Identify all the data groups that appear in the functional process to analyze. 

 
5) Create a table with this data groups and add five columns one each possible data 

movement (total 4) and one more for the total movements of a data group. 
  

Data group E X R W Total 
1      
2      
3      
4      
…………………….......................................................................................................
.......……………………………………………………………………………………
… 
Total       

Illustration 59 : Partial Count Table for each functional process 

 
6) Counting method. From top to the bottom of the eEPC apply the measurement 

rules.  
 
Analyzes all the functions and events and add 1CPU if the implied business object 
group is present in the list of data groups. Check if the data is E, X, R or W. If the 
data movement has been already counted for a data group it has not be counted 
again (it would be a duplicate movement). 
 

7) Establishing the total size for the current and measured eEPC diagram (functional 
process). 
 

8) Adding the size value of the recent measured eEPC to the “count table of the total 
size” 
 

9) Calculate the total of the SIZE. 
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In the next chapter (Chapter 7), an example is provided to explain the method with an 
eEPC diagram. 
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6.6 Summary of the Rules of the eEPC-COSMIC method 
 
This section provides Table 23 as a summary of the rules proposed. Each column of the 
table shows the next information:  
 

1) the identifier; 
2) to which concept makes reference the rule; 
3) the level of the automation of the rule that can be: i) “yes”�completely 

automatic; ii) “semi”�semi-automatic; and iii) “not”�not possible of 
automating; 

4) the description of the rule; and 
5) the section where the rule is described with more detail. 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

P-01 Purpose - 

From a point of view of the business 
analyst, the purpose is to determine the size 
of the functionality of a new ERP project 
as previous step to determine the effort of 
the development. 

Section 6.2.1 
(Defining the 
purpose of the 
measurement) 

P-02 Scope - 
Functionality of an ERP package or 
component that are represented by a full set 
of business scenarios. 

Section 6.2.2.1 
(Defining the scope 
of the measurement) 

P-03 Layer - 
There is no functional partition; just a 
single functional layer is identified.   

Section 6.2.2.2 
(Defining the 
Layers) 

P-04 
Peer 
Component 

- 

An ERP module or an ERP piece of 
software can be measured if the set of EPC 
models that represent it is complete and all 
their functional processes are present. 

Section 6.2.2.3 
(Defining the Peer 
Component) 

P-05 
Level of 
granularity 

- 

High level of abstraction, represented by 
the Event-driven process chain modelling 
technique (see chapter 2). 
The full business process model 
represented with the extended EPC and the 
data model diagram is required. 

Section 6.2.3 
(Defining the Level 
of granularity) 

MaR-01 
Functional 
User 

Yes 

a) Accept each external system that 
interacts with the system to measure. 

b) Accept each organization unit of an 
eEPC diagram as a user of the system. 

Section 6.3.1.1 
(Defining the 
Functional Users)  

MaR-02 Boundary Yes 
The border between the functional users 
and the rest of the business process 
diagram excepting the process paths. 

Section 6.3.1.1 
(Defining the 
Boundary)  

MaR-03 
Functional 
process 

Yes 

a) Accept each business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram as a 
functional process. 

b) If an eEPC diagram has process paths 
consider each of these as different 
functional process. 

c) If a business scenario is divided in 
more business process, each of this 
would be considered a functional 
process. 

 Section 6.3.2 
(Identifying the 
functional process)  

MaR-04 Data group Yes Accept each information object that 
appears in the data model as a data group. 

Section 6.3.3 
(Identifying data 
groups)  
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Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-01 Entry Yes 

For each input event which does not come 
from any function, accept as an ENTRY 
candidate their present information object 
if it has been identified as a data group. 

Section 6.4.2.1. i) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements I)  

MeR-02 Entry Semi 

Accept as a candidate ENTRY each input 
event that have an information object with 
a status that shows that the element has 
entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.1. ii) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements II)  

MeR-03 Exit Yes 

For each output event which is not used 
like input in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its 
present information object if it has been 
identified as data group.  

Section 6.4.2.2. i) 
(Identifying the 
EXIT data 
movements I)  

MeR-04 Exit Semi 

Accept as an EXIT each output event that 
have an information object with a status 
which shows that the element has come out 
from the system as for example “is sent”, 
“to be returned”, “delivered”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.2. ii) 
(Identifying the 
EXIT data 
movements II)  

MeR-05 Read Yes 
Accept each information object that is read 
for a function as a READ movement. 

Section 6.4.2.3. i) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements I)  

MeR-06 Read Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Section 6.4.2.3. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

MeR-07 Write Yes 
Accept each information object that is 
written for a function as a WRITE 
movement. 

Section 6.4.2.4 
(Identifying the 
WRITE data 
movements)  

MeR-08 Duplicate - 

If the same kind of data movement affects 
more than one time to the same data group 
in the same functional process, just 1CFP 
has to be identified for that data movement. 

Section 6.4.3.1 
(Identifying the 
duplicate data 
movements)  

MeR-09 Duplicate - 

If a business scenario has different process 
paths, the business diagram that represents 
them, it has to be counted one time, 
independently that appears several times in 
the same layer.   

Section 6.4.3.2 
(Duplicate 
occurrences for the 
process paths)  

MeFR-01 - Yes 
The functional size of a business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram is equal 
to the sum of all data movements identified. 

Section 6.4.4.1.i) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
functional process) 

MeFR-02 - Yes 
The functional size of a base business 
scenario is equal to the sum of the business 
process that makes up it. 

Section 6.4.4.1.ii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
business scenario) 

MeFR-03 - Yes 

The functional size of a main business 
process extended by another secondary 
business processes is equal to the sum of 
the size of these sub-business processes 
plus of the size of the main business 
process. 

Section 6.4.4.1.iii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a main 
business process) 

MeFR-04 - Yes The functional size of a software layer is Section 6.4.4.2 
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Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

equal to the sum of the functional sizes of 
all the Business Scenarios. 

Aggregation function 
in the software layer 

Table 29 : Principles and Rules for the general method 

6.7 Some recommendations if the eEPC diagram or the data model are 
not present in the EPC modelling technique (Extra-Proposal) 

 
In some situations, measurer may experience that the extended EPC diagram or the data 
model are not present to establish the functional size of an ERP or a component. We 
acknowledge that in these situations, the counting method would be more subjective and 
the count process is not so precise. A lot of research work had been done until to have the 
final proposal, the eEPC-COSMIC Method. We have studied some cases where neither 
the EPC diagram nor the data model was present. Now, this work can be used and for this 
kind of situations without the extended-EPC diagram and without the data model, we are 
going to propose some extra rules that are not present in the eEPC-COSMIC Method. 
This effort resulted in formulation of some rules and recommendations for what to do in 
cases when there is incomplete information. Below in this section, we present these rules 
and recommendations.  

6.7.1 Measurement strategic phase 

The measurement strategic phase would have the same rules as the ones in our standard 
method, the eEPC-COSMIC method. 

6.7.2 Mapping phase  

In this phase the same rules should be applied, but the identification of the data groups 
would be different because the data model will not be present. 
 
6.7.2.1 Identifying data groups 
 
Mapping Rule-Extra 4 

(MaR-X4) 
Data groups 

Accept each information object that appears in an event or a function as a data group. 
Table 30 : MaR-X4, Defining data groups without data model 

 
Identification way:  
 

a) In the eEPC model all the information objects represented by a rectangle should 
be identified as data groups. 
  

b) Also is possible to identify data groups given by the business objects which 
appear in the EVENTs of FUCNTIONs.  
 
In some diagrams the objects are not well differenced, making a bit subjective the 
identification. Some advises are giving here: 
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- Events are marked by a string, often of the type order is received, indicating a 
business relevant object (order) and the state change that has occurred to this 
object (is received). 

- Function are marked by a string with is composed by a noun and a verb. They 
are commonly named by: Action + object. Sometimes it is very common to 
find as an object in a function the previous object identified in the input event 
or output event. 

- It is important to appreciate that maybe in a business object we can have the 
string “customer order” and “customer order data”. There will be different 
data groups, because one will be the order and another the data.  

- Also, pay attention because in some situations could appear “customer order” 
and in another situations just “order” in this case it is almost sure that “order” 
refers to “customer order”, but it depends on the measurer point of taking into 
account the rest of diagram and possible “order objects”. 

- Considering also as the same data group those that appear with a difference on 
one attribute. For example: “order without quote reference received” and 
“order with reference to quote is received”. The data group is “order”. 

 
Here, there are some examples of data groups: 
 

Element Type Object (Data group) 

 
Information unit Customer Data Order 

 
Function Maintenance order 

 
Function Payment 

 
Function Goods 

 
Event Production order 

 
Event 

Goods receipt (not simply 
goods) 

Table 31 : Identifying data groups without the data model 

6.7.3 Measurement phase 

In this phase if the extended eEPC is not present and just it is possible to measure with 
the regular EPC all the previous rules could be applied, except MeR-05 and MeR-07: 
 

Measurement rules of the method 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-01 Entry Yes For each input event which does not come 
from any function, accept as an ENTRY 

Section 6.4.2.1. i) 
(Identifying the 
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Measurement rules of the method 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

candidate their present information object 
if it has been identified as a data group. 

ENTRY data 
movements I)  

MeR-02 Entry Semi 

Accept as a candidate ENTRY each input 
event that have an information object with 
a status that shows that the element has 
entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.1. ii) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements II)  

MeR-03 Exit Yes 

For each output event which is not used 
like input in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its 
present information object if it has been 
identified as data group.  

Section 6.4.2.2. i) 
(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements I)  

MeR-04 Exit Semi 

Accept as an EXIT each output event that 
have an information object with a status 
which shows that the element has come out 
from the system as for example “is sent”, 
“to be returned”, “delivered”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.2. ii) 
(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements II)  

MeR-05 

Read Yes 
Accept each information object that is read 
for a function as a READ movement. 

Section 6.4.2.3. i) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements I)  

MeR-06 Read Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Section 6.4.2.3. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

MeR-07 

Write Yes 
Accept each information object that is 
written for a function as a WRITE 
movement. 

Section 6.4.2.4 
(Identifying the 
WRITE data 
movements)  

MeR-08 Duplicate - 

If the same kind of data movement affects 
more than one time to the same data group 
in the same functional process, just 1CFP 
has to be identified for that data 
movement. 

Section 6.4.3.1 
(Identifying the 
duplicate data 
movements)  

MeR-09 Duplicate - 

If a business scenario has different process 
paths, the business diagram that 
represents has to be counted one time, 
independently that appears several times 
in the same layer.   

Section 6.4.3.2 
(Duplicate 
occurrences for the 
process paths)  

Table 32 : Measurement rules valid for the extra-proposal 

 
Instead of this rules the next are defined: 
 
6.7.3.1 Identifying READs (R) 
 
Measurement Rule-Extra 5 

(MeR-X5) READ I 

Accept each function considered which “READER of Information” as a READ movement. 
Table 33 : MaR-X5, Defining READs in the extra-proposal 

 
Reasoning 
 
Unlike events, functions are active elements that take input and transform it to output. 
Input and output can be information products or physical products. The functions which 
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read data from the persistent storage to carry out a task are considered “READER” of 
information. So, these kinds of functions will be all of them what read data from the 
persistent storage and for each of them will be considered one READ movement. 
 
For example “Readers” functions will be all of them whose main verb or action is 
described as “check”, “analyze”, “inspect”, “determine”, “calculate”, etc. the most 
probably is that the information has to be read from the database. 
 
Also the description of “input” and “output” events could help to the measurer to identify 
this kind of movement. For example: After a function the output event is “material 
analyzed”, the previous function analyzed some articles, in other words, the function read 
information from persistent storage.  
 
Automation 
 
Each function in an EPC is going to be counted as at least 1UNIT. This is rule is 
subjective because with the level of the detail of an EPC sometimes it is not possible to 
establish if a function have to READ information from persistent storage, or on the 
contrary, it is going to update, delete or create data. So the measurer will have to decide if 
the analyzed function is a “reader” function or “writer”. 
 
This rule could be semi-automated if there is a list of verbs that unequivocally represent 
that the function has to read data from the persistent storage.  
 
Example 
 
In the next example (Illustration59) the function has to check if a payment is accepted or 
not. It is pretty sure that the function has to READ information from the database. So, 
1READ and therefore 1CPU is count and the data group affected would be payment. 
According our “payment” is the data group, but in this situation without the data model it 
is not possible to know with totally safe. For these reason this rule is not included in the 
Main Method and also because the rule for the extended EPC is different because of it 
has more information. 
 

 
Illustration 60 : Indentifying READs with the regul ar EPC in an Example 
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6.7.3.2 Identifying WRITEs (W) 
 
Measurement Rule-Extra 7 

(MeR-X7) 
WRITEs I 

Accept each function considered which “WRITER of Information” as a WRITE 
movement. 

Table 34 : MaR-X7, Defining WRITEs in the extra-proposal 

 
Reasoning 
 
Those functions which need update, delete or create data in the persistent storage to carry 
out their task, are considered as “WRITER”, because at least they need a WRITE 
movement. 
 
For example “Writers” functions will be all of them what update, delete or create data in 
the persistent storage. They can often be identified by the verb which describes them. If 
we have verbs as “update”, “create”, “purchase”, “assign”, “receive”, etc. the most 
probably is that information will be storage in the database.  
 
Also the description of “input” and “output” events could help to the measurer to identify 
this kind of movement. For example: After a function, the output event is “Material order 
created”, which means that the previous function should have created an order with the 
necessary material. In other words, the function writes information in the persistent 
storage.  
 
Automation 
 
Each function in an EPC is going to be counted as at least 1UNIT. This is rule is 
subjective because with the level of the detail of an EPC sometimes it is not possible to 
establish if a function have to WRITE information to the persistent storage, so if it is 
going to update, delete or create data. So the measurer will have to decide if the analyzed 
function is a “reader” function or “writer”. 
 
This rule could be semi-automated if there is a list of verbs that unequivocally represent 
that the function has to write data in the persistent storage.  
 
Example 
 
This example shows that a function receives an input event informing that a payment has 
been accepted. Now, the function “Ship order” is the responsible one to write in the 
database that the order has to be prepared and sent, so the data movement is a WRITE, 
and 1CPU has to be counted. 
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Payment 
accepted

Ship order

Order shipped

 
Illustration 61 : Indentifying WRITEs with the regu lar EPC in an Example 

6.7.4 Measurement function  

The rules propose for the eEPC-COSMIC method are also valid for this extra method 
EPC-COSMIC method. 

6.7.5 Summary of the extra rules for the regular EPC diagram (EPC-COSMIC 
method) 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

P-01 Purpose - 

From a point of view of the business 
analyst, the purpose is to determine the 
size of the functionality of a new ERP 
project as previous step to determine the 
effort of the development. 

Section 6.2.1 
(Defining the 
purpose of the 
measurement) 

P-02 Scope - 
Functionality of an ERP package or 
component that are represented by a full 
set of business scenarios. 

Section 6.2.2.1 
(Defining the scope 
of the measurement) 

P-03 Layer - 
There is no functional partition; just a 
single functional layer is identified.   

Section 6.2.2.2 
(Defining the Layers) 

P-04 
Peer 
Component 

- 

An ERP module or an ERP piece of 
software can be measured if the set of 
EPC models that represent it is complete 
and all their functional processes are 
present. 

Section 6.2.2.3 
(Defining the Peer 
Component) 

P-05 
Level of 
granularity 

- 

High level of abstraction, represented by 
the Event-driven process chain modelling 
technique (see chapter 2). 
 
The full business process model 
represented with the extended EPC and 
the data model diagram is required. 

Section 6.2.3 
(Defining the Level 
of granularity) 

MaR-01 
Functional 
User 

Yes 

c) Accept each external system that 
interacts with the system to 
measure. 

d) Accept each organization unit of an 
eEPC diagram as a user of the 
system. 

Section 6.3.1.1 
(Defining the 
Functional Users)  

MaR-02 Boundary Yes The border between the functional users Section 6.3.1.1 
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Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

and the rest of the business process 
diagram excepting the process paths that 
are not included inside. 

(Defining the 
Boundary)  

MaR-03 
Functional 
process 

Yes 

a) Accept each business process 
represented by an eEPC 
diagram as a functional process. 

b) If an eEPC diagram has process 
paths consider each of these as 
different functional process. 

c) If a business scenario is divided in 
more business process, each of this 
would be considered a functional 
process. 

 Section 6.3.2 
(Identifying the 
functional process)  

MaR-X4 Data group 
- EPC � not 
- EPC + data 
model�yes 

Accept each information object that 
appears in an event or a function as a 
data group 

 Section 6.7.2 
(Identifying 
EXTRA-Data 
groups) 

MaR-04 Data group Yes 
Accept each information object that 
appears in the data model as a data 
group 

Section 6.3.3 
(Identifying data 
groups)  

MeR-01 Entry Yes 

For each input event which does not 
come from any function accept as an 
ENTRY candidate its present information 
object if it has been identified as a data 
group 

Section 6.4.2.1. i) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements I)  

MeR-02 Entry Semi 

Accept as a candidate ENTRY each input 
event that have a business object with a 
status that shows that the element has 
entered to the system as for example 
“has arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.1. ii) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements II)  

MeR-03 Exit Yes 

For each output event which is not used 
like input in any function of the rest of 
the diagram, accept as an EXIT 
candidate its present information object 
if it has been identified as data group.  

Section 6.4.2.2. i) 
(Identifying the 
EXIT data 
movements I)  

MeR-04 Exit Semi 

Accept as an EXIT each output event that 
have a business object with a status 
which shows that the element has come 
out from the system as for example “is 
sent”, “to be returned”, “delivered”, 
etc. 

Section 6.4.2.2. ii) 
(Identifying the 
EXIT data 
movements II)  

MeR-X5 Read Semi 
Accept each function considered which 
“READER of Information” as a READ 
movement. 

Section 6.7.3.a) 
(Identifying the 
EXTRA-READ data 
movements I)  

MeR-06 Read Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Section 6.4.2.c. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

MeR-X7 Write Semi 
Accept each function considered which 
“WRITER of Information” as a WRITE 
movement. 

Section 6.7.3.b) 
(Identifying the 
EXTRA-WRITE 
data movements I)  

MeR-08 Duplicate - 
If the same kind of data movement affects 
more than one time to the same data 
group in the same functional process, 

Section 6.4.3.1 
(Identifying the 
duplicate data 
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Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

just 1CFP has to be identified for that 
data movement. 

movements)  

MeR-09 Duplicate - 

If a business scenario has different 
process paths, the business diagram that 
represents has to be counted one time, 
independently that appears several times 
in the same layer.   

Section 6.4.3.2 
(Duplicate 
occurrences for the 
process paths)  

MeFR-01 - Yes 

The functional size of a business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram is 
equal to the sum of all data movements 
identified. 

Section 6.4.4.1.i) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
functional process) 

MeFR-02 - Yes 
The functional size of a base business 
scenario is equal to the sum of the 
business process that makes up it. 

Section 6.4.4.1.ii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
business scenario) 

MeFR-03 - Yes 

The functional size of a main business 
process extended by another secondary 
business process is equal to the sum of 
the functional sub-processes identified in 
each secondary business process plus the 
functional sub-processes of the base 
business process. 

Section 6.4.4.1.iii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a main 
business process) 

MeFR-04 - Yes 
The functional size of a software layer is 
equal to the sum of the functional sizes of 
all the Business Scenarios. 

Section 6.4.4.2 
Aggregation function 
in the software layer 

Table 35 : Principles and Rules for the method with the regular EPC 

 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Example isn’t another way to teach, it is the only way to teach. 

Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955), German-born theoretical physicist 
 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 7 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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7. Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal  
 
“Example isn’t another way to teach, it is the only way to teach”. Albert Einstein one of 
the most important scientists in the history left us this everlasting sentence.  The best way 
of teaching is with a practical example and this chapter tries to put into practice the 
method enunciated in the previous chapter. The method would be referred like the eEPC-
COSMIC proposal.  
 
The overview of the 7th chapter is the next: in the first section there is a main example 
where the functional size of a business process is measured. In this case the business 
process is represented by an extended EPC with the data model that are the basic 
requirements for the method that implies to apply all the measurement rules. Then, some 
alternatives in the same EPC diagram will be explained with the intention of making 
more understandable some particular or difficult situations. Then in the section 7.2, it will 
be show the same example but without the data model what makes some changes at the 
time of identifying the data groups and therefore in the final size. Finally in the section 
7.3, the eEPC-COSMIC proposal with its particularities for the regular EPC method 
(EPC-COSMIC method) will be explained with the same example than in the previous 
cases but without using the extended EPC method.  
 
7.1 Application of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal to a business process 

represented by the eEPC and the data model 
  

This section explains how is possible to apply the rules to a business process. Firstly the 
business process is described. Then we will go applying the different rules of our 
proposal following the steps established in the previous chapter.  

7.1.1 The business process 

To illustrate our mapping, a simplified online shop process is used. Now process 
represented in the illustration 61 will be explained in small pieces, identifying the events 
and functions with numbers. 
 

1. A customer places an order at an online shop. This situation is being represented 
in the event “Customer Order Received” that triggers the function “Process 
Customer Order”. 

2. The function “Process Customer Order” started by the costumer reads information 
related with the “Stock”, “Article”, “Customer Data” and “Sales Order”. And 
update information about “Customer Data” and “Sales Order”. After the ending of 
this function the flow is split up in two directions (2 output events). The logical 
connector that divides the flow is an “AND” so tin parallel to the goods issue (a), 
the invoice is created and delivered (b). 

3.  
a) A “Request for Delivery” the previous output event triggers now the function 

“Issue Goods”, so is used as input event. 
b) A “Request for Invoicing” serves now as input event for the function “Create 

Invoice” 
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Brand a) 
 

4. The function “Issue Goods” in which the responsible is the 
warehouseman, has to issue the goods. For that has to read the “Stock” 
and “Outgoings”, when the task is done these information entities are 
updated and the goods are packaged. 

5. The output event represents that the “Goods have been packaged”. 
 

Brand b) 
 

4. The function “Create Invoice” to develop the task reads information of 
the “Customer Data”, “Sales Orders” and “Outgoing Goods”. Then 
with this information the “Invoice” is created. 

5. This event represent that the “Invoice” has been created and triggers 
the next function “Deliver Invoice” 

6. “Deliver invoice” is the responsible for delivering the “invoice” to the 
customer. This function reads the information of the “invoice” and the 
result is showed in the next event. 

7. The event “Invoice Delivered” represents that the “invoice” has been 
sent to the customer.  
 

After both of the brands are finished, the flow of the business process is taken up again in 
the logical connector “AND” previous to the element 8. 
 

8. The function “Process Incoming Payments” is triggers in the moment that the 
three conditions represented in the input events are fulfilled: 1c) “Payment has 
been received”; 5a) “Goods have been Packaged”; and 7b) “The invoice has been 
delivered”. This function whose responsible is the “Accountant” department has 
to read information about the “Invoice” and then update the “Accounts”. 

9. This event “Accounts Updated” is the result of the previous function and serves as 
the input to trigger the next function “Deliver Goods”. After the payment is 
processed the next function is triggered “Deliver Goods”. 

10. In “Deliver Goods” takes part the Customer and the Warehouseman and the 
function is to deliver the “Goods” to the Customer.  

11. This event is the result as the previous function “Goods are delivered” to the 
Customer and with this event the business process finishes. 
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eEPC for the example online shop 

Illustration 62 : eEPC for the example online shop 
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7.1.2 Establishing all the principles of the strategic phase 

Let’s make that we would have an ERP and we want to know the size for the next 
situation (Illustration 62). 

 

 
Illustration 63 : Scope of the measurement 

 
There are two scenarios: The first is “Customer Registration” that is composed for two 
business process. The second Business Process has its own diagram but also the flow of 
the process needs to pass throw the Sub-business Process 2.A and the Sub-business 
process 2.B. The second scenario is “Customer Order Goods” that is represented for the 
Customer Order Goods business process represented in the previous diagram which 
shows how the process of a new order of costumer in an online is. 
 
The scope is to determine the functional size of these requirements. The eEPC diagram 
will be used to show how to apply the mapping and measurement rules and the other 
business process would have a “symbolic” size to see the rules of the aggregation and 
counting function. 
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7.1.3 Applying the mapping rules 

7.1.3.1 Identify all the functional process that forms the scope of the measurement. That 
is all the eEPC diagrams have to be collected. 
 

The rule is the next: 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MaR-03 
Functional 
process 

Yes 

f) Accept each business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram as a 
functional process. 

g) If an eEPC diagram has process paths 
consider each of these as different 
functional process. 

h) If a business scenario is divided in 
more business process, each of this 
would be considered a functional 
process. 

 Section 7.3.2 
(Identifying the 
functional process)  

Table 36 :  Mapping Rule 03 

The functional process would be these: 
- Business Process 1 
- Business Process 2 
- Sub-Business Process 2.A 
- Sub-Business Process 2.B. 
- Customer Order Goods (represented in the previous eEPC diagram). 

 
The “Customer Order Goods” Scenario is set up just for the business process “Customer 
Order Goods” that is represented in the previous example. 

 
7.1.3.2 Identify the functional users and the boundary of the different functional process 

that forms. 
 
- Functional users 

 
Rule and principle description 

Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MaR-01 
Functional 
User 

Yes 

e) Accept each external system that 
interacts with the system to measure. 

f) Accept each organization unit of an 
eEPC diagram as a user of the 
system. 

Section 7.3.1.a 
(Defining the 
Functional Users)  

Table 37 :  Mapping Rule 01 

 
The functional users in this example are represented by the organizational unit marked by 
an ellipse: 
 

- Customer 
- Warehouseman 
- Accountant 
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- Boundary 

 
 

Number Concept Automatic

MaR-02 Boundary Yes

 
Like the rule says, the boundary delimits the 
being measured and its functional users. We can see in the illustration 
boundary is represented by the

  
7.1.3.3 Identify all the data groups that make up the system and that are present in the 

data model view. 
 

Number Concept Automatic

MaR-04 Data group Yes
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Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 

The border between the functional users 
and the rest of the business process 
diagram excepting the process paths that 
are not included inside. 
Table 38 :  Mapping Rule 02 

Like the rule says, the boundary delimits the conceptual interface between the software 
being measured and its functional users. We can see in the illustration 
boundary is represented by the blue framed. 

Illustration 64 : Boundary 

Identify all the data groups that make up the system and that are present in the 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes Accept each information object that 
appears in the data model as a data group 

Table 39 :  Mapping Rule 04 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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Section 

Section 7.3.1.b 
(Defining the 
Boundary)  

conceptual interface between the software 
being measured and its functional users. We can see in the illustration 63 how the 

 

Identify all the data groups that make up the system and that are present in the 

Section 
Section 7.3.3 
(Identifying data 
groups)  
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With this example and without having the data model, it is sure that the information 
objects represented by rectangle are data groups: 

- Stock 
- Article 
- Customer Data 
- Sales Orders 
- Outgoing Goods 
- Invoice  
- Accounts 

On the other hand thanks to this extra rule we can identify more data groups. 
Rule and principle description 

Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MaR-X4 Data group 
- EPC � not 
- EPC + data 
model�yes 

Accept each information object that 
appears in an event or a function as a 
data group 

 Section 7.7.2 
(Identifying 
EXTRA-Data 
groups) 

Table 40 :  Extra Mapping Rule X4 

 
Then without the data model the next information objects could be candidates for data 
group: 
 

- Customer order 
- Invoicing request 
- Delivering request 
- Payment 

 
We are going to assume in this situation that all of these information objects are present 
in the data model. In a normal and full example with the data model this last rule has not 
have to be applied, it does not belong to the general method. It just an extra rule for 
helping in that situations that the data model is not present. 
 
7.1.3.4 Create a table for the total of the count with a row per each eEPC diagram 

collected. 
 
In this example we only have just one EPC to measure and for the other functional 
process we are going to assume that the values for Customer Registration Scenario have 
already been determined. 

 
Functional process E X R W Total 

Customer Registration Scenario 
Business Process 1      
Business Process 2      
Sub-Business Process 
2.A 

     

Sub-Business Process 
2.B 

     

Total  of Scenario      
Customer Order Scenario 

Customer order goods      
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Functional process E X R W Total 
Total  of Scenario      
Total  Size (CFP)      

Illustration 65 : Initialization of the count table  for the total size 

Now the size of the Customer Order Goods will be measure. 

7.1.4 Identify all the data groups that appear in the eEPC to analyze. 

Like there is only one business diagram the next data groups are the same that have been 
identified in the section 7.1.3.3 (see section).  

7.1.5 Creating the count table 

In this step the focus is to make a table with this data groups and add five columns one 
each possible data movement (total 4) and one more for the total movements of a data 
group. We will call this table per each business diagram “Local or partial count table”. 

 
Data group E X R W Total 
Costumer order      
Payment      
Stock      
Article      
Customer Data      
Sales Orders      
Invoicing request      
Delivering request      
Outgoing Goods      
Invoice       
Accounts      
Total       

Illustration 66 : Local count table for the business process example 

7.1.6 Counting method 

From top to the bottom of the eEPC apply the measurement rules. Analyzes all the 
functions and events and add 1CPU if the implied information object group is present in 
the list of data groups. Check if the data is E, X, R or W. If the data movement has been 
already counted for a data group it has not be counted again (it would be a duplicate 
movement). 

 
7.1.6.1 Identifying ENTRYs 

 
There are two rules to identify ENTRY movements: MeR-01 and MeR-02. 

 
Rule and principle description 

Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-01 Entry Yes 

For each input event which does not come 
from any function, accept as an ENTRY 
candidate their present information object 
if it has been identified as a data group. 

Section 7.4.2.a. i) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements I)  

Table 41 :  Measurement Rule 01 
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With this rule we can see in the diagram that there are two ENTRYs (Illustration 
 

Illustration 

 
The data groups affected are “Customer Order” and “Payment”. So in our counting table 
we can mark two ENTRYs.
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 

 
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-02 Entry Semi

 
For this rule if we analyze the eEPC diagram the candidates for ENTRY movements 
would be the same events that in the previous rule. So none movement has to be 
identified. 

 
7.1.6.2 Identifying EXITs 

 
There are two possible rules to identify EXIT movements: MeR

 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-03 Exit Yes
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With this rule we can see in the diagram that there are two ENTRYs (Illustration 

Illustration 67 : Identifying ENTRYs (Rule MeR-01) 

The data groups affected are “Customer Order” and “Payment”. So in our counting table 
we can mark two ENTRYs. 

E X R W 
1    
1    

Illustration 68 : Updating the partial count table I 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Semi 

Accept as a candidate ENTRY each input 
event that have an information  object with 
a status that shows that the element has 
entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Table 42 :  Measurement Rule 02 

analyze the eEPC diagram the candidates for ENTRY movements 
would be the same events that in the previous rule. So none movement has to be 

There are two possible rules to identify EXIT movements: MeR-03 and MeR

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 

For each output event which is not used 
like input in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its 
present information object if it has been 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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With this rule we can see in the diagram that there are two ENTRYs (Illustration 66): 

 

The data groups affected are “Customer Order” and “Payment”. So in our counting table 

Total 
 
 

Section 

Section 6.4.2.a. ii) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements II)  

analyze the eEPC diagram the candidates for ENTRY movements 
would be the same events that in the previous rule. So none movement has to be 

03 and MeR-04. 

Section 

Section 6.4.2.b. i) 
(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements I)  
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Number Concept Automatic

 
 
 
This rule allows identifying one EXIT movement as is shown in the Illustration 
 

 
“Goods Delivered” is the only event that is not uses like an input event for a function. 
The data group affected is “Outgoing Goods”. So the table has to be updated:
 
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 

Illustration 

 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-04 Exit Semi

 
With this rule is possible to identify one EXIT more:
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Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

identified as data group.  
Table 43 :  Measurement Rule 03 

This rule allows identifying one EXIT movement as is shown in the Illustration 

Illustration 69 : Identifying EXITs (Rule MeR-03) 

“Goods Delivered” is the only event that is not uses like an input event for a function. 
The data group affected is “Outgoing Goods”. So the table has to be updated:

E X R W 
1    
1    
 1   

Illustration 70 : Updating the partial count table II 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Semi 

Accept as an EXIT each output event that 
have an information object with a status 
which shows that the element has come out 
from the system as for example “is sent”, 
“to be returned”, “delivered”, etc. 

Table 44 :  Measurement Rule 04 

With this rule is possible to identify one EXIT more: 

Illustration 71 : Identifying EXITs (Rule MeR-04) 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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Section 

This rule allows identifying one EXIT movement as is shown in the Illustration 68: 

 

“Goods Delivered” is the only event that is not uses like an input event for a function. 
The data group affected is “Outgoing Goods”. So the table has to be updated: 

Total 
 
 
 

Section 

Section 6.4.2.b. ii) 
(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements II)  
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The result of the function “Deliver Invoice” is that the “Invoice” has been delivered to the 
costumer, so it is sure that the information is crossing the boundary and one EXIT has to 
be identified. 
 
Also “Goods Delivered” should be marked with 1EXIT, but this movement was counted 
with the previous rule. 
 
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 

Illustration 

 
7.1.6.3 Identifying READs 
 
There are two possible rules to identify READ movements: MeR
 
The next rule MeR-05 will be analyzed function by function because of the entire 
candidate READ movements have to be identified in the functions.

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-05 Read Yes

 
 

- “Process Customer Order”
 
In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock”, “Article”, 
“Customer Data” and “Sales Orders” is read. It is possible to see in the illustration 
72. 

Illustration 73 

 
 So 1READ per data group has to be counted:
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
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The result of the function “Deliver Invoice” is that the “Invoice” has been delivered to the 
costumer, so it is sure that the information is crossing the boundary and one EXIT has to 

Also “Goods Delivered” should be marked with 1EXIT, but this movement was counted 

E X R W 
1    
1    
 1   
 1   

Illustration 72 : Updating the partial count table III 

 

There are two possible rules to identify READ movements: MeR-05 and MeR

05 will be analyzed function by function because of the entire 
candidate READ movements have to be identified in the functions. 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 
Accept each information object that 
is read for a function as a READ 
movement. 

Section 6.4.2.c. i) 
(Identifying the READ data 
movements I) 

Table 45 :  Measurement Rule 05 

“Process Customer Order” 

In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock”, “Article”, 
“Customer Data” and “Sales Orders” is read. It is possible to see in the illustration 

: Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Process Customer Order”

So 1READ per data group has to be counted: 

E X R W 
1    
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The result of the function “Deliver Invoice” is that the “Invoice” has been delivered to the 
costumer, so it is sure that the information is crossing the boundary and one EXIT has to 

Also “Goods Delivered” should be marked with 1EXIT, but this movement was counted 

Total 
 
 
 
 

05 and MeR-06. 

05 will be analyzed function by function because of the entire 

Section 
Section 6.4.2.c. i) 
(Identifying the READ data 
movements I)  

In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock”, “Article”, 
“Customer Data” and “Sales Orders” is read. It is possible to see in the illustration 

 
“Process Customer Order” 

Total 
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Data group 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 

 
- “Issue Goods” 

 
In this function (represented in the Illustration 7
entities “Stock” and “Outgoing Goods” has to be read for carrying out the task. 
 

Illustration 

 
1READ should be identified per Data 
“Outgoing Goods”. The reason is that the next rule (MeR
1READ more for “Stock” would be duplicate movement.
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-08 Duplicate -

 
Updating the counting table the provisional count is the next:

 
Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 
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E X R W 
1    
 1   
 1   
  1  
  1  
  1  
  1  

Illustration 74 : Updating the partial count table IV 

epresented in the Illustration 74) at least one attribute of the next 
entities “Stock” and “Outgoing Goods” has to be read for carrying out the task. 

Illustration 75 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Issue Goods” 

1READ should be identified per Data group, but only 1READ will be counted for 
“Outgoing Goods”. The reason is that the next rule (MeR-08) establishes that 
1READ more for “Stock” would be duplicate movement. 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

- 

If the same kind of data movement affects 
more than one time to the same data group 
in the same functional process, just 1CFP 
has to be identified for that data 
movement. 

Table 46 :  Measurement Rule 08 

Updating the counting table the provisional count is the next: 

E X R W 
1    
1    
 1 1  
 1   
  1  
  1  
  1  
  1  

Illustration 76 : Updating the partial count table V 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4) at least one attribute of the next 
entities “Stock” and “Outgoing Goods” has to be read for carrying out the task.  

 

group, but only 1READ will be counted for 
08) establishes that 

Section 
Section 6.4.3.a 
(Identifying the 
duplicate data 
movements)  

Total 
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- “Create Invoice” 
 
In this function (Illustration 
READ movement: “Customer Data”, “Sales Orders” and “Outgoing Goods”.
  

Illustration 

 
Any READ has to be annotated for the rule MeR
duplicate movements.
 

- “Deliver Invoice” 
 
This function read the “Invoice” object to prepare the delivering. 
illustration (77) the “Invoice” data group is marked by the red ellipse. 
 

Illustration 

Like there is not any READ movement for “Invoice” one READ has to be 
identified and updated in the counting table.

 
Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 
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In this function (Illustration 76) the following data groups are affected with a 
READ movement: “Customer Data”, “Sales Orders” and “Outgoing Goods”.

 
Illustration 77 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Create Invoice” 

Any READ has to be annotated for the rule MeR-08, becau
duplicate movements. 

This function read the “Invoice” object to prepare the delivering. 
7) the “Invoice” data group is marked by the red ellipse. 

 
Illustration 78 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Deliver Invoice” 

 
Like there is not any READ movement for “Invoice” one READ has to be 
identified and updated in the counting table. 

E X R W 
1    
1    
 1 1  
 1 1  
  1  
  1  
  1  
  1  

Illustration 79 : Updating the partial count table VI 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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groups are affected with a 
READ movement: “Customer Data”, “Sales Orders” and “Outgoing Goods”. 

08, because of would be 

This function read the “Invoice” object to prepare the delivering. In the following 
7) the “Invoice” data group is marked by the red ellipse.  

Like there is not any READ movement for “Invoice” one READ has to be 

Total 
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- “Process Incoming Payments”

 
This function (Illustration 7
payment. 

Illustration 80 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR

1READ for invoice should be identified but according to the rule MeR
would be a duplicate movement.

- “Deliver Goods” 
 
This function (Illustration 8
not reading or writing any information object.
 

Illustration 

 
 
The next rule MeR-06 identifies READs in the preconditions.
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-06 Read Yes

 
This rule can be applied once in the present business process 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 
Payments” creates a precondition where three conditions have to be evaluated (one per 
event). This conditions are if the “Payments have been received”
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“Process Incoming Payments” 

This function (Illustration 79) reads the “Invoice” object to process the incoming 

 
: Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Process Incoming Payments”

 
1READ for invoice should be identified but according to the rule MeR

icate movement. 
 

function (Illustration 80) does not have to read nor write any data, because is 
not reading or writing any information object. 

 
Illustration 81 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-05) “Deliver Goods” 

06 identifies READs in the preconditions. 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Table 47 :  Measurement Rule 06 

This rule can be applied once in the present business process because there is one 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 
Payments” creates a precondition where three conditions have to be evaluated (one per 
event). This conditions are if the “Payments have been received”, if the “Goods have 
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“Invoice” object to process the incoming 

05) “Process Incoming Payments” 

1READ for invoice should be identified but according to the rule MeR-08 this 

0) does not have to read nor write any data, because is 

Section 
Section 6.4.2.c. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

because there is one 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 
Payments” creates a precondition where three conditions have to be evaluated (one per 

, if the “Goods have 
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been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 
“Payments”, “Outgoing goods” and “
 

 
Illustration 

 
According to the rule 3READs should be identified, but for the duplicate rule MeR
“Outgoings Goods” and “Invoice” have been already marked with one READ, so just one 
READ for the data group of “Payment” is going to be added to the Counting Table
 
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 

 
7.1.6.4 Identifying WRITEs
 
There is one rule to identify WRITE movements: MeR
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-07 Write Yes

It will be analyzed all that functions which have to write
have candidates for WRITE data movements.
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been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 
“Payments”, “Outgoing goods” and “Invoice”. See the illustration 81: 

Illustration 82 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-06) 

According to the rule 3READs should be identified, but for the duplicate rule MeR
“Outgoings Goods” and “Invoice” have been already marked with one READ, so just one 
READ for the data group of “Payment” is going to be added to the Counting Table

E X R W 
1    
1  1  
 1 1  
 1 1  
  1  
  1  
  1  
  1  

Illustration 83 : Updating the partial count table VII 

Identifying WRITEs 

There is one rule to identify WRITE movements: MeR-07. 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 
Accept each information object that is 
written for a function as a WRITE 
movement. 

Table 48 :  Measurement Rule 07 

It will be analyzed all that functions which have to write information and therefore will 
have candidates for WRITE data movements. 
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been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 

 

According to the rule 3READs should be identified, but for the duplicate rule MeR-08 
“Outgoings Goods” and “Invoice” have been already marked with one READ, so just one 
READ for the data group of “Payment” is going to be added to the Counting Table. 

Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 
Section 6.4.2.d 
(Identifying the 
WRITE data 
movements)  

information and therefore will 
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- “Process Customer Order”
 
This function (represented in the illustration below) when finishes of processing 
the Customer Order has to UPDATE the information of the “Customer Data” 
“Sales Orders”.  

 

Illustration 84 : Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR

 
So in this case 2WRITEs have to be identified, one for “Customer Data” and one 
for “Sales Orders”. 
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 

 
- “Issue Goods” 

 
In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock” and “Outgoing 
Goods” has to be written for carrying out the task. See the illustration below.
  

Illustration 

 
1WRITE should be identified per Data group; 1WRITE will be counted for 
“Outgoing Goods” and another 1WRITE per “Stock”.
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“Process Customer Order” 

This function (represented in the illustration below) when finishes of processing 
the Customer Order has to UPDATE the information of the “Customer Data” 

 
: Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR -07) “Process Customer Order”

So in this case 2WRITEs have to be identified, one for “Customer Data” and one 
 

E X R W 
1    
1  1  
 1 1  
 1 1  
  1  
  1  
  1 1 
  1 1 

Illustration 85 : Updating the partial count table VIII 

In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock” and “Outgoing 
Goods” has to be written for carrying out the task. See the illustration below.

Illustration 86 : Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR-07) “Issue Goods” 

1WRITE should be identified per Data group; 1WRITE will be counted for 
“Outgoing Goods” and another 1WRITE per “Stock”. 

Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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This function (represented in the illustration below) when finishes of processing 
the Customer Order has to UPDATE the information of the “Customer Data” and 

07) “Process Customer Order” 

So in this case 2WRITEs have to be identified, one for “Customer Data” and one 

Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In this function at least one attribute of the next entities “Stock” and “Outgoing 
Goods” has to be written for carrying out the task. See the illustration below. 

 

1WRITE should be identified per Data group; 1WRITE will be counted for 
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Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 

 
- “Create Invoice” 

 
In this function (Illustration 8
“Invoice”, the “Invoice” has to be created in the database.

 

Illustration 

1WRITE has to be annotated for the “Invoice” data group:
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 

Illustration 
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E X R W 
1    
1  1  
 1 1 1 
 1 1  
  1 1 
  1  
  1 1 
  1 1 

Illustration 87 : Updating the partial count table IX 

In this function (Illustration 87) after processing the information to create the 
“Invoice”, the “Invoice” has to be created in the database. 

 
Illustration 88 : Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR-07) “Create Invoice” 

 
1WRITE has to be annotated for the “Invoice” data group: 

E X R W 
1    
1  1  
 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 
  1 1 
  1  
  1 1 
  1 1 

Illustration 89 : Updating the partial count table X 
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Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7) after processing the information to create the 

Total 
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- “Process Incoming Payments”
 
This function (Illustration 8
object has to update the “Accounts” entity.

Illustration 90 : Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR

1WRITE has to be annotated for the “Accounts” data group:
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Outgoings goods 
Invoice 
Stock 
Article 
Customer Data 
Sales Orders 
Accounts 

Illustration 

 

7.1.7 Establishing the total size for the functional process

In this step the total size for each data group and for each data movement has to be 
updated. 

 
The next rule establishes how to determinate the size of an eEPC diagram.
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeFR-01 - Yes

 
Like each data movement is sized 
this business process is 17CFP (Cosmic Function Point).

 
Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
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Payments” 

This function (Illustration 89) after reading the information of the “Invoice” 
object has to update the “Accounts” entity. 

 
: Identifying WRITEs I (Rule MeR -07) “Process Incoming Payments”

 
has to be annotated for the “Accounts” data group: 

E X R W 
1    
1  1  
 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 
  1 1 
  1  
  1 1 
  1 1 
   1 

Illustration 91 : Updating the partial count table XI 

Establishing the total size for the functional process 

In this step the total size for each data group and for each data movement has to be 

The next rule establishes how to determinate the size of an eEPC diagram.

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 

The functional size of a business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram is equal 
to the sum of all data movements 
identified. 

Table 49 :  Measurement Count Function Rule 01 

Like each data movement is sized with 1CFP (Cosmic Function Point) the total size for 
this business process is 17CFP (Cosmic Function Point). 

E X R W 
1    
1  1  
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9) after reading the information of the “Invoice” 

07) “Process Incoming Payments” 

Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In this step the total size for each data group and for each data movement has to be 

The next rule establishes how to determinate the size of an eEPC diagram. 

Section 
Section 6.4.4.a.i) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
functional process) 

with 1CFP (Cosmic Function Point) the total size for 

Total 
1 
2 
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Data group E X R W Total 
Outgoings goods  1 1 1 3 
Invoice  1 1 1 3 
Stock   1 1 2 
Article   1  1 
Customer Data   1 1 2 
Sales Orders   1 1 2 
Accounts    1 1 
TOTAL 2 2 7 6 17 

Illustration 92 : Final partial count table for each the “Customer Order of Goods” 

 

7.1.8 Adding the size value of the eEPC to the “counting table of total size”. 

Functional process E X R W Total 
Customer Registration Scenario 

Business Process 1      
Business Process 2      
Sub-Business Process 2.A      
Sub-Business Process 2.B      

Customer Order Scenario 
Customer order goods 2 2 7 6 17 
Total       

Illustration 93 : Updating the count table for the total size I 

7.1.9 Calculating the total of the SIZE for the element to be measured 

The next rules are used to determine the size after the measurement phase. 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeFR-01 - Yes 

The functional size of a business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram is equal 
to the sum of all data movements 
identified. 

Section 6.4.4.a.i) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
functional process) 

MeFR-02 - Yes 
The functional size of a base business 
scenario is equal to the sum of the business 
process that makes up it. 

Section 6.4.4.a.ii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
business scenario ) 

MeFR-03 - Yes 

The functional size of a main business 
process extended by another secondary 
business processes is equal to the sum of 
the size of these sub-business processes 
plus of the size of the main business 
process. 

Section 6.4.4.a.iii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a main 
business process) 

MeFR-04 - Yes 
The functional size of a software layer is 
equal to the sum of the functional sizes of 
all the Business Scenarios. 

Section 6.4.4.b) 
Aggregation function 
in the software layer 

Table 50 :  Measurement Count Function Rules 
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On the other hand, just to remember the scope of our measurement (Illustration 93): 
 

 
Illustration 94 : Scope of the measurement 

 
Let’s assuming that having the next functional processes with the next values: 

 
Functional process E X R W Total 

Customer Registration Scenario 
Business Process 1 1 1 3 3 8 
Business Process 2 1 1 3 3 8 
Sub-Business Process 2.A 1 0 2 2 5 
Sub-Business Process 2.B 1 0 2 2 5 

Customer Order Scenario 
Customer order goods 2 2 7 6 17 
Total  6 4 17 16 43 

Illustration 95 : Updating the count table for the total size II 

 
For the rule MeFR-03 the total size of the business process 2 would be the sum of the 
Main Business Process 2 plus the size of the Sub-Business Process 2.A. and 2.B. so the 
total would be 18 CFP. 

 
Regarding the total size for this scenario Customer Registration, for the rule MeFR-02 
(The functional size of a base business scenario is equal to the sum of the business process that makes up 

it) the total size would be the sum of the values of Business Process 1 and Business 
Process 2. This is 26 CFP. 
 
Now updating the counting table for the total will stay in this way: 
 
Functional process E X R W Total 

Customer Registration Scenario 
Business Process 1 1 1 3 3 10 
Business Process 2 1 1 3 3 10 
Sub-Business Process 2.A 1 0 2 2 5 
Sub-Business Process 2.B 1 0 2 2 5 

Total  4 2 10 10 26 
Table 51 : Total size for Customer Registration Scenario 
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In this point is important to remember that if in the Business Process 1 also uses for 
example Sub-Business Process 2.A. like it has been represented in the illustration below: 

 
Illustration 96 : Alternative in the scope of the measurement 

 
 
This business process (2.A) should be counted only one time for the next rule: 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-09 Duplicate - 

If a business scenario has different process 
paths, the business diagram that 
represents them, it has to be counted one 
time, independently that appears several 
times in the same layer.   

Section 6.4.3.b 
(Duplicate 
occurrences for the 
process paths)  

Table 52 :  Measurement Rule 09 (duplicate) 

 
Without this rule the business process 1 would have 13 CFP and the total for the first 
business scenario would be 31 CFP. 

7.1.10 Calculate the total of the SIZE. 

According to the rule MeFR-04 (The functional size of a software layer is equal to the sum of the 

functional sizes of all the Business Scenarios.) like there is only one layer and all the business 
scenarios are in the same layer the total size for the scope in our example would be the 
sum of the size of the “Customer Registration Scenario” plus the “Customer Order 
Goods”: 26 CFP + 17 CFP = 43 CFP. 
 
This is equivalent to day that the total size of an ERP package or a component is the sum 
of the sizes of all its extended EPC diagrams. 
 
Functional process E X R W Total 

Customer Registration Scenario 
Business Process 1 1 1 3 3 8 
Business Process 2 1 1 3 3 8 
Sub-Business 
Process 2.A 

1 0 2 2 5 

3rd level (Sub-
Business Process 
that come from a 

process path)

2nd level (Business 
Process)

1st level (Business 
Scenario)

Customer 
Registration

Business 
Process 1

Sub-Business 
Process 2.A

Business 
Process 2

Sub-Business 
Process 2.A

Sub-Business 
Process 2.B
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Sub-Business 
Process 2.B 

1 0 2 2 5 

Total  of Scenario 4 2 10 10 26 
Customer Order Scenario 

Customer order 
goods 

2 2 7 6 17 

Total  of Scenario 2 2 7 6 17 
Total  Size (CFP) 6 4 17 16 43 

Illustration 97 : Total size for the Scope of the measurement 
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7.2 Application of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal to a business process 
represented by the eEPC without the data model 

 
Now the difference would be that less data groups could be identified. If in the full 
example we had the next data groups: 
 

- Stock  
- Article 
- Customer Data 
- Sales Orders 
- Outgoing Goods 
- Invoice  
- Accounts 
- Customer order 
- Invoicing request 
- Delivering request 
- Payment 

 
Now the last four items in the previous bullet list could not be identified as data groups 
because it would not be possible to assure that they are data groups. 
 

Data group E X R W Total 
Costumer order 1    1 
Payment 1  1  2 
Outgoings goods  1 1 1 3 
Invoice  1 1 1 3 
Stock   1 1 2 
Article   1  1 
Customer Data   1 1 2 
Sales Orders   1 1 2 
Accounts    1 1 
TOTAL (CFP) 2 2 7 6 17 

Illustration 98 : Total size for the business process example (with Data model and with the eEPC diagram) 

 
The count would be the same but without these data groups and it would be 14 CFP.  
 

Data group E X R W Total 
Outgoings goods  1 1 1 3 
Invoice  1 1 1 3 
Stock   1 1 2 
Article   1  1 
Customer Data   1 1 2 
Sales Orders   1 1 2 
Accounts    1 1 
TOTAL (CFP) 0 2 6 6 14 

Illustration 99 : Total size for the business process example (without the Data model and with the eEPC diagram) 
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7.3 Application of the EPC-COSMIC method to a business process 
represented by the regular EPC without the data model 

 
In this example and without the extended diagrams or the data model we have to use the 
rules listed in the Summary of the extra rules for the regular EPC diagram (Section 6.7.5). 
Only 4 rules are different but they affect in a sensitive way to the final result. 

7.3.1 The business process diagram 

Now the diagram jus has functions and events, and it is represented in the next 
illustration: 
 

 
Illustration 100 : Customer Order process represented by the regular EPC (non-extended) 
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7.3.2 Applying the mapping rules 

7.3.2.1 Identifying the functional users and boundary 
 
Now it is not possible the identification of the functional users nor the boundary is the 
entire diagram. 
 
7.3.2.2 Identifying the data groups 
 
Now the data groups have to be identified with the next rule: 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MaR-X4 Data group 
- EPC � not 
- EPC + data 
model�yes 

Accept each information object that 
appears in an event or a function as a 
data group 

 Section 7.7.2 
(Identifying 
EXTRA-Data 
groups) 

Table 53 :  Extra Mapping Rule X4 (Data groups) 

 
The data groups are: 
 

- Customer order 
- Invoicing request 
- Delivering request 
- Payment 
- Goods 
- Invoice 
- Accounts 

 
The identification has been made it following the recommendations in the Section 6.7.2 
(Identifying EXTRA-Data groups). 
 

7.3.3 Applying the measurement rules 

7.3.3.1 ENTRYs and EXITs 
 
To identify the ENTRYs and EXITs the rules are the same, so the previous data 
movements are valid for this count. 
 

Data group E X R W Total 
Costumer order 1     
Payment 1     
Goods  1    
Invoice  1    

Illustration 101 : Count table for the business process example (non-extended EPC) 
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7.3.3.2 READs and WRITES 
 
In order to establish the READs the next rule should be applied: 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-X5 Read Semi 
Accept each function considered which 
“READER of Information” as a READ 
movement. 

Section 6.7.3.a) 
(Identifying the 
EXTRA-READ data 
movements I)  

Table 54 :  Extra Mapping Rule X5 (READs) 

 
The “READER” functions are those whose main verb or action is described as “check”, 
“analyze”, “inspect”, “determine”, “calculate”, etc. The most probably is that the 
information has to be read from the database. 
 
In order to establish the WRITEs the next rule should be applied: 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

MeR-X7 Write Semi 
Accept each function considered which 
“WRITER of Information” as a WRITE 
movement. 

Section 6.7.3.b) 
(Identifying the 
EXTRA-WRITE 
data movements I)  

Table 55 :  Extra Mapping Rule X5 (WRITEs) 

 
“Writers” functions will be all of them what update, delete or create data in the persistent 
storage. They can often be identified by the verb which describes them. If we have verbs 
as “update”, “create”, “purchase”, “assign”, “receive”, etc. the most probably is that 
information will be storage in the database.  
 
The functions are the next: 
 

- “Process customer order”. It is sure that the function has to read information so 
1READ is going to be identified for “Customer order”. 

- “Issue goods”. The goods are packaged in this function after receiving an order 
for request the packages so we consider that the function has to read information. 
1READ for “Goods” 

- “Create invoice”. The function is considered that have to write information in the 
data base, so 1WRITE has to be counted for “Invoice”. 

- “Deliver invoice”. The function has to read data to deliver the invoice, so 1READ 
has to be identified for “Invoice”. 

- “Process incoming payments”. It is sure that the function has to READ 
information to process the “payments”, so 1READ for payment has to be counted. 

- “Deliver goods”. 1READ has to be counted for “Goods” because the function has 
to read information of this object to deliver the goods. 
 

The duplicate rule MeR-08 about the data movements duplicated has to be applied also in 
this case. 
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Updating the counting table the size would be the next:
 

Data group 
Costumer order 
Payment 
Goods 
Invoice 
Invoicing request 
Delivering request 
Accounts 

Illustration 102 : Updating the count table for the business process example (non

 
The rule MeR-06 (For Precondition) also is applying to this diagram:
 

Number Concept Automatic

MeR-06 Read Yes

 
This rule can be applied once in the present business process because there is one 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 
Payments” creates a preconditio
event). This conditions are if the “Payments have been received”, if the “Goods have 
been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 
“Payments”, “Goods” and 
way. 
 

Illustration 

 
According to the rule 3READs should be identified: “Goods”, “Payment” and “Invoice”.
But for the duplicate rule MeR
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Updating the counting table the size would be the next: 

E X R W 
1  1  
1  1  
 1 1  
 1 1 1 
    
    
    

: Updating the count table for the business process example (non-extended EPC) I

06 (For Precondition) also is applying to this diagram: 

Rule and principle description 
Automatic Rule description 

Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Table 56 :  Measurement Rule 06 

This rule can be applied once in the present business process because there is one 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 
Payments” creates a precondition where three conditions have to be evaluated (one per 
event). This conditions are if the “Payments have been received”, if the “Goods have 
been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 
“Payments”, “Goods” and “Invoice”. In the illustration below we can see in a graphical 

Illustration 103 : Identifying READs I (Rule MeR-06) in the regular EPC 

According to the rule 3READs should be identified: “Goods”, “Payment” and “Invoice”.
t for the duplicate rule MeR-08 none READ movement has to be counted.
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Total 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

extended EPC) I 

Section 
Section 6.4.2.c. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

This rule can be applied once in the present business process because there is one 
precondition. The “AND” logical connector previous to the function “Process Incoming 

n where three conditions have to be evaluated (one per 
event). This conditions are if the “Payments have been received”, if the “Goods have 
been packaged” and if the “Invoice have been delivered”. The data groups affected are 

we can see in a graphical 

 

According to the rule 3READs should be identified: “Goods”, “Payment” and “Invoice”. 
08 none READ movement has to be counted. 
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Data group E X R W Total 
Costumer order 1  1   
Payment 1  1   
Goods  1 1   
Invoice  1 1 1  
Invoicing request      
Delivering request      
Accounts      

Illustration 104 : Updating the count table for the business process example (non-extended EPC) II 

 
 
7.3.3.3 Total size 
 

Data group E X R W Total 
Costumer order 1  1  2 
Payment 1  1  2 
Goods  1 1  2 
Invoice  1 1 1 3 
Invoicing request      
Delivering request      
Accounts 2 2 4 1 9 

Illustration 105 : Total size for the business process example (non-extended EPC) 

 
9 CFP would be the result for the total size of the business process represented in a 
regular EPC. 

7.3.4 Applying the measurement function rules 

The rules of this phase and the way to apply them are exactly the same and following the 
same process than in the main example with the full eEPC-COSMIC proposal (see 
section 7.1.10). 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Research is what I'm doing when I don't know what I'm doing 

Werner von Braun (1912 – 1977), German rocket physicist and astronautics engineer 
 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 8 

Perceptions-based evaluation of the eEPC-

COSMIC proposal  
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8.  Perceptions-based Evaluation of the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal  

 
Research is what I'm doing when I don't know what I'm doing. Werner von Braun 
considered one of the leading figures in the development of rocket technology in 
Germany and the United States, left this quote for all researchers. It is a simple sentence, 
but suitable for all kind of research work and also for this thesis, because of when an 
investigative procedure is carried out, we do not have the certainly that our steps and our 
work is good. It is in this chapter when all the previous research can be assessment in a 
rigorous way and to reverse the quote in “Research is what I’m doing when I know what 
I’m doing”.  
 
The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the eEPC-COSMIC proposal using a perception-
based evaluation carried out by expert certified in the FSM methods. Because the group 
of evaluators are experts, this evaluation procedure will give to the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal an important foundation to know if our newly proposed method is easy to use, 
useful and if it could be used in the ERP context. To evaluate this features, a theoretical 
method will be used, the Method Adoption Model (MAM) created by Moody (2001) [17]. 
 
This chapter explains the validation process (Section 8.1). This section is divided in two 
sub-sections, the first 8.1.1 explains the evaluation procedure, the second 8.1.2 presents 
the evaluation form and 8.1.3 describes the design of the MAM. Then, Section 8.2 
reflects on expert reviewers’ considerations and shows the application of the MAM, 
analyzing the results. Section 8.3 summarizes the conclusions of the perception-based 
evaluation and presents some suggestions about how to improve the proposed approach.  
 
8.1 How the evaluation will be carried out?  

 
To evaluate the newly proposed technique, the author will use an asynchronous online 
focus group [102] of experts and an evaluation method to study the experts’ perceptions 
created by Moody (2001) [17]. 

8.1.1 The evaluation procedure 

This sub-section explains the components of our plan to carry out the perceptions-based 
evaluation are? 
 
8.1.1.1 Online Focus group 
 
With the increase of the online resources, focus groups have emerged as a popular 
technique for gathering data of a qualitative nature.  Focus group research involves 
organized discussion with a selected group of individuals to gain information about their 
views and experiences of a topic. This method is particularly useful when there are power 
differences between participants, when the everyday use of language and culture of 
particular groups is of interest, and when one wants to explore the degree of consensus on 
a given topic [102]. 
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8.1.1.2 Introduction to the Method Adoption Model (MAM)
 
Firstly, we introduce the Method Evaluation Model (MEM) 
Method Adoption Model (MAM). MEM is a theoretical model proposed by Moody in 
2001 for evaluating IS design methods. Moody states that: 
process should not be to demonstrate that the method is “correct” but that it is rational
practice to adopt the method based on its “pragmatic success”. 
combines Rescher’s Theory of Pragmatic Justification 
methodological knowledge, and the MAM based on the Davis’s Technology Acceptanc
Model [104], a widely used theoretical and perception
the acceptation of the Information Technology by a user in base a set of constructs.  
 
The principles of MEM are: 
interesting side for our perception study. The core of the MEM (see illustration 1
called MAM, the Method Adoption Model (MAM) that consists of the same perception
based constructs as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
evaluating and adopting the methods. These constructs a
 

- Perceived Ease of Use: 
particular method would be free of effort.

- Perceived Usefulness: 
method will be effective in achieving its intended objec

- Intention to Use: the extent to which a person intends to use a particular method.
 
 

 
Illustration 

 
The model recognizes that the perceptions of efficiency (ease of use) and effectiveness 
(usefulness) of a method play an important role to the previous
adopted into the practice depending on the intention of use.
 
8.1.1.3 The Discussion topic
 
The topic is the validation of the eEPC
ISO/IEC 19761 version 3.0.
size counting method presented 
rules, and 7, example and case of study of the approach. Thus, the set of the defined rules 
that represent the concepts of the meta
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Introduction to the Method Adoption Model (MAM) 

Firstly, we introduce the Method Evaluation Model (MEM) [17] which includes to the 
del (MAM). MEM is a theoretical model proposed by Moody in 

2001 for evaluating IS design methods. Moody states that: The objective of a validation 
process should not be to demonstrate that the method is “correct” but that it is rational

he method based on its “pragmatic success”. For this reason, i
combines Rescher’s Theory of Pragmatic Justification [103], a theory for validating 
methodological knowledge, and the MAM based on the Davis’s Technology Acceptanc

, a widely used theoretical and perception-based model to explain and predict 
the acceptation of the Information Technology by a user in base a set of constructs.  

The principles of MEM are: actual performance and likely adoption in practice
interesting side for our perception study. The core of the MEM (see illustration 1
called MAM, the Method Adoption Model (MAM) that consists of the same perception
based constructs as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [104], but now adapted for 
evaluating and adopting the methods. These constructs are: 

Perceived Ease of Use: the degree to which a person believes that using a 
particular method would be free of effort. 
Perceived Usefulness: the degree to which a person believes that a particular 
method will be effective in achieving its intended objectives. 

the extent to which a person intends to use a particular method.

Illustration 106 : Method Adoption Model (MAM) [17] 

recognizes that the perceptions of efficiency (ease of use) and effectiveness 
(usefulness) of a method play an important role to the previous-mentioned method will be 
adopted into the practice depending on the intention of use. 

The Discussion topic 

opic is the validation of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal according to the COSMIC 
ISO/IEC 19761 version 3.0.[105]. The eEPC-COSMIC proposal is an 
size counting method presented in Chapters 6, explanation of the method and counting 
rules, and 7, example and case of study of the approach. Thus, the set of the defined rules 
that represent the concepts of the meta-model COSMIC version 3.0 in the respective 

Perceived

Ease of 

Use

Intention 

to

Use

Perceived

Usefulness

Perceptions 

Intentions 

based Evaluation of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
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which includes to the 
del (MAM). MEM is a theoretical model proposed by Moody in 

The objective of a validation 
process should not be to demonstrate that the method is “correct” but that it is rational 

For this reason, it 
, a theory for validating 

methodological knowledge, and the MAM based on the Davis’s Technology Acceptance 
based model to explain and predict 

the acceptation of the Information Technology by a user in base a set of constructs.   

likely adoption in practice that is the 
interesting side for our perception study. The core of the MEM (see illustration 105) are 
called MAM, the Method Adoption Model (MAM) that consists of the same perception-

, but now adapted for 

the degree to which a person believes that using a 

the degree to which a person believes that a particular 

the extent to which a person intends to use a particular method. 

 

recognizes that the perceptions of efficiency (ease of use) and effectiveness 
mentioned method will be 

COSMIC proposal according to the COSMIC - 
COSMIC proposal is an ERP functional 

on of the method and counting 
rules, and 7, example and case of study of the approach. Thus, the set of the defined rules 

model COSMIC version 3.0 in the respective 
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principles of the functional requirements of SAP will be assessed regarding their quality 
of complete. 
 
8.1.1.4 Group Composition 
 
The focus group is composed by experts certified in the ISO FSM standards. The focus 
group is international and consists of four experts (two from Spain, one from Canada and 
one from Italy). The first three are COSMIC Entry Level Certificate Holders [106] and 
the third is IFPUG CSMS (Certified Software Measurement Specialist) [107] and also 
expert in the COSMIC method. 
 
The experts certified are the next: 

Evaluator Expert Background 

1 
Luigi Buglione 

(Italy) 

Atos Origin consultant who created PSU [108] and IFPUG 
CSMS (Certified Software Measurement Specialist) 
certification, Level 3 (Consultant).  
He has several articles and collaborations in COSMIC 
proposals. 
The personal web of Luigi Buglione is in [109]. 

2 
Nelly  

Condori-Fernandez 
(Spain) 

Research Fellow at Universidad Politécnica de Valencia.  
COSMIC Certificate Holders since Nov. 2006, COSMIC 
V2.2. 
She has several COSMIC proposals for the Conceptual 
Models and Object-Oriented Systems. 
Nelly’s publications are listed in[110]. 

3 
Juan R.  

Cuadrado-Roura 
(Spain) 

Professor at University of Alcala de Henares (Madrid). 
COSMIC Certificate Holders since Feb. 2009, COSMIC 
V3.0. 
Juan’s homepage at the university is given in [111]. 

4 
Olga Ormandjieva 

(Canada) 

Associate Professor at Concordia University of Canada. 
She is a COSMIC Certificate Holder since Jul. 2006, 
COSMIC V2.2. Olga’s homepage at the university is in 
[112] 

Table 57 : Expert Group 

 
 
8.1.1.5 Inputs to the assessment process  
 
The following information has been given to the members of focus group: 
 

- A guide with the rules of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal (see Appendix A).  
- Chapter 6 of this thesis, which includes the guide of the rules and describes the 

adaptation of the COSCMIC method version 3.0 to the Business Blueprint 
including all the eEPC-COSMIC rules, explained one by one and their reasoning. 

- Chapter 7 of this thesis, which presents a case of study where the method is 
applied and where are the rules are explained with examples.  
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8.1.1.6 Process of evaluation 
 
The eEPC-COSMIC proposal and the evaluating form are delivered to each of the experts 
where they can collect their observations and opinions. The expert group will check the 
performance and acceptance of the newly proposed eEPC-COSMIC according to the 
principles of COSMIC - ISO/IEC 19761 version 3.0.[105]. For this they will use a 
questionnaire (see section 8.1.2.3), after receiving the answers, we adapt the constructs of 
the MAM to the evaluation form. Our evaluation model for the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
provides a range of perception-based variables, including efficiency, perceived ease of 
use, perceived usefulness and intention to use.  
 

8.1.2 Design of the method (The evaluation form) 

8.1.2.1 Selection of the variables 
 
As mentioned earlier, the collection of the perceptions and intentions of the reviewers is 
carried out using a questionnaire form. This form includes a list of 15 questions about the 
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and intention to use. Consequently, the 
perception-based variables (latent variables) are perceived ease of use, perceived 
usefulness and intention to use, that are quantified through points in a value scale from 1 
to 5. 
 
8.1.2.2 Factors defined 
 
In a second step, we identify the factors defined as the features that affect the latent 
variables. A value that affects the perception-based variables is the procedure of 
measurement that is used by the individuals to carry out the measurements. The 
procedure of measurement is the eEPC-COSMIC proposal. 
 
8.1.2.3 Evaluating instrument to use 
 
As experimental instrument, our questionnaire was adapted from [113] to evaluate the 
“perception-based variables” identified. This questionnaire includes a list of 15 questions 
(see Appendix B) of the type closed-valued. The questions correspond to the fundaments 
of the COSMIC method to facilitate the process of the assessment conformity. The set of 
value used was the Likert scale of 5 points. There is one question per row, with the 
format “Negative-Positive”, in the right hand are the negative affirmations for the eEPC-
COSMIC proposal and in the right hand the positive. . In the middle of the two questions, 
it is the set of values from 1 to 5.  1 means the low mark for the validation of the method 
and 5 the maximum. The questions were situated at random to avoid monotonous answer 
by the experts.  
 
An example can be observed with the following question: 
 

Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 
The eEPC-COSMIC proposal is 
incomplete. 

O O O O O 
The eEPC-COSMIC proposal is 
complete. 

Illustration 107 : Example of question in the validation form 
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If the value was 1, it means that the method is incomplete. If the value was 5, the method 
would be complete. 3 it would be in the middle, and 2 it is closer to the left affirmation 
and 4 that the method is not complete, but almost. 
  
8.1.2.4 Determining which questions represent what variables 
 
The questions have to be put in order according to the perceptions-based variables. 
 
- Perceived ease of use 

 This variable was evaluated with the next 5 questions: 
Question  Positive Affirmation 

1 
The process in order to apply the measurement procedure is SIMPLE and 
EASY to follow. 

2 
I think that this procedure would DECREASE the required TIME to 
measure the functional size of the ERPs. 

3 In general, the procedure is EASY to USE. 

4 
The measuring RULES of the method are CLEAR and EASY to 
understand. 

6 The measuring proceeding is EASY to LEARN. 

9 
I find EASY to APPLY the measurement procedure for the CASE of 
STUDY. 

12 
The use of this procedure would IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional size of the ERP applications. 

14 I think that it would be EASY to be skilful using this method.  
Illustration 108 : Questions to evaluate the “Perceived ease of use” 

 
- Perceived usefulness 

 This variable was evaluated with the next 5 questions: 
Question  Positive Affirmation 

5 In general, the method is USEFUL. 

8 
I think that the method would IMPROVE the ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP context. 

11 
In general, I think that the method provided an EFFECTIVE way to 
measure the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

Illustration 109 : Questions to evaluate the “Perceived usefulness” 

- Intention of use 
 This variable was evaluated with the next 5 questions: 
 
Question  Positive Affirmation 

7 
I WOULD USE this method if I have to measure the functional size of the 
specifications of the requirements in the FUTURE. 

10 
If I were the responsible for an ERP project, I would USE this measuring 
procedure to support the MANAGEMENT of the PROJECT. 

13 
If my company needed some measuring method for the functional size, I 
would SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-COSMIC. 

15 I have INTENTION to use this method in the FUTURE. 
Illustration 110 : Questions to evaluate the “Intention of use” 
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8.1.2.5 Reliability analysis 
 
According to Condori-Fernandez [113] for a questionnaire to be useful, its reliability 
should be studied first. The reliability of the evaluating instrument describes the 
consistency of the evaluation result, when the instrument is applied to the same object, in 
a specific time for several persons. The reliability study was carried out using the 
Cronbach-Alpha technique, as suggested in [113]. The liability for each constructor of the 
MAM is presented in the next illustration: 
 

 
Illustration 111 : Realiability of the instrument of evaluation (questionnaire) 

 
The reliability of the questionnaire was demonstrated by Condori-Fernandez in her thesis 
[113] because of the value of Alfa is higher than 0,7.  
 
8.1.2.6 Other comments 
 
It was not necessary to train the individuals because of they all are experts n COSMIC 
and also because they are working all the time with this method and the rules of the 
eEPC-COSCMIC method follow the principles of COSMIC. Each expert has a lot of 
experience with the COSMIC application and other FSM methods and his or her 
experience was evident by the large numbers of papers each expert published on 
COSMIC and on software measurement in the past years. Also, we noticed that while 
experts worked, there has not been any problem with the meaning of the answers.  
 
In other situations without experts, the individuals should have been trained in the 
measurement method eEPC-COSMIC proposal. 
 
8.2 Assessment by the experts  
 
Each expert answered the questionnaire. This task was carried out individually to collect 
the data of the “variables” previously identified (perceived ease of use, perceived 
usefulness and intention of use). The questionnaires with the answers of the experts are in 
the Appendix C. In this section we present the assessment of the perceptions we 
collected.  
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Each of next sub-sections presents the values obtained in the forms submitted to the 
experts. Firstly a there is a descriptive study making a comparison about the answers of 
each the evaluators. The idea is to detect in which questions there are less consensus or 
the average value is low and therefore maybe the eEPC-proposal required more study in 
that aspect. The second part shows a descriptive study for the overall of the variable 
analyzed. 
The questionnaires with the answers of the experts are in the Appendix C 
 
Each of next sub-sections presents the values obtained in the forms submitted to the 
experts. Firstly, there is a descriptive study making a comparison about the answers of 
each the evaluators. The idea is to detect in which questions there are less consensus or 
the average value is low and therefore maybe the eEPC-COSMIC approach requires more 
study in that aspect. The second part shows a descriptive study for the overall of the 
variable analyzed. 

8.2.1 Perceived ease of use 

Perceived ease of use is defined as the degree to which a person believes that using a 
particular method would be free of effort. It shows the ease of use of the proposal in 
general, about the use of its rules, the application of the measurement proceeding, etc. 
 
8.2.1.1 Descriptive study per question 
 
In the next table we present the results of the experts’ perceptions about the perceived 
ease of use. Per question, it presents its values by all four evaluators, the mean (M), and 
the standard deviation (SD) of the values. In the table, the columns E1, E2, E3, and E4 
mean the evaluations provided by each expert (also called evaluator). 
 

Question Positive Question E1 E2 E3 E4 M SD 

1 
The process in order to apply the 
measurement procedure is SIMPLE 
and EASY to follow. 

4 4 3 3 3,5 0,58 

2 

I think that this procedure would 
DECREASE the required TIME to 
measure the functional size of the 
ERPs. 

4 5 4 4 4,25 0,5 

3 
In general, the procedure is EASY to 
USE. 3 5 4 4 4 0,82 

4 
The measuring RULES of the method 
are CLEAR and EASY to understand. 3 4 4 4 3,75 0,5 

6 
The measuring proceeding is EASY to 
LEARN. 4 3 5 4 4 0,5 

9 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the CASE 
of STUDY. 

4 4 4 4 4 0 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional size of 
the ERP applications. 

3 4 4 4 3,75 0,5 
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Question Positive Question E1 E2 E3 E4 M SD 

14 
I think that it would be EASY to be 
skilful using this method.  3 4 3 4 3,5 0,58 

Total per evaluator 3,5 4,15 3,87 3,87   
Table 58 : Descriptive study per question for the Perceived ease of use 

 
We summarize the following points to emphasize: 
 
- Question 3, has the highest SD, 0,82. This means that in this question the experts 

have more disagreements.  The positive point is that the mean value is 4, what 
means that the procedure is EASY to USE. 

- The next questions with the highest SD are the question 1 and 14. Both of them 
refer to the ability to use of the method. Also is interesting to see their average 
value, in both cases 3,5 is the lowest value for all the questions. The main 
conclusion, that can be drawn, is that the measurers who use the proposal maybe 
can require some training and perhaps have to be trained in the EPC diagrams too. 
This conclusion also was strengthened by the evaluator 4, who in her personal 
email communication to the author (dated March 14, 2009) provided the 
following comment “Requires some training” in the question 1. 

- Question 2 has the highest mean value, 4,25, and with an standard deviation that 
makes the question representative. The perceptions of experts tell that the 
proposal can decrease the required time to measure the functional size in an ERP 
project. 

- Question 9 received by all experts a consistently high value, 4, and SD of 0, what 
makes very representative the affirmation of the question. The example provided 
to the experts and the procedure are easy to use, so the author could make the 
conclusion that this case of study could be used to train the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal. 

- Finally the understanding of the proposal and its perception about the rules 
(question 4) and the measuring procedure (question 6), can be considered positive 
because the respective mean values are 4 and 3,75, what indicates that the eEPC-
COSMIC approach has a high perceived ease of use in these concepts. 

 
 
8.2.1.2 Descriptive study for the overall perception evaluation 
 
In table 3, we report on a descriptive study about the variable appears, showing the mean, 
the standard deviation, the minimum value and the maximum. The mean of the method is 
almost 4, so in general the eEPC-COSMIC proposal is perceived ease of use. The 
standard deviation also is not very high what means that the average value can be 
considered as representative. 
 

Variable Mean Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Perceived ease of use 
(1,2,3,4,6,9,12, 14) 3,84 0,57 3,50 4,25 

Table 59 : Descriptive values for the overall of the “perceived ease of use” variable (MAM) 
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8.2.2 Perceived usefulness 

This is defined as the degree to which a person believes that a particular method will be 
effective in achieving its intended objectives. It shows the usefulness of the proposal, the 
possible improvement of the accuracy of the measurements using the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal and its effective measuring for the purpose that was created. 
  
8.2.2.1 Descriptive study per question 
 
In table 4, we present the results of the experts’ perceptions about the perceived ease of 
use. Per question, table 4 presents a row including its values (given by the four 
evaluators)  and the mean (M) and the standard deviation (SD) of the values.  
 

Question Positive Question E1 E2 E3 E4 M SD 

5 In general, the method is USEFUL. 4 5 4 4 4,25 0,5 

8 
I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP context. 

4 3 4 4 3,75 0,5 

11 

In general, I think that the method 
provided an EFFECTIVE way to 
measure the FUNCTIONAL SIZE 
of the ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

4 4 5 4 4,25 0,5 

Total per evaluator 4 4 4,33 4   
Table 60 : Descriptive study per question for the perceived usefulness 

 
The following points are derived based on the data in Table 4: 
 
- Firstly, we make the note that the evaluations are representative because of the 

standard deviation is just 0,5 for all the questions, which indicates an important 
consensus for the Perceived Usefulness variable. 

- We observe strong mean values, 4,25, for the questions 5 and 11. With respect to 
question 5, the fact that perceptions of the experts determine that the proposal is 
useful is very important because it motivates any future work on applying the 
method in industrial settings and carrying out more research on the eEPC-
COSMIC  approach and on its validation. With respect to question 11, the 
experts’ perceptions suggest that the method is a good way to measure the 
functional size of the ERP projects in the early-requirements phase which is the 
one of the main goals that has been pursued through this thesis. This result makes 
the author and his supervisors to conclude that the proposed sizing method meets 
the objectives set out to accomplish in Chapter 1 of this thesis.  

- We observe that a relatively lower number of points are obtained in the question 
8, which is about the improvement of the accuracy of the measurements in the 
ERP context. This conclusion also was strengthened by the evaluator 4, who in 
her personal email communication to the author (dated March 14, 2009) provided 
the following comment “The applicability of COSMIC in the SAP context would 
improve the early project planning and decision making” in the question 8. In 
spite of this and even when considering the mean value that is high (3,75), we 
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believe however that the observations regarding this question can be seen like a 
warning that the usefulness should be improved and maybe more information 
should be collected about how the proposal can be integrated in the estimation and 
requirement phase of an ERP project.  

-   
 
8.2.2.2 Descriptive study for the overall evaluations 
 
In the next table a descriptive study about the variable appears, showing the mean, the 
standard deviation, the minimum value and the maximum. 
 

Variable Average Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Perceived usefulness 
(5,8,11) 4,08 0,51 3,75 4,25 

Table 61 : Descriptive values for the “perceived usefulness” variable (MAM) 

 
The mean of the method is 4,08, what is an important value to consider the “perceived 
usefulness” of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal as very high. Also the sample is 
representative because the Standard Deviation is 0,51 which establishes the agreement 
among the perceptions of experts.  

8.2.3 Intention of use 

Intention of use is defined as the extent to which a person intends to use a particular 
method.  
  
8.2.3.1 Descriptive study per question 
 
In table 6, we present the results of the experts’ perceptions about the intention of use. 
Per question, for each evaluator, Table 6 presens his value and the mean (M) and the 
standard deviation (SD) of the values.  
 

Question Positive Question E1 E2 E3 E4 M SD 

7 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional size 
of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 

3 4 4 5 4 0,82 

10 

If I were the responsible for an ERP 
project, I would USE this 
measuring procedure to support the 
MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

3 3 3 5 3,5 1 

13 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would SUGGEST 
the USE of eEPC-COSMIC. 

3 4 4 4 3,75 0,5 

15 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 4 3 4 5 4 0,82 
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Question Positive Question E1 E2 E3 E4 M SD 

Total per evaluator 3,25 3,5 3,75 4,75   
Table 62 : Descriptive study per question for the perceived intention of use 

 
Based on the observations in Table 6, we make the following points to emphasize: 
 
- Firstly, question 10 represents the highest standard deviation of all questions and 

the lowest value, although the consensus is close to 3 because three of the 
evaluators establish this value for this question. It is important to notice that this 
question is about the intention of use if the experts would be on the management 
team of the project. The method would need a better explanation about which 
advantages it can provide to project managers. This low value also can be traced 
back to the choice of the documents given to the experts by the author. Indeed, the 
author provided as inputs into the perception evaluation process, only two eEPC-
COSMIC proposal chapters: the description of the proposal itself and the example 
on which the proposal is demonstrated. This represents a partial review of the 
whole thesis. And maybe the experts could not realize the importance of using a 
functional size metric in the ERP context. This is also expressed in question 13 
that measures the perception about the use of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal as 
measuring method for the functional size in a professional way. So, a deeper 
research should be done to understand why experts gave a lower value with 
respect to these questions. If it turns out true that the method needs a deep study to 
improve these perceptions, then future in-depth research is motivated. 

- We also observe that the intention to use COSMIC in the future is high (question 
15), with a mean value of 4. The same happens with the question 7, and suggests 
that the perceptions of expert are good about the use of the method with the 
functional requirements in the ERP context. 

 
8.2.3.2 Descriptive study for the overall evaluations 
 
In table 7, a descriptive study about the variable is presented, showing the mean, the 
standard deviation, the minimum value and the maximum. The value for intention of use 
is also very high, 3,81 what means that the experts evaluate the proposal like a possible 
future method to be used in the ERP context in order to measure the functional size using 
the requirements and specifications of an ERP project. It is important also to note that the 
consensus among the experts it is not very high, so a deeper study about why is this 
should be done.   
 

Variable Average Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Intention of use 
(7,10,13,15) 3,81 0,75 3,5 4 

Table 63 : Descriptive values for the “intention of use” variable (MAM) 
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8.3 Conclusions of the perceptions-based evaluation 

8.3.1 Overall of the perceptions-based result evaluations 

The overall conclusion which the author draws from the data and the analyses based on 
MAM and presented in the previous sub-sections is that that the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 
could be an interesting method for the measurement of the functional size in the ERP 
context. As it can be seen in the illustration below, the mean values obtained for the three 
variables that evaluate the MAM are higher than 3, and very close to 4 in the case of the 
perceived ease of Use and Intention of use and up of 4 in for the Perceived Usefulness, 
what is very significant and demonstrates that the proposal may be very useful for ERP 
stakeholders. Overall, the perceptions of the experts tell us that the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal as a possible and promising model to be adopted to size the functional size of 
the ERP projects. 
 

 

Illustration 112 : Results of the Method Adoption Model for the eEPC-COSMIC proposal 

 

8.3.2 Perceived ease of use 

First of all, the sample for the perceived ease of use can be considered representative 
because the standard deviation is 0,57, which establishes an important consensus for this 
variable. According the quantitative results, the mean of the variable is almost 4 (3,84), 
so in general the eEPC-COSMIC proposal is perceived as ease of use, almost 1 point up 
to the value 3 which is considered the reference value. This does not mean to say that the 
proposal is really easy to be applied and does not imply any training for the measurers. 
 

E1 E2 E3 E4 

3,5 4,15 3,87 3,87 
Illustration 113 : Mean values about the perceived ease of use classified by evaluator 
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We acknowledge that deeper conclusions can be drawn by knowing the background of 
the each of our four evaluators and using it to explain why we observe the observations 
presented in the earlier sections. It is very curious that the lowest mean value (3,5) in 
Illustration 112, is given by Luigi Buglione (E1) who considers that the method needs 
more training. Luigi Buglione is a consultant whose vision about the way of applying the 
method in a professional context is maybe different compared to the vision of the other 
evaluators who work in academic context. On the other hand, the highest value is given 
by Nelly Condori-Fernandez (E2), who has much deeper knowledge of the eEPC-
COSMIC method and has more training on it, because of her 3-months long participation 
in this thesis. The conclusion of this discussion is that the training is important, both in 
the eEPC-COSMIC method and the ERP context. 

8.3.3 Perceived usefulness 

The high mean value which we got for Perceived Usefulness (4,08) and the confirmation 
that the sample is representative due to the low standard deviation 0,51, makes of this 
variable a very important reference for future studies. The perception of experts 
determines that the method is very useful and it could be applied for future studies in the 
ERP context. The possible improvement for this variable can be in how the eEPC-
COSMIC method can be integrated in the estimation and requirement phase of an ERP 
project. 
 

8.3.4 Intention of use 

The mean value 3,81 is also high what determines that the method could have several 
possibilities to be used by ERP companies. However, it is important to warn that it is in 
this variable where the agreement among the evaluations by our experts is the lowest 
according to the value of the standard deviation 0,75. The author and his supervisors 
believe that this value exists because no one of our four experts is involved in active 
research in the area of ERP. As a consequence, it may be well possible that the experts 
are unaware of the state-of-art in the current ERP context. However, we also keep in 
mind that this observation happens merely because the intention of use, although is very 
high, should be improved. Three of the four evaluators give marks between 3,25 and 
3,75, so it is important to analyze why the intention of use is not higher.  
  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Life is the art of drawing sufficient conclusions from insufficient premises 

Samuel Butler (1612-1680), poet and satirist 
 

 

  

 

CHAPTER 9 
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9. Conclusions and future works 
 

“Life is the art of drawing sufficient conclusions from insufficient premises”. This 
sentence can summarize this chapter and also the thesis, because of, although we have 
drawn sufficient and reasonable conclusions, also it can be the first step out of many steps 
of a deeper research on the topic of the sizing ERP with the COSMIC method. 
Throughout all chapters of this thesis, the research tasks to develop a sizing approach 
have been carried in the face of high uncertainty and a lack of premises due to the 
newness of the topics involved in the thesis. Both the field of ERP and the new FSM 
methods like COSMIC have had a short life since their appearance, but in spite of this, 
their use has been very important and it remains to be seen if it could be a possible future 
for ERP and COSMIC together. In this chapter, besides of the conclusions, we also will 
suggest new ideas and future work directions for both future master students and 
researchers interested in the issue of the measurement of the functional size and effort 
estimation in the ERP contexts. Therefore, this thesis’s intention is to contribute new 
knowledge and, at the same time, to serve as motivation for new research projects. 
 
The contents of this chapter are structured as follows: In Section 9.1., we present the 
obstacles encountered developing the thesis. Then section 9.2. presents the goals of the 
thesis and their level of fulfilment. Finally, in the section 9.3, we will explain the future 
work directions and guidelines to continue the project. We provide a sub-section for 
future work with the eEPC-COSMIC proposal and another more specific sub-section for 
possible counting rules. 
 
9.1 Issues encountered carrying out the thesis 
 
A) Deciding on which topic to research 
 
The first difficulty that appeared was what topic to investigate. At the beginning there 
were several ideas all of them related with the Requirements Engineering stage and with 
how to run for this phase an effort estimation process. Either the time when a company 
starts a bidding process and invites consulting companies to submit a project proposal, or 
the moment when the project starts and more detailed requirements are available. We 
focused on the Requirements Engineering stage for the ERP context because while this 
kind of systems is being implanted in many companies and their importance in the 
software market is increasing quickly, the ERP consulting industry lacks systematic 
approaches to a requirements-based size and effort estimation. Then in the ERP context 
there were many options for research topics, but we decided to start the master project by 
focusing on SAP specifications. We noticed that there were many other possibilities, 
equally interesting. For example: 

- To develop a method of how to count the COSMIC Function Point or a FSM 
method based on SAP specifications.  

- Another interesting topic could be to compare existing effort estimation models 
from the COCOMO family (there are 4-5 of them) and that you see which of them 
would fit the ERP context. 

- As it has been explained in the thesis, there is one new measurement method 
(similar to FP), called Project Size Units. It was developed by Atos Origin and has 
not been yet applied to ERP. The possibility to adapt its counting rules to the SAP 
context and make a validation study was kept open until the solution chapter. 
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- Other ideas about more qualitative research were taken into account. For example, 
to interview the Dutch consulting companies to see how they define the terms 
"SIZE" of the ERP functionality and what is their state-of-the-art effort estimation 
practice.  

  
With all of these topics, we decided to apply a Functional Measurement Method in the 
ERP context, building upon previous research about the problems in the phase of 
estimation process in the ERP context and about the sate-of-the-art in the estimation 
practices. The objective also was to make the research more qualitative and to make a 
suggestion for how to improve the current practice. Then the solution has come by its 
own, as can be shown in the chapter 5, giving us a comparison between al the proposal 
FMM methods and the resulting solution: the eEPC-COSMIC proposal. 
 
B) The lack of public information 

 
While it is true that the definitive list of references can be considered wide, the problem is 
that in some situations it has not been easy to contrast our research with previously 
published studies (either by researchers or by professional consultants) or to find any 
reliable information about how companies do solve the ERP size estimation problem.  
The  lack of public information coming from the companies is consequence of that there 
is not an FSM standard to size software projects in the ERP environment and each 
organization uses their own estimation techniques and in some cases - like we have 
shown, they do not publish their methods. This difficulty has been solved thanks to the 
circumstance that the most of the literature sources have been research studies and text 
books. 
 
C) The research method and the academic writing skills 

 
Another problem that came up in the moment of developing the thesis was the necessity 
of using a research method. Author’s knowledge of the subject was virtually nil before 
starting the thesis, so previously to the research there was to learn the different techniques 
and to check out which were the best for the present work. According also to this topic, 
another issue appeared and it was the academic and research writing style: how to add the 
references; how to name the illustrations and tables; or, how to structure a paragraph or a 
chapter. As consequence, it was necessary to use an academic writing skills guide 
“Academic Writing Skills” [114] which besides provides the aforementioned aspects also 
supplies comments on the overall "architecture of the chapters" and on the line of 
“argumentation and reasoning”. 
 
9.2 Goals 
 
The main goal of this thesis is to reduce the gap between cost estimation techniques and 
estimation needs in ERP projects by proposing a size counting approach applicable to the 
early ERP project stage. The central research question (RQ) which will be answered was 
this: In which requirements-based way can the size of ERP projects be estimated at the 
very early ERP implementation stage? This section presents the goals of the thesis and 
their level of fulfilment, answering to this main question decomposed in the sub-research 
questions formulated in chapter 1. 
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9.2.1 Sub-goal 1: To identify the difference between an ERP project and an “usual” 
software project. 

The research questions pertinent to this goal are:  
 
9.2.1.1 RQ1.1: Which are the differences between an ERP project and a traditional 

software project (meaning a custom software project and traditional information 
systems project)? 

 
This research question is answered in Chapter 3 (sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). 
 
The main difference between management software and ERP was found based on their 
definitions. A custom software project is specific for a functionality or a task of a 
company, on the contrary, an ERP is an application that makes up in a unique system all 
the business processes of a company and that presents the data in a centralized way 
having continuously available for all the stakeholders (section 3.1.1).  
 
We must note that each ERP implementation is unique and that more than one ERP 
implementations – even in companies in the same business sector, can be completely 
different. ERP implementation project can be considered how the customization and 
introduction of a cross-organizational ERP system in a value web, a set of different and 
independent (or nearly independent) businesses forming a business network. Some parts 
of the ERP implementation are specific for each value web, while other parts of the same 
ERP solution are specific for each of the participating businesses (section 3.1.1). 
 
Finally, there are other important and concrete differences between the ERP projects and 
the traditional software projects: the amount of functionality, the cross-organizational 
environment, the deliver shared system, the diverse configurations for the same 
functional activity, or the automation of the processes (section 3.1.2). 
 
9.2.1.2 RQ1.2: What are the implications of these differences for ERP size and effort 

estimation? 
 
One key implication can summarize the findings from our analysis on the differences 
between ERP projects and other types of projects. The existing Functional Size 
Measurement Methods (FSMM) were created for traditional software and at the present 
the new technologies are completely different like it can be seen in the previous RQ. The 
consequence is that these kinds of metrics are not suitable and there are not adaptations of 
the FSMM to the ERP projects. Therefore there is a gap that prevents to measure the 
software size from requirements early in a project’s life what is the prime input to a 
project estimating method.  And if the ERP size cannot be determined, the next step 
estimating the ERP effort will not be accurate and thus neither the budget, what implies 
for ERP vendors to present vague offers to the Request-for-Proposals. 
 
 
9.2.1.3 RQ1.3: Why is it difficult in practice to size an ERP project? 
 

The main reasons are the following (section 3.1.4): 
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- Project estimations cannot always be meaningfully understood by stakeholders of 
the software. In the ERP context the project estimates are often made on poor 
foundations and the customers do not trust on metrics. 

- Lack of consensus on the objectives of the estimates. The concepts used in 
software measurement, e.g., size, complexity, cohesion, coupling, etc. as Fenton 
defined in his book [6] are not standard and clear for the scientist community and 
for companies making the estimates unreliable  

- Neither non-historical data nor specific metrics. There are not specific metrics for 
ERP software, neither there are data to validate the measurement of an ERP.  

- Difficult to find the definition of the counting boundary on cross-organization 
ERP. Cross-organizational means that the ERP system is used by different 
independent, or nearly independent, business actors who make decisions based on 
their own local criteria.  

- The customization options. Each implementer company has its own necessities 
and needs a particular reengineering process. As consequence, ERP projects do 
not often incorporate assessments of customization requirements in size/cost 
relationship models what makes more difficult an appropriate estimation. 

- Continual changes. Business Reengineering requires high flexibility, a fact which 
is very difficult to catch with the existing measurement techniques. 

 
9.2.1.4 RQ1.4: When time comes to measure, what factors do make an ERP different from 

a standard project of software? 
 
The answer to this question we use the characterization of ERP implementation 
phenomena according to Henri Barki, Sirel Oktamis and Alain Pinsonneault (2004) [56]. 
These authors Barki et al. (2004) [56] determined that ERP scope or effort can be viewed 
as being formed of three dimensions, labelled ERP implementation breadth, depth and 
magnitude. These factors make completely different an ERP project from a standard 
software project. After the ERP size is obtained, the next step is to determine the effort is 
in this stage when these factors should be taken into account to get a good value of effort 
(section 3.1.3). 
 

9.2.2 Sub–goal 2: To discover the existing approaches which could fit in solving the 
ERP size estimation problem.  

The research questions which support this goal are given below:  
 
9.2.2.1 RQ2.1: Why is so necessary to estimate in the first stage of cycle life in an ERP 

context? 
 
Firstly, several factors establish that the ERP estimation phase is very important for two 
reasons: i) The exposure of the partners to operational failure risks due to poor cross-
organizational ERP implementation; and ii) networked businesses increasingly rely on 
external parties for the deployment and operation of cross-organizational ERP systems.  
The high level of externality in the development an ERP makes more difficult to calculate 
the needed effort to carry it out. On the other hand, ERP estimation is important to the 
processed of requesting proposals for ERP implementation services, of bid preparation, 
and of pricing to be competitive. 
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As a result, the early requirements stage becomes in essential, indeed it is in this phase As 
a result, the early requirements stage becomes in essential, indeed it is in this phase when 
the ERP adopting organization starts its implementation of an ERP and when is possible 
to establish a first approach to determine the size of the project (section 3.3.1).  
 
RQ2.1 is also related with the following sub-questions: 
 
o What kinds of metrics could be used in the early stage of the cycle life to measure an ERP project? 

 
iii)  The Function Point Analysis (FPA). The technique of Function Points allows 

sizing a software project in the early stage from the cycle life. 
  

iv) Metric for ERP solutions. It is provided by Accenture’s Global SAP Service and 
includes counts of the following ten aspects: users, sites, business units, software 
interfaces, EDI interfaces, data conversion, custom-developed reports, modified 
screens, and ERP modules [11].  
 

This information is present in the section 3.3.2.1. 
 

o Are they applicable to projects in the ERP context? 
 

i) The Function Point Analysis (FPA). IFPUG is the most used standard of FPA. 
This technique is not suitable for the ERP context for the way of counting, 
created for the traditional software and also because of applying the IFPUG 
standard rules are not prepared to count the changed functionality in an ERP 
project. 

ii)  About the second metric [11], of course is applicable to ERP because it was 
created for ERP solutions by Accenture’s Global SAP Service, but the 
problem is that there is not public information about this technique. This 
leaves ERP clients with no knowledge on how to use it in practice.  

  
This information is present in the section 3.3.2.2. 

 
9.2.2.2 RQ2.2: Do the existing metrics provide good methods for estimating ERP 

projects? 
 
The conclusion is clear, there is not any complete solution or metric that allows to the 
measurers get a good result when it comes to determine the size of an ERP.  
 
o If the answer is negative, what could be the reasons? 
 
There are several factors that allow answering this question, all of them are in the section 
3.2.1. The following are the most important in our opinion: 
 

e) Size metrics developed in the 20th century are not adapted to the new modern 
requirements and technologies. The most common ‘functional size measurement 
method’, known as the IFPUG method, is now increasingly difficult to apply to 
modern software projects and lacks credibility [60]. 
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f) Traditional size metrics do not provide reliable estimates. Software metrics 
discipline offers a few recognized methods for modelling size and resources, but, 
although these have potential to fit the ERP RE practice, they do not provide 
reliable measurements.  

g) Confusion about what “size” and “effort” mean, and about what to size. Maybe 
this is not a real and typical problem of the measurement methods, but in the ERP 
context the boundaries of the system are not well defined and these terms become 
more unclear.  

h) Metrics programmes are considered not useful. Size measurements programs are 
seen like ‘‘solution islands’’ that require theoretical integration in a number of 
areas [55] and that are considered them not really useful for the organization.  
 

9.2.3 Sub-goal 3: To know about the state-of-art of sizing ERP project.  

To research about this topic the following sub research questions will be answered 
according to published reports: 
 
9.2.3.1 RQ3.1: How is ERP sized?  
 
We could be drawing some clear conclusions about the situation of state-of-art sizing and 
estimating ERP projects: i) The first is that there are some signs of reticence by ERP 
vendors to trust ERP adopters and they offer just the necessary and sometimes nor that. 
All stakeholders treat the data and make the estimations based on their knowledge, using 
datasets of other projects if they have or even they rely on external estimations; and ii) it 
can be observed that is very usual to treat ERP projects like tailored projects or other 
software projects, and just in some companies they follow special procedures for ERP 
projects.  
 
o What kind of documents do they use to estimate?   
 
The conclusion is that in ERP projects some companies are using the functional 
requirements documents represented by the set of the business process (Business 
Blueprint in SAP) in order to determine the size of an ERP project. However, in the 
experience of the author, using this document for measurement purposes is problematic. 
The problem is the level of abstraction that the functional requirements documents use, 
because the ERP vendor uses high-level requirements to formulate what the system will 
do for its users. Requirements at this level of abstraction are very difficult to understand 
by the ERP adopters and the measurers who represent the adopters, because they do not 
have experts to interpret the ERP models. 
 
o How the companies or institutions who implemented ERP project and SAP define the 

term "SIZE"?  
 

We can see that there is confusion about the term of “size”. In the chapter 2, we defined 
size like the functionality of an application, and from this point then the effort can be 
measured. So, we agree with the two members of the group that defined size like ERP 
functionality. It seems that to define size in this way is due to they used the function point 
analysis adapted to their packages. Also it can be appreciated that there is a variation at 
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the moment of determining the size by the FSM methods, that is, what to count and how 
to count it. 
 
The answers to all these previous questions RQ3.1 are present in the section 4.1. 
 
9.2.3.2 RQ3.2: What kind of metrics do ERP adopters use? 
 
There are different approaches which the companies take to set up a meaningful FSM 
process. Some companies use some versions of FPA specifically adapted for their 
package contexts. In other cases, project estimates are based on the own knowledge and 
the experience of measurers without applying a specific metric. Other companies use 
their own approaches which are not standardized and are not public, like the method 
provided by Accenture’s Global SAP Service [11]. 
 
This conclusion is gained from Chapter 4. 

9.2.4 Sub-goal 4: To design a solution for the problems about size and cost 
estimation in ERP project context. 

9.2.4.1 RQ4.1: How to develop a sizing procedure? 
 
The answer to this question is that a sizing procedure can be developed by applying the 
COSMIC standard method to the set of all Business Process diagram of an ERP solution.   
Below, we describe how this conclusion resulted from the type of conclusions we have 
drawn in the earlier stages of this research project. 
 
The first step was to drawn the own conclusions about the problems sizing and estimating 
in the ERP context (section 3.4). 
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Illustration 

 
The main conclusion was “
stage of the ERP life cycle.”
 
On the other hand, we had the author’s conclusions in the state
4.3), which discussed the current situation of sizing and estimating effort and cost in the 
ERP context. 
 
Conclusion Conclusion state

A SLOC methods are not valid in ERP projects
B FSM models or 
C ERP estimates are neither accurate nor reliable
D FSM models could be appropriated to determine the ERP size
E Functional requirements document is an accepted level to size ERP projects
F Not enough team
G Important ERP factors are not considered to size
H Confusion about what size means
I  ERP projects are treated like traditional projects

Table 64 : Own conclusions about state

 
The idea to achieve a solution to the problems was to demonstrate the statements of the 
chapter 3 with the conclusions of the state
hypothesis and demonstrations, we got the next conclusion:
 

Important differences with traditional software projects

Existing metrics created for traditional software (Lack of 

Not standard ERP size methods and

Each company has its own approach 

Huge projects (Consuming many resources)

Directors and executives asume high cost

Essential to measure at the first stage of life cycle

SIZE from functional requirements

Considering implementation factors 
(breadth, depth and magnitud)
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Illustration 114 : Conclusions of the chapter viewed as diagram flow 

The main conclusion was “It is necessary to size from functional requirements at the first 
.”  

On the other hand, we had the author’s conclusions in the state-of-the
4.3), which discussed the current situation of sizing and estimating effort and cost in the 

Conclusion state-of-art sizing and estimating the effort in ERPs
SLOC methods are not valid in ERP projects 
FSM models or SLOC use a single measure 
ERP estimates are neither accurate nor reliable 
FSM models could be appropriated to determine the ERP size
Functional requirements document is an accepted level to size ERP projects
Not enough team-work among all ERP stakeholders 
Important ERP factors are not considered to size 
Confusion about what size means 
ERP projects are treated like traditional projects 
: Own conclusions about state-of-art estimating effort and determining the size in the ERP context

The idea to achieve a solution to the problems was to demonstrate the statements of the 
chapter 3 with the conclusions of the state-of-the-art in chapter 4. And after some 
hypothesis and demonstrations, we got the next conclusion: 

Important differences with traditional software projects

Existing metrics created for traditional software (Lack of 
suitable metrics)

Not standard ERP size methods and

Each company has its own approach 

Not realiable size measurements

Huge projects (Consuming many resources)

Directors and executives asume high cost

Essential to measure at the first stage of life cycle

SIZE from functional requirements

Estimate of Effort

Considering implementation factors 
(breadth, depth and magnitud)

Conclusions and future works 
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It is necessary to size from functional requirements at the first 

the-art  (see section 
4.3), which discussed the current situation of sizing and estimating effort and cost in the 

art sizing and estimating the effort in ERPs 

FSM models could be appropriated to determine the ERP size 
Functional requirements document is an accepted level to size ERP projects 

art estimating effort and determining the size in the ERP context 

The idea to achieve a solution to the problems was to demonstrate the statements of the 
4. And after some 

Important differences with traditional software projects

Existing metrics created for traditional software (Lack of 
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Our first approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimations 
problem 

Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the functional requirements 
document applying a FSM method or a Multi-dimensional metric. 

Illustration 115 : First approach toward a solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problems 

 
Then the problem was to find the correct method and which functional document would 
have to be used in the ERP context, gaining the final conclusion: 
 

The final solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problem 
Counting the SIZE (ERP functionality) from the set of all Business Process 
diagram of an ERP applying the COSMIC method. 

Illustration 116 : Final solution to solve the ERP project cost estimation problem 

 
 
9.2.4.2 RQ4.2: Which primitives in the ERP requirements engineering artefacts (e.g. 

events, functions, information objects, logical connectors) can be used for size 
counting purposes? 

 
In this thesis, our specific case in point is the SAP ERP package. Therefore the answer of 
this question reflects the ERP requirements specification method used in SAP projects. 
Our finding is that four modelling constructs (events, functions, logical connectors and 
information objects) can be used by measurer to gain the knowledge they need to run a 
size estimation procedure. This information is explained through Chapter 6 where the 
measuring procedure is elaborated in much detail. 
 
 
9.2.4.3 RQ4.3: In which way to map the requirements modelling constructs of the ERP 

specifications onto the counting concepts (e.g. READ, WRITE, EXIT, ENTRY) of a 
standard FSM technique?  

 
To present the way in which the modelling constructs are used to carry out size counting 
this thesis formulated, 5 principles about the purpose and scope of the measurement, 4 
mapping rules to determine which concepts of an EPC diagram can be adapted to the 
COSCIC standard method v3.0 [115], 9 measurement rules to identify the data 
movements and the own count of an EPC diagram, and 4 measuring function rules to 
establish the final size of a counting process. The rules and the principles are motivated 
and elaborated in Chapter 6 and there is a summarize in Appendix A. 

  

9.2.5 Sub-goal 5: To theoretically validate the new method by experts. 

This includes the following research questions: 
 

9.2.5.1 RQ5.1: Could the newly proposed method be integrated into the larger process of 
requirement engineering? 

 
Of course, this method not only could be integrated but the author believes it should be 
integrated in a process of requirement engineering. Clearly, to make it appealing to 
companies to use it, it is important to deepen a bit more in the method, and the author 
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believes that empirical validation or replicated theoretical evaluation could be essential in 
this. Like it has been demonstrated in Chapter 8, the method is recommended to be used 
and is a sizing procedure that can be used in the early stage of requirements. Of course, 
until the feasibility report that establishes if the product should be developed, the 
requirement analysis cannot begin. But after the approval, there will not be any problem 
to size whatever functional requirement represented by the EPC diagrams. Indeed, in the 
ERP context, as is has been explained during the thesis, there are best practices to adopt 
the best way to carry out a business process. If the EPC diagrams that represent these best 
practices would be sized by the ERP vendor company, the advantages for the vendor 
would be very important: first, the vendor can demonstrate competence in measuring size 
based on an ISO standard and second, the vendor just would have to size the customize 
options represented in the RFP for the adopter ERP company. 
 
9.2.5.2 RQ5.2: Is the approach ease of use, as per experts’ perceptions? 
 
The study after applying the Method Adoption Model (MAM) [7] to the evaluation form 
with the answers from the experts, allows us to conclude that the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal is easy to use. This assertion is corroborated in the mentioned study, because of 
the high mean value gained for the variable “perceived ease of use” (3,84) in a set of 
values from 1 to 5, and the important consensus of the experts (standard deviation 0,57). 
However, after analyzing all the evaluation results we also have to be aware of the matter 
that for the use of the method the training for the measurers is important, both in the 
eEPC-COSMIC method and the ERP context (more information in sections 8.2.1 and 
8.3.2). So the main conclusion is that the method would be relatively easy for trained 
measurers. 
 
Other interesting conclusions in the terms of “ease of use” are the following: i) the eEPC-
COSMIC has a high perception of ease of use in the most important concepts for the 
carried out work: the measuring procedure and the rules. And ii) according to the 
perception of the experts the proposal can decrease the required time to measure the 
functional size in an ERP project, because of the most of the rules and steps can be 
applied automatically which will simplify the work and thus reduce the measurement 
effort. 
 
 
9.2.5.3 RQ5.3: What is the perceived usefulness of this method by experts in COSMIC?  
 
After evaluating the results of the perceptions of experts for the variable Perceived 
Usefulness, its high mean value (4,08) and the low standard deviation (0,51) , brings us to 
conclude that the eEPC-COSMIC proposal is very useful and it could be applied for 
future studies in the ERP context and that the proposal is a good way to measure the 
functional size of the ERP projects in the early-requirements, improving the early project 
planning and decision making. The sample of evaluations can be considered 
representative due to the low standard deviation (0,51). Furthermore, the eEPC-COSMIC 
proposal provides the possibility that the counting rules can be automated what would 
improve the confidence limits of the Cosmic Function Point (CFP) data what means the 
confidence in the functional size obtained in a measuring procedure (sections 8.2.2 and 
8.3.3). 
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9.2.5.4 RQ5.4: According to perceptions of experts, is there any intention of use the 
approach in future ERP projects?  

 
The perceptions about the intention of use of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal got also a high 
mean value (3,81) what makes us to think that the proposal could have be serious 
possibilities to be used as a procedure to measure the functional size of the ERP projects 
in the early-requirements phase and to be an important activity in the planning phase. 
However, the consensus for this variable was a bit lower than in the previous variables 
(0,75). This is an important point that should be analyzed with more detail (sections 8.2.3 
and 8.3.4) and maybe the perception study could be carried out in companies, in the 
professional field to see if findings in other settings will corroborate with ours.  
 
9.2.5.5 RQ5.5: In which way the method can be improved based on the expert 

suggestions?  
  
First of all, although the method is perceived like very ease of use we have detected that 
the individuals who could use the eEPC-COSMIC proposal require some training in the 
measuring procedure and in the EPC methodology. So, more examples and a case of 
study explaining the method should be added. About the rules all of them look like clear 
for the experts and no comment about this topic was received. However we consider that 
to improve the method, some studies should be carried out about the theoretical and 
empirical validation (see section 9.3.1), to see if the method is solid and all its rules are 
well understood. Also these studies would help to check out if the intention of use could 
be improved or if there is more consensus in future studies, because although the results 
in our perception-study were good (mean of 3,81) the consensus was not so clear 
regarding the other based variables (standard deviation of 0,75 comparing with the 0,50 
for the ease of use and usefulness).  Also some new rules could be studied in order to be 
added to the eEPC-COSMIC method (see section 9.3.2.2). For the usefulness, the  
improvement would be in the study of how the eEPC-COSMIC method can be integrated 
in the estimation and requirement phase of an ERP project and how would be the 
perception of usefulness in a real case. 
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9.3 Guidelines and future lines of work  
 
This section is divided in two sections. The first sub-section (9.3.1) presents the future 
guideline to follow in the study of the application of the newly proposed method. Then 
the second sub-section (9.3.2) describes some special and concrete research directions for 
future work on the rules of the method. 

9.3.1 Future works in the application of eEPC-COSMIC proposal  

9.3.1.1 Empirical Validation 
 
Empirical research can be defined as research based on the observation to discover an 
unknown or test a hypothesis [116]. The empirical validation of a theory is an essential 
component of any theory that aspires to be scientific, and this thesis aspires to be it, or at 
least to serve the first step for a future complete scientific work. The empirical validation 
in our case it is the validation of the application of the measurement procedures. We have 
already made an empirical study with the perception based variables (i.e., perceived ease 
of use, perceived usefulness and intention to use) by experts but there are more possible 
studies to carry out. 
  
Applying the eEPC-COSMIC proposal in companies 
 
The most important next steps is to setup a series of validation studies making 
comparisons with the current measurements carried out by the ERP vendors or also ERP 
adopters, depending on where they do the measurements. To those researchers, who are 
willing to participate in these empirical studies, the author formulated some 
recommendations to applying the eEPC-COSMIC method. It is the author’s experience 
that the best conditions for using the method are these: 
 

- The first thing researchers could do is to see if there is an ERP company that is 
using COSMIC  - or some notation-specific variant approach of COSMIC, to 
estimate the size of an ERP project. 

- If researchers see this is not possible, then another idea is to investigate if some of 
the companies in their reach use the EPC methodology to measure the functional 
size. 

-  
We make the note that in our qualitative research of the state-of-the-art practice, it was 
not possible to find any information that compares the approaches companies take when 
estimating size of ERP.  So, a deeper study could be made between the companies who 
are ERP implementers, to see if they are already applying in their practice some of the 
concepts discussed in this thesis. 
 
If researchers find that companies use some measurement concepts, but not the COSMIC 
ones, another interesting possibility could be to check out if the current measurements 
that companies get are or can be approximated to the results than can be gained with the 
eEPC-COSMIC method. For example, it is possible that a company uses IFPUG or 
another own method to measure the functional size, or even though they do not use a 
measurement method. In these situations, some additional research could be done using 
the eEPC-COSMIC method:  
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i) to study the benefits of using the eEPC-COSMIC method comparing with 
the company’s technique.  In this case, the company could analyze the 
quality of the eEPC-COSMIC method. For example, the following 
characteristics could be studied: i) the efficient of the method; 2) the difficult 
of applying; 3) the speed of applying; or 4) advantages and disadvantages 
regarding the owner method. 

ii)  to search a formula to determine the effort to develop the project. It is a 
general practice that a software company that determine the effort of a project, 
as previous step determines the functional size. So, such a company can use  
of our method or another types of size estimation technique for the purpose of 
estimating project effort.  An interesting research will be to find a formula to 
convert the achieved size with the eEPC-COSMIC method into effort. 

 
Application of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal by training individuals  
 
With the purpose of developing a rigorous study about the possible implementation of the 
eEPC-COSMIC proposal, an empirical study could be done using several research frames 
in the Software Engineering are for example Juristo et al. [117] or Wohlin et al. [118]. 
The idea would be to select a group of individuals training in the EPC methodology and 
in the eEPC-COSMIC method and to ask them for the size of several eEPC diagrams to 
be measured. Also the perception-based questionnaire used by the experts (Appendix B) 
could be given to the individuals during the study to collect more information. 
 
Then with the results, researchers can analyze many factors about the counting method to 
see which the weak points of the method are. For example, the following factors can be 
studied: i) the same functional size is got it for all the individuals; 2) where are the main 
differences; 3) if all the identified data movements have the same count; 4) what data 
movement presents more difficulties to be identified; 5) to check if all the rules are clear 
or which are more difficult to apply; 6) to get more information about the perception 
based variables (perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and intention to use). 
 
9.3.1.2 Theoretical validation 
 
This comprises the validation of the design of the measurement procedures. In this aspect 
several future work activities can be carried out: i) it would be interesting to make a 
validation of the design to confirm that the proposal measures what really must measure; 
ii) an evaluation of the conformity could be done with the purpose of determining if the 
eEPC-COSMIC proposal is satisfied with the standard method ISO/IEC 19761:2007 (the 
standard of the COSMIC version 3.0), in other words, to check out if the concepts of the 
eEPC-COSMIC considers all the fundamental concepts of the standard method COSMIC 
v3.0. [10]; iii) to carry out a theoretical validation using a formal framework called 
DISTANCE (Poels and Dedene, 1999) [11], which could be used to make a theoretical 
validation of the measurements obtained with the proceeding measurement eEPC-
COSMIC. 
 
9.3.1.3 Size all the business blue print 
 
This study may be more suitable to the implementer companies than for a research study. 
For an implementer or SAP consulting company, it could be very interesting to have 
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measurements of all its business process diagrams measured. This study could be done to 
validate the method completely. It could also be used in combination with an empirical 
study in a specific ERP implementation client. For an ERP vendor, having all the 
diagrams of an ERP or a module sized, is a benefit because with the ready size numbers 
the vendor can gain a lot of time with regard to other competitors. With ready to use size 
numbers, the vendor knows at least one attribute of the effort that can be anticipated, and 
this gives the potential to make an offer for a client which would be more accurate and 
faster than without this information.  
 
Clearly, before to develop this process, it should be analyzed with are the advantages and 
the possible disadvantages for a company if they had all the business blueprint or the best 
practices of an ERP company measured.  
 
It is clear that the newly proposed method by its own cannot solve all the existing 
problems companies face when sizing ERP projects, but it can be an important helpful 
step in this direction. We believe that companies do have the choice of various actions 
they can undertake to promote a systematic ERP sizing practice. Through his literature 
research, the author concludes that it is very important that executives and directors of the 
IT departments support the measurement phase and make them aware that this stage 
included in the project management is one of the most important at the beginning and 
also to have a good control of the project. Then with the eEPC-COSMIC method and its 
future refinement the problem about sizing the functionality in the ERP context would be 
solved. Of course, the measurers would need a period of training, but for those who are 
certified in COSMIC, learning the eEPC-COSMIC method would not require long time. 
The next logical step for companies, of course, would be to find a formula estimating the 
effort and considering the special features of the ERP implementations. 
  
9.3.1.4 Treating uncertainties in ERP projects 

 
Another interesting set of ideas for future research is focused on the matter that ERP 
projects are uncertain and in constant change. Below, the author makes suggestions to 
researchers who might find it interesting to carry out case studies for the following 
purposes:  
 

i. To analyze the size of customizations and changes to software.   
The intention of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal is to size the functionality of new 
software, but in the ERP context sometimes is possible that a module needs a 
change or a modification. The COSMIC method version 3.0 [115] treats different 
if in the measurement is for changes in the software, so the rules establishes in the 
eEPC-COSMIC proposal would not be suitable in this context.  

 
ii.  This future line of research could be used to improve the method. We have 

focused our study in the first stage of the cycle of life of the development, but we 
have not been able to study a real case. It would be very interesting to work in the 
implementation of an ERP project with the eEPC-COSMIC proposal. A 
simulation could be done in an company, although they use another technique, in 
this way the validity of the method would be shown. 
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iii.  To extend the eEPC-COSMIC method so that it is able to treat uncertain input 
data. An important question in ERP context is about how to treat uncertain input 
data.  It consists on to find a way to use Monte Carlo simulation technique or 
other kind of technique for handling uncertainty. 

9.3.2 Future works in the rules of the EPC-COSMIC method  

9.3.2.1 Redesign the eEPC-COSMIC proposal for the new generation of business process 
notations  

 
In this thesis, the EPC modelling technique has been used for the eEPC-COSMIC 
method. EPC is the most popular standard notation used today. We found that for our 
purpose, it has been really good because it focuses on the analyst’s point of view. But 
nowadays there also are several graphical notations for business process newer than this, 
which incorporate more semantic to the diagram, and although the main concepts are the 
same and thanks to that the essence is quite similar, the rules of the eEPC-COSMIC 
method could be updated according the new concepts. 
 
The notation that is taking more strength is the Business Process Modeling Notation 
(BPMN), also by SAP and developed under the coordination of the Object Management 
Group [119]. The BPMN specification provides a graphical notation for expressing 
business processes in a Business Process Diagram (BPD).  The intent of the BPMN in 
business process modelling is very similar to the intent of the Unified Modeling 
Language for object-oriented design and analysis, namely: to identify the best practices of 
existing approaches and to combine them into a new, generally accepted language. 
 
The set of ancestors of BPMN include not only graph-based and Petri-net based process 
modelling languages, but also UML activity diagrams and event driven process chains, 
our methodology. While these modelling languages focus on different levels of 
abstraction, ranging from a business level to a more technical level, the BPMN aims at 
supporting the complete range of abstraction levels, including business levels and 
software technology levels. This goal is also laid out in the standards document, which 
states, “The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a notation that is readily understandable 
by all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts of the 
processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that 
will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and 
monitor those processes.” [100]. The following figure (1) illustrates a business process 
diagram with this notation. 
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Illustration 117 : Business process diagram in BPM notation and designed with the SAP NetWeaver Business Process 

Management 
   

Clearly, for our method to be applied to BPMN specifications, it should undergo a 
number of changes. However, we also make the note that not all rules and principles of 
our counting method need an adaptation. Those rules, which are for the measurement 
function, for the duplicate movements, for the mapping and measurement strategic phase, 
are still applicable to the task of sizing BPMN specifications. What will need to change is 
related to the measurement rules because the BPMN kind of diagram provides more 
information and the data movements can be identified in a different way, i.e. with this 
kind of diagrams the semi-automated rules for ENTRYs and EXITs (MeR-02 and MeR-
04) may be fully automated. 
 
9.3.2.2 Adding new counting rules 
 
In the research method for the definition of the eEPC-COSMIC proposal there were two 
analyzed rules, that finally were not considered for the final method because of some 
doubts about whether these rules included data groups or not. Below we present these 
rules and the discussion about why we did not include them in the final version of the 
eEPC-COSMIC proposal. We believe that this discussion will be helpful to those 
researchers who would continue the investigation of the use of COSMIC in ERP. 
 

i. READ rule I 
 

Rule-X READs 
Accept as a READ data movement each different data group of the set of functions 
which participates in a precondition 

Table 65 : Possible future READ rule I 

 
Initial reasoning 
 
Connector also links a function F to multiple events. The execution semantics of the split 
connectors follows the traditional way: an exclusive or split connector represents the 
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business logic that after F, either event E1 or event E2 occurs. The decision about which 
event actually occurs during a particular process instance is made by function F. 
Analogous considerations hold for the OR split connector, where any nonempty subset of 
events {E1, E2} can occur after F. The AND split connector determines that after 
function F, both events E1 and E2 occur. 
 

 
Illustration 118 : Possible future READ rule as consequence of an event resulting of two functions (EPC diagram) 

 
Therefore, if a logical connector is needed in order to link several functions in one event, 
the ERP system would have to evaluate a condition. 
 
Our doubts 
 
The rule is very similar to one in the method; the problem is to know if there is at least 
one attribute of a data group implicated in the condition. Apparently the flow of the 
process does not implicate any data group in the condition, for that reason we decided not 
to consider this rule. But this question should be investigated deeply, because maybe 
studying some similar situations in a real case of study it could be possible to add the rule 
to the method.  

 
ii.  READ rule II 

 
Rule-X READs 

Accept as a READ data movement the data group that takes part in a post-condition. 
Table 66 : Possible future READ rule II 

 
Initial reasoning 
 
If in an EPC there are several output events from a function linked by a logical connector, 
it will be considered that a condition has to be interpreted by the system to determine a 
branch to continue the functional process flow. This output events can be interpreted by 
post-conditions, and maybe 1READ could be identified considering the data group 
involved in the condition.  
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Illustration 119 : Possible future READ rule as consequence of several events proceeding from a function (EPC diagram) 

 
Therefore, if a logical connector is needed in order to link several functions in one event, 
the ERP system would have to evaluate a condition. 
 
Our doubts 
 
The problem against is to know if in the condition, represented by the logical connector, 
there is at least one attribute of a data group implicated. With the level used in the 
research and after study a complete set of diagrams, it was not possible to determine a 
general rule for the method. The diagram may not establish that in the condition there is a 
data group for each event or for a data group which participates in the function 
implicated, so the rule was not considered. Like in the previous case, maybe studying 
similar situations in a real case of study it could be possible to add this rule to the method. 
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Appendix A. Rules of the eEPC-COSMIC method 
 

Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

P-01 Purpose - 

From a point of view of the business 
analyst, the purpose is to determine the 
size of the functionality of a new ERP 
project as previous step to determine the 
effort of the development. 

Section 6.2.1 
(Defining the purpose 
of the measurement) 

P-02 Scope - 
Functionality of an ERP package or 
component that are represented by a full 
set of business scenarios. 

Section 6.2.2.1 
(Defining the scope 
of the measurement) 

P-03 Layer - 
There is no functional partition; just a 
single functional layer is identified.   

Section 6.2.2.2 
(Defining the Layers) 

P-04 
Peer 
Component 

- 

An ERP module or an ERP piece of 
software can be measured if the set of EPC 
models that represent it is complete and all 
their functional processes are present. 

Section 6.2.2.3 
(Defining the Peer 
Component) 

P-05 
Level of 
granularity 

- 

High level of abstraction, represented by 
the Event-driven process chain modelling 
technique (see chapter 2). 
The full business process model 
represented with the extended EPC and the 
data model diagram is required. 

Section 6.2.3 
(Defining the Level 
of granularity) 

MaR-01 
Functional 
User 

Yes 

a) Accept each external system that 
interacts with the system to measure. 

b) Accept each organization unit of an 
eEPC diagram as a user of the 
system. 

Section 6.3.1.1 
(Defining the 
Functional Users)  

MaR-02 Boundary Yes 
The border between the functional users 
and the rest of the business process 
diagram excepting the process paths. 

Section 6.3.1.1 
(Defining the 
Boundary)  

MaR-03 
Functional 
process 

Yes 

a) Accept each business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram as a 
functional process. 

b) If an eEPC diagram has process paths 
consider each of these as different 
functional process. 

c) If a business scenario is divided in 
more business process, each of this 
would be considered a functional 
process. 

 Section 6.3.2 
(Identifying the 
functional process)  

MaR-04 Data group Yes Accept each information object that 
appears in the data model as a data group. 

Section 6.3.3 
(Identifying data 
groups)  

MeR-01 Entry Yes 

For each input event which does not come 
from any function, accept as an ENTRY 
candidate their present information object 
if it has been identified as a data group. 

Section 6.4.2.1. i) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements I)  

MeR-02 Entry Semi 

Accept as a candidate ENTRY each input 
event that have an information object with 
a status that shows that the element has 
entered to the system as for example “has 
arrived”, “is reached”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.1. ii) 
(Identifying the 
ENTRY data 
movements II)  

MeR-03 Exit Yes For each output event which is not used Section 6.4.2.2. i) 
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Rule and principle description 
Number Concept Automatic Rule description Section 

like input in any function of the rest of the 
diagram, accept as an EXIT candidate its 
present information object if it has been 
identified as data group.  

(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements I)  

MeR-04 Exit Semi 

Accept as an EXIT each output event that 
have an information object with a status 
which shows that the element has come out 
from the system as for example “is sent”, 
“to be returned”, “delivered”, etc. 

Section 6.4.2.2. ii) 
(Identifying the EXIT 
data movements II)  

MeR-05 Read Yes 
Accept each information object that is read 
for a function as a READ movement. 

Section 6.4.2.3. i) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements I)  

MeR-06 Read Yes 

Accept as a READ data movement each 
different data group of the set of input 
events which participates in a 
precondition. 

Section 6.4.2.3. ii) 
(Identifying the 
READ data 
movements II)  

MeR-07 Write Yes 
Accept each information object that is 
written for a function as a WRITE 
movement. 

Section 6.4.2.4 
(Identifying the 
WRITE data 
movements)  

MeR-08 Duplicate - 

If the same kind of data movement affects 
more than one time to the same data group 
in the same functional process, just 1CFP 
has to be identified for that data 
movement. 

Section 6.4.3.1 
(Identifying the 
duplicate data 
movements)  

MeR-09 Duplicate - 

If a business scenario has different process 
paths, the business diagram that 
represents them, it has to be counted one 
time, independently that appears several 
times in the same layer.   

Section 6.4.3.2 
(Duplicate 
occurrences for the 
process paths)  

MeFR-01 - Yes 

The functional size of a business process 
represented by an eEPC diagram is equal 
to the sum of all data movements 
identified. 

Section 6.4.4.1.i) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
functional process) 

MeFR-02 - Yes 
The functional size of a base business 
scenario is equal to the sum of the business 
process that makes up it. 

Section 6.4.4.1.ii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a 
business scenario) 

MeFR-03 - Yes 

The functional size of a main business 
process extended by another secondary 
business processes is equal to the sum of 
the size of these sub-business processes 
plus of the size of the main business 
process. 

Section 6.4.4.1.iii) 
Aggregation function 
(Counting in a main 
business process) 

MeFR-04 - Yes 
The functional size of a software layer is 
equal to the sum of the functional sizes of 
all the Business Scenarios. 

Section 6.4.4.2 
Aggregation function 
in the software layer 

Table 67 : Principles and Rules for the general method 
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Appendix B. Perceptions-based evaluation form 
 
 
Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 

The process in order to apply the 
measurement procedure is 
COMPLEX and DIFFICULT to 
follow. 

O O O O O 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
SIMPLE and EASY to follow. 

2 

I think that this procedure would 
INCREASE the required TIME to 
measure the functional size of the 
ERPs. 

O O O O O 

I think that this procedure would 
DECREASE the required TIME 
to measure the functional 

3 
In general, the procedure is 
DIFFICULT to USE. 

O O O O O 
In general, the procedure is 
EASY to USE. 

4 
The measuring RULES of the 
method are CONFUSING and 
DIFFICULT to understand. 

O O O O O 
The measuring RULES of the 
method are CLEAR and EASY 
to understand. 

5 
In general, the method is NOT 
USEFUL. 

O O O O O 
In general, the method is 
USEFUL. 

6 
The measuring proceeding is 
DIFFUCLT to LEARN.  

O O O O O 
The measuring proceeding is 
EASY to LEARN. 

7 

I WOULD NOT USE this method 
if I have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 

O O O O O 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

8 

I think that the method would 
NOT IMPROVE the 
ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP context.  

O O O O O 

I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of 
the measurements in the ERP 
context.  

9 
I find DIFFICULT to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

O O O O O 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

10 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would NOT USE 
this measuring procedure to 
support the MANAGEMENT of 
the PROJECT. 

O O O O O 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would USE this 
measuring procedure to support 
the MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

11 

In general, I think that the method 
DID NOT provide an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure the 
FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the ERP 
projects in the early-requirements 
phase.  

O O O O O 

In general, I think that the 
method provided an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
NOT IMPROVE the OUTPUT in 
the measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 

O O O O O 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 
 

13 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would NOT 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

O O O O O 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

14 I think that it would be O O O O O I think that it would be EASY to 
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Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 
DIFFICULT to be skilful using 
this method. 

be skilful using this method.  
 

15 
I DO NOT have INTENTION to 
use this method in the FUTURE. 

O O O O O 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 

Illustration 120 : Validation form  
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Appendix C. Answered Perceptions-based evaluation 
form 
 
Evaluator 1, Luigi Buglione 
 
Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
COMPLEX and DIFFICULT to 
follow. 

O O O X O 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
SIMPLE and EASY to follow. 

2 

I think that this procedure 
would INCREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 
size of the ERPs. 

O O O X O 

I think that this procedure 
would DECREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 

3 
In general, the procedure is 
DIFFICULT to USE. 

O O X O O 
In general, the procedure is 
EASY to USE. 

4 
The measuring RULES of the 
method are CONFUSING and 
DIFFICULT to understand. 

O O X O O 
The measuring RULES of the 
method are CLEAR and EASY 
to understand. 

5 
In general, the method is NOT 
USEFUL. 

O O O X O 
In general, the method is 
USEFUL. 

6 
The measuring proceeding is 
DIFFUCLT to LEARN.  

O O O X O 
The measuring proceeding is 
EASY to LEARN. 

7 

I WOULD NOT USE this 
method if I have to measure the 
functional size of the 
specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 

O O X O O 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

8 

I think that the method would 
NOT IMPROVE the 
ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP 
context.  

O O O X O 

I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of 
the measurements in the ERP 
context.  

9 
I find DIFFICULT to APPLY 
the measurement procedure for 
the CASE of STUDY. 

O O O X O 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

10 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would NOT USE 
this measuring procedure to 
support the MANAGEMENT 
of the PROJECT. 

O O X O O 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would USE this 
measuring procedure to support 
the MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

11 

In general, I think that the 
method DID NOT provide an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase.  

O O O X O 

In general, I think that the 
method provided an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
NOT IMPROVE the OUTPUT 
in the measurement of the 
functional size of the ERP 
applications. 

O O X O O 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 
 

13 
If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would NOT 

O O X O O 
If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would 
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Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

14 
I think that it would be 
DIFFICULT to be skilful using 
this method. 

O O X O O 
I think that it would be EASY 
to be skilful using this method.  
 

15 
I DO NOT have INTENTION 
to use this method in the 
FUTURE. 

O O O X O 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 

Illustration 121 : Validation form Luigi Bulgiones (evaluator I) 

 
 
Evaluator 2, Condory-Fernandez, Nelly 
 
Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
COMPLEX and DIFFICULT to 
follow. 

O O O X O 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
SIMPLE and EASY to follow. 

2 

I think that this procedure 
would INCREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 
size of the ERPs. 

O O O O X 

I think that this procedure 
would DECREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 

3 
In general, the procedure is 
DIFFICULT to USE. 

O O O O X In general, the procedure is 
EASY to USE. 

4 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CONFUSING and 
DIFFICULT to understand. 
 

O O O X O 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CLEAR and EASY 
to understand. 
 

5 
In general, the method is NOT 
USEFUL. 

O O O O X 
In general, the method is 
USEFUL. 

6 
The measuring proceeding is 
DIFFUCLT to LEARN.  

O O X O O 
The measuring proceeding is 
EASY to LEARN. 

7 

I WOULD NOT USE this 
method if I have to measure the 
functional size of the 
specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

O O O X O 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

8 

I think that the method would 
NOT IMPROVE the 
ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP 
context.  

O O X O O 

I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of 
the measurements in the ERP 
context.  

9 
I find DIFFICULT to APPLY 
the measurement procedure for 
the CASE of STUDY. 

O O O X O 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

10 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would NOT USE 
this measuring procedure to 
support the MANAGEMENT 
of the PROJECT. 

O O X O O 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would USE this 
measuring procedure to support 
the MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

11 

In general, I think that the 
method DID NOT provide an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-

O O O X O 

In general, I think that the 
method provided an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
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Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 
requirements phase.  requirements phase. 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
NOT IMPROVE the OUTPUT 
in the measurement of the 
functional size of the ERP 
applications. 

O O O X O 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 
 

13 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would NOT 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

O O O X  

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

14 
I think that it would be 
DIFFICULT to be skilful using 
this method. 

O O O X O 
I think that it would be EASY 
to be skilful using this method.  
 

15 
I DO NOT have INTENTION 
to use this method in the 
FUTURE. 

O O X O O 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 

Illustration 122 : Validation form Nelly Condory Fernández (Evaluator 2) 

 
Evaluator 3, Olga Ormandjieva 
 
Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
COMPLEX and DIFFICULT to 
follow. 

O O X O O 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
SIMPLE and EASY to follow. 

2 

I think that this procedure 
would INCREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 
size of the ERPs. 

O O O X O 

I think that this procedure 
would DECREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 

3 
In general, the procedure is 
DIFFICULT to USE. 

O O O X O 
In general, the procedure is 
EASY to USE. 

4 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CONFUSING and 
DIFFICULT to understand. 
 

O O O X O 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CLEAR and EASY 
to understand. 
 

5 
In general, the method is NOT 
USEFUL. 

O O O X O 
In general, the method is 
USEFUL. 

6 
The measuring proceeding is 
DIFFUCLT to LEARN.  

O O O O X 
The measuring proceeding is 
EASY to LEARN. 

7 

I WOULD NOT USE this 
method if I have to measure the 
functional size of the 
specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

O O O X O 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

8 

I think that the method would 
NOT IMPROVE the 
ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP 
context.  

O O O X O 

I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of 
the measurements in the ERP 
context.  

9 
I find DIFFICULT to APPLY 
the measurement procedure for 
the CASE of STUDY. 

O O O X O 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

10 
If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would NOT USE 

O O X O O 
If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would USE this 
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Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 
this measuring procedure to 
support the MANAGEMENT 
of the PROJECT. 

measuring procedure to support 
the MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

11 

In general, I think that the 
method DID NOT provide an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase.  

O O O O X 

In general, I think that the 
method provided an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
NOT IMPROVE the OUTPUT 
in the measurement of the 
functional size of the ERP 
applications. 

O O O X O 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 
 

13 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would NOT 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

O O O X O 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

14 
I think that it would be 
DIFFICULT to be skilful using 
this method. 

O O X O O 
I think that it would be EASY 
to be skilful using this method.  
 

15 
I DO NOT have INTENTION 
to use this method in the 
FUTURE. 

O O O X O 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 

Illustration 123 : Validation form Juan Cuadrado (Evaluator 3) 

 
Evaluator 4, Olga Ormandjieva 
 
Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 

1 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
COMPLEX and DIFFICULT to 
follow. 

O O X O O 

The process in order to apply 
the measurement procedure is 
SIMPLE and EASY to follow. 

2 

I think that this procedure 
would INCREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 
size of the ERPs. 

O O O X O 

I think that this procedure 
would DECREASE the required 
TIME to measure the functional 

3 
In general, the procedure is 
DIFFICULT to USE. 

O O O X O 
In general, the procedure is 
EASY to USE. 

4 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CONFUSING and 
DIFFICULT to understand. 
 

O O O X  O 

The measuring RULES of the 
method are CLEAR and EASY 
to understand. 
 

5 
In general, the method is NOT 
USEFUL. 

O O O X O 
In general, the method is 
USEFUL. 

6 
The measuring proceeding is 
DIFFUCLT to LEARN.  

O O O X O 
The measuring proceeding is 
EASY to LEARN. 

7 

I WOULD NOT USE this 
method if I have to measure the 
functional size of the 
specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

O O O O X 

I WOULD USE this method if I 
have to measure the functional 
size of the specifications of the 
requirements in the FUTURE. 
 

8 
I think that the method would 
NOT IMPROVE the 

O O O X O 
I think that the method would 
IMPROVE the ACCURACY of 
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Question  Negative Affirmation  1 2 3 4 5 Positive Affirmation 
ACCURACY of the 
measurements in the ERP 
context.  

the measurements in the ERP 
context.  

9 
I find DIFFICULT to APPLY 
the measurement procedure for 
the CASE of STUDY. 

O O O X O 
I find EASY to APPLY the 
measurement procedure for the 
CASE of STUDY. 

10 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would NOT USE 
this measuring procedure to 
support the MANAGEMENT 
of the PROJECT. 

O O O O X 

If I were the responsible for an 
ERP project, I would USE this 
measuring procedure to support 
the MANAGEMENT of the 
PROJECT. 

11 

In general, I think that the 
method DID NOT provide an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase.  

O O O X O 

In general, I think that the 
method provided an 
EFFECTIVE way to measure 
the FUNCTIONAL SIZE of the 
ERP projects in the early-
requirements phase. 

12 

The use of this procedure would 
NOT IMPROVE the OUTPUT 
in the measurement of the 
functional size of the ERP 
applications. 

O O O X O 

The use of this procedure would 
IMPROVE the OUTPUT in the 
measurement of the functional 
size of the ERP applications. 
 

13 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would NOT 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

O O O X O 

If my company needed some 
measuring method for the 
functional size, I would 
SUGGEST the USE of eEPC-
COSMIC. 

14 
I think that it would be 
DIFFICULT to be skilful using 
this method. 

O O O X O 
I think that it would be EASY 
to be skilful using this method.  
 

15 
I DO NOT have INTENTION 
to use this method in the 
FUTURE. 

O O O O X 
I have INTENTION to use this 
method in the FUTURE. 

Illustration 124 : Validation form Olga Ormandjieva  (Evaluator 4) 
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Appendix D. Acronyms 
 
CFP Cosmic Function Point 
CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
COSMIC The Common Software Measurement International Consortium  
CRM Customer relationship management 
eEPC Extent Event-driven Process Chain 
EPC Event-driven Process Chain 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
FP Function Points 
FPA Function Point Analysis 
FSM Functional software measurement 
FSMM Functional software measurement method 
FUR Functional User Requirements 
IFPUG International Function Point Users Group 
LoB Line of Business 
MAM Method Adoption Model 
MaR Mapping Rule 
MeR Measurement Rule 
MeFR Measurement Function Rule 
MRP Manufacturing Resource Planning 
NESMA The Netherlands Software Metrics users Association 
PERT Program Evaluation and Review Technique 
PSU Project Size Units 
RE Requirements Engineering 
RFI Request for Information 
RFP Request For Proposal 
RS Requirements Specification 
SAP Systems, applications and products 
SD Standard Deviation 
SRS Software Requirement Specifications 
UFC Unadjusted Function-point Count 
UML Unified Modeling Language  
 
 
 
 


